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Abstract
A Hybrid Experimental-Computational Approach for the Analysis of Dynamic Fracture
Logan Spencer Shannahan
Advisor: Leslie Lamberson
The fracture behavior of materials resulting from rapidly applied loads remains poorly understood, and re-
quires consideration of the inertial forces and rapidly changing crack front. At the same time, with the advent
of improved high-speed cameras and full-field optical techniques such as digital image correlation (DIC),
the spatial and temporal resolution of measurable field data has increased. As such, this thesis presents a
novel hybrid experimental-computational technique that extracts dynamic fracture criterion from DIC data
using improved, iterative elastodynamic expressions relating stress intensity factors (SIFs) to displacement
fields around the crack front. Two variations of the solution are explored: an over-deterministic least squares
regression is used when the crack tip location is known, such as at initiation of fracture, and an iterative
Newton-Raphson optimization is used when the crack tip location is unknown. Dynamic fracture experi-
ments are conducted on single-edge-notch specimens, impacted on the opposite face by a striker in mode I
(or crack opening), to determine the efficacy of the method. Three materials with varying microstructures are
studied: brittle polymer polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), nanolayered metal-ceramic MAX phase Ti3SiC2,
and human femoral cortical bone, a natural hierarchical ceramic matrix composite. PMMA is a historically
well-studied material in classical dynamic fracture mechanics and is chosen as a model material, and when
combined with data from literature is used to conduct validation and uncertainty quantification arising from
key experimental and numerical parameters. Material rate dependency and the effect of transient wave in-
teractions are investigated in the dynamic fracture behavior of MAX phase Ti3SiC2, and found to hold little
influence due to the energy absorbing mechanisms of kink banding and delamination unique to the layered
microstructure. Mode-mixity arising from an orthotropic microstructure is investigated in human femoral
cortical bone, and lead to significant mode II SIFs even in the absence of any applied mode II loading,
though mode I fracture remains dominant. These collective results demonstrate the wide variety of mate-
rial microstructures with varying deformation mechanisms to which the hybrid experimental-computational
dynamic fracture analysis is well-suited to handle.

1Chapter 1. Introduction to Fracture Mechanics
Griffith is commonly accepted to have first quantitatively defined fracture mechanics by extending the
theory of minimum potential energy to a growing crack [58]. In the Griffith formulation, a crack under load
will grow to a length such that the additional work of fracture (that is, the work required to break atomic bonds
at the microscopically sharp tip of the crack) is equal to the reduction in potential energy of the system as a
whole resulting from crack advance, at which point the crack will be at equilibrium [58]. Griffith’s energy
balance has several weaknesses; among the most significant are that it assumes a perfectly elastic material
and does not take into account inertial effects. However, future scholars used it as the base for foundational
work in both quasi-static and dynamic fracture mechanics.
Irwin led some of the most important advances to Griffith’s original theory with the addition of consid-
eration of plastic deformation [64]. This is accomplished simply by the addition of an additional term for
energy lost during plastic deformation ahead of the crack tip. This extended Griffith’s work to materials that
were not perfectly brittle, and was especially relevant for metals, where the energy lost to plastic deformation
is significantly larger than the energy of fracture [61]. Irwin further developed the field of fracture mechanics
through the introduction of two related methods of quantifying fracture, the energy release rate G and the
stress intensity factor (SIF) K [65]. The energy release rate G is the unit change in potential energy per unit
change in crack length and is ultimately derived from the Griffith energy balance. The SIF K characterizes
the asymptotic stress field at the crack tip; it is defined as
lim
r→0
σi j =
K√
2pir
fi j(r,θ) (1.1)
where σi j is the applied stress tensor and fi j is a dimensionless function of r and θ , the polar coordinates
relative to the crack tip, that varies by boundary conditions and geometry [5]. In the case of dynamic fracture,
fi j is also a function of time [50]. Westergaard, Irwin, Sneddon, and Williams were the first to develop this
general solution for the stress state around a crack tip [65, 163, 183, 185]. Thus, stress in a cracked specimen
follows a singularity of 1/
√
r, as demonstrated in Figure 1.1 for the simplified case of quasi-static stationary
crack in an isotropic specimen loaded in pure tension.
Additionally, as K is dependent on loading geometry, it is typically separated into three forms based on
the mode of fracture present: KI for mode I or opening fracture, KII for mode II or sliding fracture, and KIII
for mode III or tearing fracture (show visually in Figure 1.2.) Solutions derived for a single mode of loading
2r
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Figure 1.1: A generalized plot of the stress singularity at a crack tip for a mode I stationary quasi-static crack
loaded in pure tension where θ = 0 is shown.
Figure 1.2: The three different modes of fracture are shown. At left is mode I or opening fracture, at center
is mode II or sliding fracture, and at right is mode III or tearing fracture (adapted from [45].)
may be combined with those of other modes through the principle of superposition.
For a two-dimensional elastic material under plane stress, the K and G are related by G = K
2
E , where E
is the modulus of elasticity [50]. Both quantities are used as criteria to determine the onset of fracture in a
material; the critical energy release rate Gc is the energy release rate which must be overcome for fracture to
occur.
Classical fracture mechanics does not capture the time dependent phenomena that occur under dynamic
loading conditions. It is these time dependent phenomena, however, that give rise to the differences in material
response that make dynamic fracture an important field of study. The difference in response between a quasi-
statically loaded crack and a dynamically loaded crack can be grouped into three separate categories, some
or all of which must be considered in a given dynamic fracture problem. First, material properties are often
rate dependent, which causes a corresponding rate dependence in fracture properties. Second, rapid crack
3growth can generate non-negligible material inertial effects from the crack opening if the crack propagation
speed is a significant fraction of the material wave speeds [50]. Third, a separate set of transient effects in
the material will arise from the interactions of stress waves generated by rapidly applied loading. However,
due to the difficulty of the problem, wave interactions are not typically taken into account for elastodynamic
solutions in dynamic fracture.
Dynamic fracture occurs over a large variety of problems, ranging from a dropped cell phone screen,
to broken bones, to armor materials struck by a penetrator. Despite their importance, these problems are
difficult to solve, both analytically and experimentally. Any analytical treatment should attempt take into
account crack propagation with the resultant inertial effects accounted for through the equations of motion,
necessitating a time-dependent theory of fracture rooted in elastodynamics. Consequently, experimental
characterization of fracture properties must contend with the high speeds involved. In typical brittle materials,
crack speeds can run from hundreds to thousands of meters per second, and experiment durations can be
measured in microseconds. These requirements limit the availability of dynamic fracture data, particularly in
complex, heterogeneous materials.
This thesis presents a method by which dynamic stress intensity factors (SIFs) can be extracted using a
hybrid experimental-computational approach based on analysis from full-field displacement data captured us-
ing ultra high-speed photography and digital image correlation (DIC). While this method has been developed
and used by previous investigators, this work is the first to present a detailed analysis of the uncertainty quan-
tification in the hybrid experimental-computational method to various input parameters, both computational
and experimental. The idealized elastodynamic solution used to extract the resulting SIFs is further improved
through the increased accuracy in crack tip tracking and the addition to the analysis of a method to remove
rigid body rotations. Additionally, case studies of dynamic fracture data extracted using this method are
shown for the materials human femoral cortical bone and titanium silicon carbide (Ti3SiC2), a nanolayered
metal carbide, neither of which have been explored for the dynamic fracture case with this level of fidelity.
In the experiments discussed here, material rate dependency is included through the material properties used
in the analysis. Inertial effects from crack propagation are taken into account through the consideration of
material wave speeds and crack velocity. These topics are covered in more depth in Chapter 2, which covers
the fundamental theory of classical dynamic fracture mechanics.
41.1 History of the Study of Dynamic Fracture
Dynamic fracture has been studied as a distinct subfield starting in the 1940s [50]. However, many of
the concepts used are rooted in the time independent solutions used for quasi-static fracture evaluation. For
dynamic fracture, the definition of K is slightly more complex than that given in Section 1. K is defined as
the instantaneous SIF K(t) at a given time t, with the superscript d , i.e. KdI , representing a dynamic KI value.
In addition, the critical SIF KdIc is defined as K(t)
d
I at time t = tc, or the critical time of initiation of fracture.
The concept of characterization of the stress field around the crack tip is of particular use experimentally, as
crack tip energy is difficult to measure. By contrast, K may be solved analytically for a given fracture mode,
load and geometry under quasi-static conditions, and idealized closed-form asymptotic expressions relating
far-field stresses to SIFs have been developed for both quasi-static and dynamic (time-dependent) loads.
The development of theoretical descriptions of crack tip energetics, as well as the experimental techniques
to measure these quantities (discussed in Section 1.2), allowed for characterization of fracture as a material
property [81]. In the case of dynamic fracture, early researchers defined a relation between measured instan-
taneous SIF and crack tip velocity for brittle, isotropic materials [42, 80, 81]. This work first grew out of
experimental results from Schardin using high-speed photography that showed that cracks in brittle solids
such as glass and plexiglass had a maximum velocity below the Rayleigh wave speed predicted by elastody-
namics [156]. Further research on Homalite 100 by Irwin et al. provided sufficient data to develop a curve of
crack velocity versus measured SIF with three distinct regions [66–69]. A simplified diagram of this relation-
ship is shown in Figure 1.3. There are two regions, the vertical “stem” and the horizontal “terminal velocity”
region, in which the crack tip velocity has no dependence on the SIF. In the transitional “knee” region, there is
evidence for a unique relationship between the two. There is some controversy in the literature as to whether
the relationship between crack tip velocity and measured SIF is truly unique, however. Ravi-Chandar and
Knauss in their own experiments with Homelite found a range of values in the knee region, casting doubt
on the previously accepted literature [81]. This conclusion was supported by an investigation by Rosakis et
al. that found a unique relationship for ductile steels, but a non-unique relationship for high hardness, brittle
steels, and other brittle materials [145]. The exact conditions under which a unique relationship between
crack tip velocity and measured SIF holds is still an open question today; this thesis probes this relationship
for the model material of PMMA in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2.
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Figure 1.3: An idealized version of the relationship between velocity and instantaneous SIFs is shown. Three
distinct regions are present: the “stem” where velocity and SIFs are independent, the “knee” where a de-
pendence exists, and the “terminal velocity” region in which the crack reaches its maximum speed and the
relationship is once again independent. This figure is adapted from Ravi-Chandar et al. [81]
1.2 Visualization Techniques
Due to the difficulty in capturing a dynamic fracture event occurring on time scales measured in mi-
croseconds, many techniques used to study dynamic fracture experimentally utilize mechanical methods to
track growth. Fineberg et al. utilized the change in resistance of a metallic coating of the surface during
fracture to obtain high resolution velocity data [48]. Other experimenters used strain guages mounted on
the loading device and ahead of the crack tip to measure fracture properties during impact-driven fracture
[103, 114, 182]. The load histories determined from these strain guages were used with quasi-static solutions
for calculating fracture toughness from geometry and applied load. However, these techniques have several
drawbacks; geometry and force based solutions apply only to isotropic, brittle materials, and the peak load
does not always correspond to the time of initiation of fracture [73]. Some works correct for this by using
wave mechanics to calculate and correct for the characteristic time of wave propagation, while others utilize
fracture gauges directly ahead of the crack tip to electronically determine the time of fracture [103, 142].
Some researchers also used hybrid experimental-numerical methods in which loads, sample properties, and
crack initiation times obtained using the previously mentioned methods are used to generate finite element
models from which fracture properties can be calculated directly [30, 174–176, 182]. All of these mechanical
techniques share the limitation that they are local to the measurement device, and thus do not capture full-
6field information during fracture. They also do not capture information during propagation of the crack, as
fracture destroys applied measurement gauges or invalidates the geometric assumptions used in calculation.
1.2.1 High-speed Imaging
Ultra high-speed photography offers a different method to record and analyze fracture behavior. Schardin
was the first to develop a camera capable of operating at frame rates high enough to capture dynamic fracture
[156]. This high-speed photography capability, and later developments leading to modern ultra high-speed
cameras, enabled a variety of optical techniques based on the interaction of collimated light with the sample
material or direct analysis of the recorded imagery. The terms “high-speed imaging” and “ultra high-speed
imaging” are extremely broad, covering a large range of frame rates, recording lengths, spatial resolutions,
and ultimately camera types. Figure 1.4 depicts an infographic of the various cameras available on the
market. For the general purpose of dynamic fracture work and other high-speed imaging, choosing a camera
is a matter of trade-offs between the number of frames available for recording, the frame rate, and the spatial
resolution. In this study, it is necessary to have sufficient temporal resolution to capture a crack through
initiation and propagation, but also necessary to have sufficient spatial resolution to extract SIFs accurately.
Additionally, when using DIC, it is necessary to consider sensor quality and consistency of measured gray
level. The cameras and imaging details used in this study are discussed in depth during sections 3.4, 4.2.2,
and 5.2.3.
Several types of high-speed cameras exist, each with benefits and drawbacks. Gated intensified cameras
use a beam splitter and intensifier to split an image between several sensors, while rotating mirror cameras do
the same using a spinning mirror. The beam splitter method allows for very fast frame rates, on the far right
in Figure 1.4, while the rotating mirror is limited to the low millions of frames per second (Mfps). Because
of the similar method of operation, these cameras have similar drawbacks. The splitting process may result in
blurry or distorted images and has a slightly different field of view on each sensor. The separate sensors also
present a problem, as each will have slightly different operating characteristics; for use with DIC, a reference
image must be taken with each sensor [89, 109, 125, 128].
CCD-based cameras work at high frame rates by channeling electrons into separate wells from a single
sensor, allowing the camera to avoid pixel timeout issues. However, this results in large chips compared to
the other methods, and a corresponding lower spatial resolution. They do have an advantage in that each
image is taken on the same sensor, and current frame rates are suitable for the study of dynamic fracture
[123, 125, 126, 130, 151, 197].
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8Figure 1.5: A schematic of a transmission caustics experiment is shown. The area in which the rays of
coherent light source do not hit the imaging plane forms the characteristic shadow spot, the diameter of
which is measured to determine the SIF.
1.2.2 Method of Caustics
Caustics, originally developed by Manogg and one of the first optical techniques to become widespread,
leverages the local change in refraction or reflection due to stress from local thinning around a crack tip which
(when the sample is placed slightly out of the focal distance of the optical system) to generate a shadow spot,
surrounded by a brighter epicycloid, called a caustic (see schematic in Figure 1.5) [101]. The diameter (or
area) of the caustic is dependent on the stress-optic and fracture properties of the material [101]. In the
specific case of dynamic fracture in transmission (as in Figure 1.5), the SIF is as follows:
KdI = F(v)MD
5/2 (1.2)
where
M =
2
√
2pi
3m3/2 f 5/2ctZ
(1.3)
F =
4αdαs− (1+α2s )2
(α2d −α2s )(1+α2s )
(1.4)
9Figure 1.6: A schematic of a transmission photoelasticity experiment is shown (Adapted from [87]).The
isochromatic fringes are imaged directly on the camera sensor.
αd = 1− v
2
c2d
(1.5)
αs = 1− v
2
c2s
(1.6)
in which m is the scale factor, f is the shadow optical constant, c is the stress optical constant, t is the sample
thickness, Z is the reference distance, v is the crack propagation velocity, cd is the longitudinal wave velocity,
cs is the transverse wave velocity, and D is the diameter of the shadow spot [21, 87].
Rosakis and Freund further developed this method to account for inertial effects during dynamic fracture
[147, 148]. Rosakis et al. used caustics in reflection to study dynamic fracture in 4340 steel double cantilever
beam specimens, suggesting that the stress intensity factor attains a critical value, denoted as KdIC and called
the dynamic fracture toughness [146]. Rosakis noted that this value differed from the quasi-static fracture
toughness in that it was a function of crack tip velocity [146]. Rosakis et al. also noted that variations in
KdI during crack propagation matched the calculated arrival time of shear waves at the crack tip, strongly
suggesting that variation in crack velocity and SIFs is driven by wave interactions [146]. The method of
caustics has since been used extensively in dynamic fracture, but has the limitation of being a local mea-
surement technique, and like the other common technique of photoelasticity, requires specific material optics
properties (transparent or reflective surfaces) and a coherent light source, as well as the need for associated
optomechanics in the experimental configuration [88, 192, 193]. It is worth noting that the caustics is the
only technique described in this thesis that is typically only used in the study of dynamic fracture.
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1.2.3 Method of Photoelasticity
Photoelasticity is another full-field technique commonly used to extract both quasi-static and dynamic
fracture behavior. It utilizes isochromatic fringe patterns generated from coherent light interference to cal-
culate the difference in principal stresses around a crack tip [26, 41, 43, 82, 155]. Collimated light is passed
through a polarizer and a quarter wave plate before striking the sample and being either reflected or trans-
mitted, depending on the method used. The light from the sample then passes through another quarter wave
plate and an analyzer before being captured by the camera, as shown in Figure 1.6 [87, 155]. SIFs are then
extracted from the resulting fringe pattern using the following equation:
KdI =
N f
√
2pirm
t sinθm
[
1+
(
2
3tanθm
)2]0.5(
1+
2tan( 3θm2 )
2tanθm
)
(1.7)
where N is the fringe order (N = λ/2pi), f is the shadow optical constant, t is the sample thickness, and rm
and θm are the radius and angle of a data point chosen on the isochromatic fringe [51, 65, 87].
While Sanford and Dally were not the first to make use of photoelasticity, they did develop the basis
for the modern form of the technique, in which a large number of points along the fringe edges are chosen
for analysis. They also introduced additional parameters to better describe the stress field around a moving
crack front [155]. Photoelasticity has the limitation of requiring a birefringent (refractive index dependent
on the applied stress state) material or coating, and lacks resolution around the crack tip, as Kobayashi et
al. demonstrated when studying dynamic fracture in 4340 steel [82]. Der et al. have demonstrated that stress
intensity factors can be accurately determined through coatings, but noted that sufficiently thick coatings,
such as an applied layer of birefringent polymer, will introduce error [43]. This can be minimized through
the use of a split coating, but some error will still exist in the case of sufficiently thick coatings [82]. Modern
photoelastic methods for fracture analysis seek to increase the amount and quality of information available
from the fringe patterns by considering intensity or even color [131, 133]. These techniques increase the
accuracy and decrease noise when compared with traditional photoelasticity, yet have the same limitations
previously mentioned (birefringent material or coating, lack of resolution around the crack tip, requirement of
complicated optics,) along with an additional drawback of further complicating the already difficult problem
of phase unwrapping for fringe pattern analysis [131, 133].
1.2.4 Digital Image Correlation
Fundamentally, digital image correlation (DIC) is a full-field method first developed by Sutton et al. which
can be performed using a uniform white light source and a properly-scaled speckle pattern on the sample
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Figure 1.7: A schematic of a DIC speckle pattern pre- and post-deformation is shown. The red box marks a
subset, and the deformed configuration of said subset [136].
[29, 121, 157, 165, 166]. In this, it shares some similarity to the more recently developed DGS method.
For DIC, however, the speckle pattern is placed on the surface of the sample and imaged directly, rather
than in transmission through a transparent sample. A subset of the pattern is chosen and compared to the
post-deformation images using a shape function, such as the affine shape function typically used for linear
deformations:
 µ(x,y,s)
ν(x,y,s)
=
 x
y
+
 u
v
+
 ∂u∂x ∂u∂y
∂v
∂x
∂v
∂y

 ∆x
∆y
 . (1.8)
in which the left hand side represents change in position, the first two terms of the right hand side are rigid
body translations, and the last term is the affine deformation.
DIC has the advantage of working on any material, transparent or opaque. In simplest terms, DIC works
by comparing light intensities maps of an object in pre- and post-deformation configurations (or, in the cases
studied in this work, mid-deformation). The pre-deformation case is used as a reference, and a mathematical
relationship assumed between small subsets of the reference and deformed configurations (Figure 1.7). The
nature of this relation varies by algorithm; in Sutton’s original thesis, a homogeneous linear mapping was used
[166]. The square of the difference between the chosen subsets is minimized with respect to the deformations
[166]. The derivative of these displacements can then be used to obtain strains [166]. Later advances from
Sutton’s original work included more robust and faster solutions to find displacements and strains, as well
as stereo-DIC in which two cameras are used to obtain out-of-plane displacements [165]. Alternatively,
the principal of virtual work can be used in the virtual fields method to extract material properties from a
specimen [54, 55, 129, 170]. In this work, however, SIFs are extracted directly from displacements, and thus
full-field displacement data receives the majority of consideration.
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Figure 1.8: An image of a grid printed on a concrete sample used with the grid method [127].
1.2.5 Grid Method
The grid method is an alternative means of capturing full-field measurements. It is broadly similar to DIC
in that it uses white light and high-speed (in the case of dynamic fracture) images to measure displacements
and strains, but differs significantly in the application [56, 124]. As the name suggests, a regular grid (Figure
1.8 ) is applied to the sample to be studied rather than a random speckle pattern. The grid method as described
here differs from previous methods used in the 1960s, in which the coordinates of the grid points were
compared pre- and post-deformation to extract displacements, in that numerical tools are used to extract phase
distributions from the regular pattern of the grid [56, 108, 119]. The resulting analysis has better measurement
resolution for a given spatial resolution than DIC, allowing the capture of small-scale phenomena with greater
fidelity. However, the grid method does suffer from one drawback. The grids, especially very fine grids with
several lines per millimeter, must be very precise, or significant error is introduced. Sourcing and application
of grids onto samples using various transfer methods is a significant step up in difficulty from DIC [56]. The
grid method is not used in any of the work presented in this study. However, given the need for high resolution
in small displacements around a crack tip, the grid method is a promising technique for application in future
work in the area of dynamic fracture.
1.2.6 Other Full-field Methods
A more recent method of full-field optical measurement of fracture properties known as coherent gradient
sensing (CGS) was pioneered for quasi-static fracture by Tippur, Krishnaswamy, and Rosakis in 1989 [167,
168]. CGS is based on similar principles to Moire´ deflectometry, but instead uses coherent light and optics
13
Figure 1.9: A schematic of a CGS experimental setup is shown (Adapted from [167]).
to allow for higher density diffraction gratings and spatial filtering [53, 167]. It is a shearing interferometry
technique which measures the in-plane gradients of the out-of-plane displacements around a crack tip, similar
to the method of caustics; a schematic of a typical CGS experiment is shown in Figure 1.9. The extracted
SIFs have the advantage of being relatively insensitive to vibrations and rigid translations when compared to
other interferometry techniques [167]. Tippur et al. noted that CGS could be applied to dynamic fracture, but
did not do so in their original work [167, 168]. Rosakis later expanded the technique to study mixed-mode
dynamic fracture in PMMA, confirming that CGS was a useful technique to study dynamic fracture [104].
Tippur and Periasamy further contributed to the full-field stress and fracture measurements with the de-
velopment of digital gradient sensing (DGS), which utilizes modern development of ultra high-speed cameras
and computational resources to track stress gradients in a sample material [121, 122]. In DGS, a high-speed
camera is used to image a speckle pattern behind an optically transparent sample (Figure 1.10). The apparent
deformation of the speckle pattern caused by the angular deflection of light passing through the sample due
to elasto-optic effects is analyzed using the elasto-optical equation to obtain stress gradients during loading
[121]. DGS has several advantages; it can measure two orthogonal stress gradients simultaneously, requires
only white light, not a coherent source, and has high resolution of stress gradients around stress concentra-
tions such as a crack tip [121, 122]. However, it is limited to only transparent materials. Tippur and Periasamy
then expanded the method to consider fracture both quasi-static and dynamic fracture by using asymptotic
14
Figure 1.10: A schematic of a DGS experimental setup is shown [164].
crack-tip field expressions (similar to those used in this work, but cast in terms of stress fields rather than dis-
placement fields) to extract fracture properties [122, 164]. There are further full-field visualization methods,
such as the method of holography, that are not discussed here as they have not been used to obtain fracture
information [85].
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Table 1.1: A summary of the pros and cons of the visualization technique discussed is shown.
Method Pros Cons
Caustics • Directly measures fracture properties • Requires collimated light source
• Extensive optomechanics necessary
• Material must be reflective or transparent
• Local measurement technique
• Does not precisely locate crack tip
Photoelasticity • Directly measures SIFs • Requires collimated light source
• Full-field measurement of • Extensive optomechanics necessary
difference in principal stresses • Material must be birefringent
• Does not precisely locate crack tip
DIC • Only white light needed • Lower spatial resolution
• Easy sample preparation - random speckles
Grid Method • Only white light needed • Time consuming and expensive sample preparation
• High spatial resolution
• Analysis software available online
as freeware
CGS • Relatively insensitive to rigid • Requires collimated light source
body translations and vibrations
DGS • Only white light needed • Limited to transparent materials
• High resolution of stress gradients
1.3 Hybrid Computational-Experimental Method
Traditional DIC does not directly characterize fracture information. However, several methods exist to
extract SIFs from full-field displacements, such as those obtained by DIC. The specifics of the method used in
this work are covered in Chapter 2, but all ultimately work through using fracture mechanics theory to relate
measured displacements to SIFs. This technique is applicable to both quasi-static and dynamic fracture,
though care must be taken when developing the SIF-displacement relation to account for dynamic effects.
It is worth taking a brief digression to discuss the stress state in the sample. KI typically decreases with
increasing sample thickness, as the material reaches a state of plane strain instead of plane stress. The samples
considered in this work are thin, and in a state of plane stress.
The quasi-static case of fracture is typically easier to capture experimentally, as the experimental tech-
niques need have sufficient resolution only the spatial domain, and not temporal. Hamam et al. were among
the first to extract SIFs from displacement fields when studying fatigue fracture in steel with a center crack
loaded in tension (CCT) [62]. The method as developed by Hamam et al. only recorded one mode of fracture,
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but was noted to be potentially extensible to mixed-mode loading [62]. Lopez-Crespo et al. studied fatigue
fracture using this technique in an aluminum plate subjected to mixed-mode loading, expanding the method-
ology to use Muskhelishvili’s complex function approach to map the crack tip displacement field [99, 110].
They found a notable discrepancy between the applied mode I and II SIFs, and those found through anal-
ysis of the DIC displacement data, and offered the explanation that the stress field map used to calculate
the applied SIFs did not match that used for the analysis of the displacement data [99]. Du et al. used the
same technique to study fracture in an aluminum airplane structural panel, taking advantage of the ability to
extract DIC displacements from a speckle pattern applied to a non-traditional fracture problem [44]. This
allowed the consideration of structural effects on fracture toughness. Du et al. also studied the range of data
considered for analysis, and found that it was important to avoid the process zone around the crack tip, while
Lopez-Crespo et al. examined the sensitivity of the analysis method to the crack tip location and found that
proper identification of the crack tip is necessary for accurate results [44, 98]. Both of these sources of error
are also considered in this study; however, this is first time they have been examined for a dynamically loaded
crack, and they are studied in further depth than in previous works.
Advances in DIC and high-speed photography have allowed researchers to capture full-field displacement
data during fracture of a dynamically loaded crack in a relatively straight-forward fashion. The availability
of this data, combined with asymptotic expressions relating displacements to the SIFs at the crack tip, allows
for study of the crack tip energetics using an overdeterministic least squares analysis similar to the quasi-
static case. Yoneyama et al. first developed the technique, building on analytical method Sanford and Dally
developed to solve for SIFs from isochromatic fringe patterns [155, 191]. The nonlinear analysis developed
by Yoneyama et al. allows for calculation of SIFs when the crack tip location is unknown. Yoneyama et
al. also studied the influence of the order of the elastodynamic expressions and coordinate system of the
displacements used in a case study on PMMA, determining that a single order expression is accurate if radial
displacements, rather than x and y displacements, are used in the analysis [191]. Kirugulige and Tippur used
a similar method as Yoneyama et al. to study dynamic fracture in isotropic foams, finding that the results
closely matched FEM models used to verify the technique [77–79]. Lee and Tippur further built on this work
by applying the method to anisotropic graphite/epoxy composites, but did not use the nonlinear crack tip
finding method for propagating cracks as employed here [91].
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1.4 Overview
This thesis presents a methodology for extracting dynamic fracture information from full-field displace-
ment data, with an emphasis on impact-driven fracture. Three key scientific questions are explored:
1. How well do the displacement fields around a dynamically loaded crack tip as described in theory
match those observed experimentally?
2. How influential are material inertial effects created by the opening of a propagating crack, and is it
sufficient to consider inertial effects only through the equations of motion?
3. To what degree can the sources of error be quantified when using full-field data and a hybrid experimental-
computational method to extract SIFs?
To address these questions, the following goals were met:
1. Implementation of a hybrid experimental-computational method derived from elastodynamics for ex-
tracting fracture information (SIFs) from full-field displacement data obtained experimentally using
DIC that improves existing crack finding solutions.
2. Exploration of the sensitivity of the hybrid experimental-computational method to key experimental
and numerical input parameters, with the goal of more accurately characterizing the uncertainty of the
hybrid experimental-computational method.
3. Analysis of mixed-mode dynamic fracture in two case studies: a complex anisotropic natural composite
(human femoral cortical bone) to allow better modeling and prediction of failure with the ultimate
goal of assisting in the development of better protection, and MAX phase Ti3SiC2, a nanolayered
ternary carbide, to characterize the contribution of the failure and deformation mechanisms such as
kink banding and delamination unique to layered materials to fracture properties.
The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical background of the elastodynamic dynamic fracture method, begin-
ning with a derivation of the asymptotic expressions relating displacements and SIFs, and continuing
through the computational method and numerical optimization scheme used to extract SIFs from the
full-field DIC displacement data.
• Chapter 3 discusses the uncertainty quantification of the hybrid experimental-computational method to
various sources of error both theoretical and experimental for a model material of PMMA.
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• Chapter 4 presents the dynamic fracture characterization of the MAX phase ternary carbide Ti3SiC2,
which has not previously been explored. Kolsky bar results are used to determine orientation depen-
dence, and the fracture results are compared to literature to determine rate-sensitivity in the material.
• Chapter 5 presents the hybrid computational-experimental method as applied to human femoral cortical
bone. This chapter details the application of the elastodynamic solution to a complex anisotropic
material that develops mixed-mode loading due to the underlying microstructure.
• Chapter 6 presents a general discussion on the contribution to dynamic fracture made by this thesis
based on the findings in previous chapters and the most impactful areas for future work.
The Appendices provide the following:
• Appendix A includes all test results on PMMA from Chapter 3.
• Appendix B includes all test results on Ti3SiC2 from Chapter 4.
• Appendix C summarizes the test results on human femoral cortical bone from Chapter 5.
• Appendix D includes the MATLAB code for both the hybrid experimental-computational method and
the J-integral method used in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2. Dynamic Fracture
2.1 Fundamental Background of Dynamic Fracture
In this chapter, the fundamental background of dynamic fracture is used to develop the elastodynamic
relations characterizing the stress field around a crack tip. These expressions are used to relate dispalcements
to SIFs, and the over-deterministic least squares method used to extract SIFs from experimentally obtained
displacement fields is given.
The concept of the asymptotic field at the crack tip which can be characterized in terms of the single
parameter of the stress intensity factor is fundamental to fracture mechanics. In the quasi-static case, the
form of the function f describing the relationship between the SIF and stress can be determined geometrically
dependent on the boundary conditions of the specific problem. However, dynamic fracture differs from the
quasi-static case in two important ways. First, material inertia must be considered through the equations of
motion used to derive the asymptotic expressions. Second, rapid changes in load or crack position must be
accounted for, which is done through the introduction of time and crack velocity dependent terms. This leads
to two distinct approaches. In a dynamically loaded stationary crack, the crack is considered as a snapshot
in time, with any motion happening between one studied frame and another. Crack tip velocity is thus not
considered, though material inertia is included through the equations of motion. In the dynamically loaded
dynamic, or propagating, crack approach, the crack moves and crack tip velocity must be taken into account
in addition to inertia. Note that this means even quasi-static loading could result in a dynamically propagating
crack, dependent on the crack tip velocity during fracture.
Figure 2.1: A schematic of crack-tip, Cartesian and polar coordinate frameworks used to identify mapped
displacement points in the anisotropic analysis is shown [161].
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To develop asymptotic expressions in the various cases of dynamic fracture, one can set up a boundary
value problem specific to the conditions described. Some of the underlying assumptions in the solutions used
to described crack tip behavior in this thesis are as follows:
• The body is an unbounded elastodynamic half space
• Strains are small relative to the dimensions of the crack and body
• The crack is a planar edge crack
• The problem is 2D - out-of-plane deformations are not considered
• The problem is symmetric about the axis parallel to the crack direction
• Body forces are neglected
2.2 Derivation of Asymptotic Crack Tip Field Expressions
2.2.1 Isotropic Case
The simplest case of dynamic fracture is that of a stationary crack in an isotropic material. However, the
derivation of this case shares the method with more complicated cases, and will be demonstrated to show the
origin of solutions used to describe crack tip behavior in this study. This derivation was developed over the
years by several scholars; the form given here is primarily derived from the work of Freund, Ravi-Chandar,
Broberg, and Achenbach [2, 27, 50, 134].
The derivation begins with linearized elastodynamics, specifically the kinematic equation
εi j =
1
2
(ui, j +u j,i) (2.1)
where εi j is the strain tensor and ui is the displacement vector, and the constitutive relation
σi j = λ Iεii+2µεi j. (2.2)
where σi j is the stress tensor and λ and µ are Lame´’s constants. However, when studying an anisotropic
material, more material properties are necessary and Equation 2.2 is rewritten as
σi j =Ci jklεkl (2.3)
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where Ci jkl is the elastic tensor, as used in Section 2.2.2. The equation of motion in terms of stress and
displacements is
σi j, j + fi = ρ u¨ (2.4)
where ρ is density and fi represents the body forces, which are neglected in this analysis. By substituting
Equations 2.1 and 2.2 into Equation 2.4, Navier’s equation of motion is obtained in terms of Lame´’s constants,
density, and displacement
(λ +µ)u j,i j +µui, j j = ρ u¨. (2.5)
To find a solution for Equation 2.5, a Helmholtz decomposition is used in which u is assumed to have the
form
u = ∇φ +∇×ψ (2.6)
where φ is the scalar dilitational potential, ψ is the vector shear potential, and
∇ ·ψ = 0. (2.7)
The assumed solution in Equation 2.6 is then substituted into Navier’s equation of motion, Equation 2.5
(λ +µ)∇(∇ ·∇φ +∇ ·∇×ψ)+µ∇2(∇φ +∇×ψ) = ρ ∂
2(∇φ +∇×ψ)
∂ t2
. (2.8)
Using the vector identities ∇ ·∇φ = ∇2φ and ∇ ·∇×φ = 0, the above expression simplifies to
∇[(λ +µ)(∇2φ −ρφ¨)]+∇× [∇2ψ−ρψ¨] = 0. (2.9)
It is sufficient to select those functions which satisfy the vanishing of the bracketed sections in the previous
equations separately, such that the equation of motion may be written
∇2φ =
1
c2L
φ¨ (2.10)
and
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∇2ψ =
1
c2S
ψ¨. (2.11)
where cL and cS are the longitudinal (or dilitational) and shear wave speeds of the material, which can be
defined in terms of material properties as
c2L =
λ +2µ
ρ
=
E
ρ
, (2.12)
c2S =
µ
ρ
, (2.13)
and
cL
cS
=
√
λ +µ
µ
. (2.14)
The form of Equations 2.10 and 2.11 resembles the characteristic wave equation
∂ 2u
∂x20
=
1
c2
∂ 2u
∂ t2
(2.15)
in which c is a the wave speed. To solve the wave equation, D’Alembert’s method is used [2]. The half-space
is assumed to be at rest prior to time t = 0, giving the initial condition that u = u˙ = 0 for t = 0 and x = 0, and
the wave is assumed to be moving the positive (right) direction. The general solution of Equation 2.15 is thus
φ(x, t) = f (x0− ct)+g(x0+ ct) (2.16)
where functions f (x0) and g(x0) are defined as u(x0,0) = f (x0) and
∂u(x0,0)
∂ t = g(x0) or, in terms of displace-
ment,
u =
1
2
f (x0− ct)+ 12g(x0+ ct) (2.17)
in which f (x0) 6= 0 and g(x0) = 0.
Thus,
ux =
∂φ
∂x0
+
∂ψ
∂y0
(2.18)
and
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of the change of coordinates to the crack tip is shown.
uy =
∂φ
∂y0
− ∂ψ
∂x0
. (2.19)
The above expressions are written in terms of a stationary coordinate system denoted as x0 and y0. To
accurately capture the fracture process, however, it is necessary to have a coordinate system located at the
crack tip at any given time. Thus the coordinate system is transformed as shown in Figure 2.2 as follows:
x = x0−a(t) (2.20)
y = y0 (2.21)
in which a(t) is the crack length at time t. This change of coordinates has no effect on Equations 2.18 and
2.19 other than replacing x0 and y0 with x and y which leads to
α21
(∂ 2φ
∂x2
+
∂ 2φ
∂y2
)
= 0 (2.22)
and
α22
(∂ 2ψ
∂x2
+
∂ 2ψ
∂y2
)
= 0 (2.23)
where α1 and α2 are Equations 1.5 and 1.6. To solve these differential equations for φ and ψ , the method of
complex analysis is used, where y1 = α1y and y2 = α2y and thus
z1 = x+ iy1 = r1eiθ1 (2.24)
and
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z2 = x+ iy2 = r2eiθ2 (2.25)
leading to the following expressions for φ and ψ:
φ = A1Re[zs1] (2.26)
and
ψ = A2Re[zs2] (2.27)
where
S,A1,A2 ∈ℜ (2.28)
in which S, A1, and A2 are all real numbers. The boundary conditions are σ22(θ = pi) = 0 and σ21(θ = pi) = 0,
implying that S,A1,A2 = 32 . Then, by definition,
KI(t) = lim
r→0
[
√
2pirσ22(r,θ = 0, t)]. (2.29)
Written explicitly, the stress distributions are
σx(r,θ) =
KI√
2pir
[
1
R(v)
{
(1+α22 )(1+2α
2
1 −α22 )
cos 12θL
γ1/2L
−4α1α2 1
γ1/2S
cos
1
2
θS
}]
, (2.30)
σy(r,θ) =
KI√
2pir
[
1
R(v)
{− (1+α22 )2 cos 12θL
γ1/2L
+4α1α2
1
γ1/2S
cos
1
2
θS
}]
, (2.31)
and
σxy(r,θ) =
KI√
2pir
[
2α1(1+α22 )
R(v)
{ sin 12θL
γ1/2L
− sin
1
2θS
γ1/2S
}]
(2.32)
where
γL =
√
1− (vsinθ/cL)2, (2.33)
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γS =
√
1− (vsinθ/cS)2, (2.34)
R(v) = 4α1α2− (1+α22 )2), (2.35)
θL = arctan(α1 tanθ), (2.36)
and
θS = arctan(α2 tanθ). (2.37)
The displacement distributions are
ux(r,θ) =
2KI
µR(v)
√
2pi
{(1+α22 )r1/2L cos(
θL
2
)−2α1α2r1/2S cos(
θS
2
)} (2.38)
and
uy(r,θ) =
2α1KI
µR(v)
√
2pi
{(1+α22 )r1/2L sin(
θL
2
)−2r1/2S sin(
θS
2
)} (2.39)
where
rL =
√
x2−α21 y2 (2.40)
and
rS =
√
x2−α22 y2. (2.41)
2.2.2 Anisotropic Case
The asymptotic expressions used in this work to describe stress and displacements around the tip of a
crack can be derived using several approaches dependent on boundary conditions. Here, the derivation of the
field for a steady-state crack in a half-plane of anisotropic material loaded symmetrically in tension is given
using a complex variable approach, based on the work of Sih et al. and Mushelishvili [110, 162]. The first
departure from the isotropic case is the adoption of a generalized constitutive response:
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εi =
6
∑
j=1
si jσ j (2.42)
where si j are the elements of the compliance tensor in Voight notation. For an orthotropic material as consid-
ered here, the number of independent terms of si j is six.
The general case of problems in two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity can be formulated in terms an-
alytic functions φ j(z j) of a complex variable defined as z j = x j + iy j where j = 1,2 for which x and y are
defined as x j = x+ χiy and y j = ω jy [184]. The parameters χ j and ω j are the real and imaginary parts of µ j
(µ j = χ j + iω j) and are determined from the following equation [162]:
s11µ4−2s16µ3+(2s12+ s66)µ2−2s26µ+ s22 = 0. (2.43)
Using this formulation, the general relations for the crack tip stress and displacement fields are
σx = 2Re[µ21φ
′
1(z1)+µ
2
2φ
′
2(z2)] (2.44)
σy = 2Re[φ
′
1(z1)+φ
′
2(z2)] (2.45)
σxy =−2Re[µ1φ ′1(z1)+µ2φ
′
2(z2)] (2.46)
and
ux = 2Re[p1φ1(z1)+ p2φ2(z2)] (2.47)
uy = 2Re[q1φ1(z1)+q2φ2(z2)] (2.48)
where
p j = s11µ2j + s12− s16µ j (2.49)
q j = s12µ j +
s22
µ j
− s26. (2.50)
Boundary conditions on the region analyzed determine φ j(z j). The form of φ
′
j(z j) at a crack tip z0 is
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φ
′
j =
ψ(1)j (z j)√
z j− z0 +ψ
(2)
j (z j), ( j = 1,2,3) (2.51)
in which ψ(k)j (z j) are holomorphic functions as defined by Muskhelishvili at the crack tip (z0) such that [110]
ψ(m)j (z j) =
inf
∑
n=0
= λ (m)jn (z j− z0)n, ( j = 1,2,3; m = 1,2). (2.52)
To study the crack tip stress and displacement fields, it is convenient to rewrite the coordinate system in polar
coordinates such that
z j− z0 = reiθ (2.53)
in which r is the radius from the crack tip and θ is the angle from the crack tip [162]. Substituting Equations
2.52 and 2.53 into Equation 2.51 gives an approximation of the stress function at the crack tip as follows:
φ
′
j =
λ (1)j0√
r(cosθ +µ j sinθ)
+O(r1/2). (2.54)
In Equation 2.54, O(r1/2) represents higher order terms that may be neglected, as r is very small compared
to other dimensions. The constants λ (1)j0 represent a form of the stress intensity factor, but must be redefined
to be consistent with the form typically used in literature, as follows [162]:
λ (1)10 =−
µ2
2
√
2(µ1−µ2)
(KI +
KII
µ2
) (2.55)
λ (1)20 =
µ1
2
√
2(µ1−µ2)
(KI +
KII
µ2
) (2.56)
λ (1)30 =−
KIII
2
√
2
. (2.57)
By substituting these equations into Equation 2.47 expressions for displacements and stress fields around the
crack tip in all three modes of fracture can be found. The expressions for displacements in mode I and mode
II are shown here, as these are the expressions ultimately used in this work. The mode I expressions are
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ux = KI
√
2rRe
[
1
µ1−µ2 (µ1 p2
√
cosθ +µ2 sinθ −µ2 p1
√
cosθ +µ1 sinθ)
]
(2.58)
uy = KI
√
2rRe
[
1
µ1−µ2 (µ1q2
√
cosθ +µ2 sinθ −µ2q1
√
cosθ +µ1 sinθ)
]
(2.59)
and the mode II expressions are
ux = KII
√
2rRe
[
1
µ1−µ2 (p2
√
cosθ +µ2 sinθ − p1
√
cosθ +µ1 sinθ)
]
(2.60)
uy = KII
√
2rRe
[
1
µ1−µ2 (q2
√
cosθ +µ2 sinθ −q1
√
cosθ +µ1 sinθ)
]
. (2.61)
These expressions can be combined using the principle of superposition to develop an expression for
mixed mode loading.
2.3 Orthotropic Crack Initiation SIF Methodology
Once expressions relating SIFs to displacements have been developed, an over-deterministic linear least
squares regression procedure is used to extract SIF histories from the beginning of loading until the initiation
of crack growth [79, 154, 191]. The asymptotic expressions for crack tip displacement fields ux and uy in
terms of mode I (opening) and mode II (shear) stress intensity factors KI and KII for an orthotropic material
(Equations 2.58 and 2.60), are combined using the principal of superposition and written in the form used for
the over-deterministic least squares analysis as follows [91, 162]
ux = KI
√
2r
pi
Re
[
1
µ1−µ2 (p1µ2w1− p2µ1w2)
]
+KII
√
2r
pi
Re
[
1
µ1−µ2 (p1w1− p2w2)
]
(2.62)
uy = KI
√
2r
pi
Re
[
1
µ1−µ2 (q1µ2w1−q2µ1w2)
]
+KII
√
2 r
pi
Re
[
1
µ1−µ2 (q1w1−q2w2)
]
(2.63)
where
p j = µ2j s11+ s12−µ js16 (2.64)
q j = µ js12+
s22
µ j
− s26 (2.65)
and
w j =
√
cos(θ)+µ jsin(θ). (2.66)
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It is possible to solve the above equations for KI and KII using the displacement relations in the form
presented above. However, it has been shown in the literature by Tippur et al. and Yoneyama et al. that
transforming the displacements into polar coordinates leads to increased accuracy, as well as dominance of
the lower order terms ([77, 191]). This is because ux and uy align with displacement due to crack loading in
modes II and I, respectively. Given the orientation of the sample, displacements from opening will directly
align with the y direction, while displacements from sliding will directly align with the x direction in the
coordinate system shown in Figure 2.1. This means that any analysis using ux will capture primarily mode
II SIFs and vice-versa. By changing the coordinate system of the displacements from Cartesian to polar, it is
possible to capture both directions of displacement in a single direction, and thus capture both modes more
accurately. Using the transformation
uruθ
=
 cos(θ) sin(θ)
−sin(θ) cos(θ)

uxuy
 (2.67)
results in equations 2.68 and 2.69 for ur and uθ which are the displacements in the r and θ directions in the
polar coordinate system
ur =
{
KI f I(r,θ)−KII f II(r,θ)
}
cos(θ)+{
KIgI(r,θ)−KIIgII(r,θ)
}
sin(θ)+
Txcos(θ)+Tysin(θ) (2.68)
uθ =−
{
KI f I(r,θ)−KII f II(r,θ)
}
sin(θ)+{
KIgI(r,θ)+KIIgII(r,θ)
}
cos(θ)+
−Txsin(θ)+Tycos(θ). (2.69)
In these equations, fi and gi represent the terms from equations 2.62 and 2.63 condensed for simplicity, such
that
ux = KI f I +KII f II (2.70)
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uy = KIgI +KIIgII (2.71)
and Tx and Ty represent rigid translations.
These equations are for a single data point. However, in order to utilize the full-field displacement data
provided by the DIC, several data points are taken from a range around the crack-tip. The criteria to determine
a range with reasonable distance from the crack-tip are discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1. In order to make
use of the range of data points collected, equations 2.68 and 2.69 are rewritten in matrix form as follows:
A vector U is defined as containing the radial displacement at each chosen point
[U ] =

ur1
ur2
...
 (2.72)
A matrix C is similarly defined as the each term of equation 2.68, calculated for each data point, and rear-
ranged to allow the extraction of the unknown terms of interest KI and KII
[C] =

{
f I1 +g
I
1
}
cos(θ1)
{
f II1 +g
II
1
}
sin(θ1) cos(θ1) sin(θ1){
f I2 +g
I
2
}
cos(θ2)
{
f II2 +g
II
2
}
sin(θ2) cos(θ2) sin(θ2)
... ... ... ...
 (2.73)
The unknowns are collected in a solution vector X
[X ] =

KI
KII
Tx
Ty

. (2.74)
The result is the following matrix equation
[U ] = [C][X ]. (2.75)
Using a least squares fit, equation 2.75 is solved as
[X ] = ([C]T [C])−1[C]T [U ]. (2.76)
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The first two terms of X represent KI and KII and can be extracted to determine the SIFs at the crack tip for
the set of data at the time in question. This process is repeated over the course of a test from the beginning
of loading until the initiation of crack growth, with each image representing a set of full-field displacement
data. The stress intensity factors at the time of crack initiation are the critical SIFs. It is important to note that
the method as formulated here cannot track a moving crack tip, as the location of the crack-tip is a necessary
input. As such, this method provides the evolution of SIFs up until the initiation of crack growth.
2.4 Orthotropic Crack Propagation SIF Methodology
In order to find SIFs for a propagating crack tip, it is necessary to adopt a different strategy. While the
base concept of the linear analysis is still useful, the location of the crack tip at a given time is no longer a
known value. As such, the problem must be reformulated with six unknowns, rather than the four used in the
linear analysis. In addition to the SIFs KI and KII and the rigid translations terms Tx and Ty, it is necessary
to solve for the location of the crack tip x0 and y0. A nonlinear numerical solution is required to solve the
problem when cast in this format.
In this work, a Newton-Raphson iterative scheme is used. Equation 2.68 is rewritten as follows
hk =
{
KI f I(r,θ)−KII f II(r,θ)
}
cos(θ)+{
KIgI(r,θ)−KIIgII(r,θ)
}
sin(θ)+
Txcos(θ)+Tysin(θ)−ur. (2.77)
Equation 2.77 is the “calculated” radial displacement based on estimated SIFs and crack tip location,
minus the “actual” radial deformation ur as measured using DIC. In a hypothetical perfect fit, the value of hk
would be zero. Finding values of KI and KII so that hk is as close to zero as possible is the goal of the iterative
procedure.
The gradient of Equation 2.77 is taken for each data point chosen, and is given as follows
[b] =

∂h1
∂KI
∂h1
∂KII
∂h1
∂Tx
∂h1
∂Ty
∂h1
∂x0
∂h1
∂y0
∂h2
∂KI
∂h2
∂KII
∂h2
∂Tx
∂h2
∂Ty
∂h2
∂x0
∂h2
∂y0
... ... ... ... ... ...
 (2.78)
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A correction factor ∆ is calculated using a least squares fit as shown
[∆] =
[
[b]T [b]
]−1
[b]T [h] (2.79)
This correction factor is a vector that is applied to the initial guesses for the unknown values as follows
KI,new = KI,old +∆1
KII,new = KII,old +∆2
Tx,new = Tx,old +∆3
Ty,new = Ty,old +∆4
x0,new = x0,old +∆5
y0,new = y0,old +∆6
Each successive iteration results in more accurate values of KI , KII , etc. The following criterion are used to
determine when the calculated SIFs are sufficiently accurate
|∆|=
√
∆ ·∆≤ Tolerance 1
|h|=
√
h ·h≤ Tolerance 2
The first tolerance represents the magnitude of the correction factor. When it is sufficiently small, the value of
the unknown variables is no longer changing from iteration to iteration and the algorithm has thus converged
on a solution. The second tolerance is the magnitude of the vector hk, representing the difference between
the calculated radial displacements and those measured experimentally via DIC. A small hk demonstrates
that a solution for the SIFs and the crack tip location has been converged on. If the tolerances are chosen
to be too large, the solution will converge quickly, but not as accurately to the SIFs and unknowns. If the
tolerances are too small, the solution will not converge at all, as the error introduced by noise in the DIC
and other sources will be larger than the tolerance value. The actual value of these tolerances are determined
empirically where the value of the tolerances are decreased, until the solution no longer converges reliably,
and vary by experiment. This analysis is based on a similar method developed by Yoneyama et al. for isotropic
materials [191].
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2.5 Mode I Propagating Crack Solution
Equations 2.62 and 2.63 are valid for a dynamically loaded stationary crack, and do not take into account
the effects of crack tip velocity in the SIF calculation. It has been suggested in literature that equations 2.62
and 2.63 may provide an acceptable estimate of mode I and II SIFs under some conditions, dependent on
the degree to which the crack tip velocity influences the analysis [91]. However, this assumption may not
hold for the general case. To determine the validity of this estimate for the experiment in this thesis, the
Equations 2.38 and 2.39 relating SIFs to displacements for a propagating crack, presented in Section 2.2.1,
were implemented into the nonlinear analysis in the same manner as Equations 2.62 and 2.63.
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Chapter 3. Uncertainty Quantification in DIC-Based Dynamic Fracture Analysis
3.1 Introduction
In order to understand fracture instigated by sudden acceleration, it is necessary to examine the result-
ing crack tip energetics. Classically, local optical techniques such as caustics and full-field interferometry
techniques like photoelasticity (Section 1.2) have been used. The hybrid experimental-computational method
used in this thesis is comparatively new, though recent studies investigate dynamic fracture in materials rang-
ing from carbon fiber composites, to human bone, to MAX phase Ti3SiC2. However, no concerted, in-depth
effort has been made to quantify uncertainty in the measured SIFs [91, 159, 161, 191]. Additionally, as this
method is dependent on matching an experimentally observed displacement field to displacement fields pre-
dicted by LEFM, it is necessary to characterize the degree to which the boundary conditions used to derive
the elastodynamic solution match those of the experiment.
High-speed imaging is used to capture full-field displacement data during dynamic fracture experiments
of pre-cracked PMMA coupons. The dynamic fracture information is evaluated using asymptotic expressions
relating displacement to the stress intensity factors (SIFs) for two elastodynamic solutions: a mixed-mode dy-
namically loaded stationary crack in an anisotropic material (Section 2.2.2), as well as a mode I dynamically
loaded dynamic crack in an isotropic material (Section 2.2.1). The former assumes uniform crack growth,
whereas the latter considers inertial effects by accounting for crack velocity and material wave speeds in the
solution. The resulting SIFs are compared with the idealized solution, as well as results found in literature
on PMMA at similar loading rates and sample geometry (but using other fracture analysis methods). The
sensitivity of a DIC-based dynamic fracture analysis to the following factors are explored:
• The specified location of the crack tip
• The region of data considered for analysis relative to the crack tip
• The influence of the nonlinear numerical optimization when the location of the crack tip is unknown
• The velocity and acceleration of the crack on the SIF extraction
• The systematic bias of the DIC analysis, noise added by the camera, and limited spatial resolution
The results of these studies are used to better characterize the effectiveness of using closed form solutions
to accurately describe experimental crack tip energetics in dynamic fracture.
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3.2 Review of Quasi-static Applications of Hybrid Experimental-Computational Technique
Fundamentally, DIC is a full-field method which can be performed using a uniform white light source and
a properly-scaled speckle pattern on the sample [29, 121, 157, 165, 166]. While traditional DIC does not give
fracture information, linear elastic fracture mechanics allows for the derivation of relations between SIFs
and full-field displacements, as described in Chapter 2. Lopez-Crespo et al. studied fatigue fracture using
this technique in an aluminum plate subjected to mixed-mode loading, expanding the methodology to use
Muskhelishvili’s complex function approach to map the crack tip displacement field [99, 110]. They found
a notable discrepancy between the applied mode I and II SIFs, and those found through analysis of the DIC
displacement data, and offered the explanation that the stress field map used to calculated the applied SIFs did
not match that used for the analysis of the displacement data [99]. Du et al. used the same technique to study
fracture in an airplane structural panel, taking advantage of the ability to extract DIC displacements from a
speckle pattern applied to a non-traditional fracture problem [44]. This allowed the consideration of structural
effects on fracture toughness. Du et al. also studied the range of data considered for analysis, and found that
it was important to avoid the process zone around the crack tip, while Lopez-Crespo et al. examined the
sensitivity of the analysis method to the crack tip location and found that proper identification of the crack
tip is necessary for accurate results [44, 98]. Both of these sources of error are also considered in this thesis;
however, this is first time they have been examined for a dynamically loaded crack, and they are studied in
further depth than in previous works.
3.3 Review of Dynamic Fracture in PMMA
PMMA is chosen as a model material for an in-depth analysis of error and sensitivity of the method used
in this work as it is well characterized in dynamic fracture using other experimental-numerical techniques.
Green and Pratt were among the first to study PMMA using photoelasticity, and found a clear dependence
of mode I critical SIFs on crack velocity [57]. Rittel and Maigre examined 16.5 mm thick PMMA compact
compression specimens to find mixed-mode fracture toughness using a path-independent H-integral method
[141]. They found mode I SIFs at fracture ranging from 2.17 to 13.5 MPa-m1/2, increasing sharply with
loading rate [141]. Ravi-Chandar and Yang studied PMMA fracture in the context of a microcrack based
model of dynamic fracture using the method of caustics [135]. In addition to demonstrating that the coales-
cence of microcracking was the mechanism of crack growth through studies of the fracture surface, they were
also able to correlate ripples in the surface to variations in the measured SIFs which averaged 1 MPa-m1/2 at
initiation [135]. This built upon similar work by Washabaugh and Knauss who also noted similar ripples in
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PMMA samples, tracing their formation back to a combination of wave interactions and changes in fracture
mechanism due to varying crack propagation speeds [179]. Previous work by Fineberg et al. on PMMA
demonstrated that the velocity of a crack tip oscillates heavily around a critical velocity much lower than the
Rayleigh wave speed, even in the absence of wave interactions, showing evidence for changes in the fracture
process [48]. Wada et al. studied PMMA in a series of experiments in which the dynamic fracture tough-
ness in mode I opening was found through a combination of applied strain gauges, and compared to FEM
simulations [174–176]. These experiments are of particular interest to this work, as they were carried out
using a similar impact method, sample geometry, and loading rate. Wada et al. reported values of the critical
SIF ranging from 0.28 to 0.53 MPa-m1/2 at the loading rates of interest, serving as a point of comparison to
those found using DIC in this study [175]. Tippur et al. studied dynamic fracture in PMMA with single-edge-
notched geometry [164]. The sample was impacted off center to instigate mixed-mode fracture. They found
crack velocities peaking between 250 and 350 m-s−1, mode I SIFs ranging from 1.5 to 2.25 MPa-m1/2, and
mode II SIFs of up to 0.5 MPa-m1/2 dependent on the degree of offset during impact.
3.4 Experimental Configuration for Dynamic Fracture of PMMA
Samples are comprised of commercially available PMMA 5.3 mm thick, laser cut to rectangular coupons
of size 140 by 30 mm with a 5 mm notch perpendicular to the center of the long end. The notch is pre-cracked
using a razor blade to a nominal total length of 10 mm, as shown in Figure 3.1, though each individual sam-
ple pre-crack was measured to an accuracy of 0.5 mm for accurate location of the crack tip during analysis
using a laboratory grade ruler. Each sample is mounted in the experimental fixture using clay on both ends.
A steel projectile 12.7 mm in diameter and 300 mm in length with a rounded tip is launched by a spring at
a nominal speed of 4 m-s−1. During an experiment, the projectile is guided by linear bearings and strikes
the sample directly opposite the pre-crack, instigating nominally pure mode I, or opening, fracture. A com-
pressive wave is generated on impact, radiating out from the impact location at the dilatational wave speed in
PMMA, approximately 1640 m-s−1. The wave reaches the opposite side of the sample and reflects as a tensile
wave approximately 18 µs after impact, which after several reverberations pulls open the crack causing full
fracture. The average loading rate of these experiments is approximately 4.4×103 MPa-m1/2s−1. Material
accelerations were determined to be on the order of 105 m-s−2. The relevant material properties for PMMA
are listed in Table 3.1, and further details on the experimental configuration can be found in [71].
Each experiment is recorded at 666,670 frames per second (an interframe time of 1.5 µs) using a Shi-
madzu HPV-X ultra high-speed camera with a Nikon 105 mm lens at a resolution of 400 by 250 pixels. To
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Figure 3.1: (Top) A photograph of the experimental setup used to study dynamic fracture of PMMA with
the notch location outlined, but too small to resolve. (Bottom) A schematic of the sample, with the crack tip
and fracture in the callout. An arbitrary data point is marked in red, as well as the coordinates relative to the
crack tip used in the least squares analysis. The primary direction of displacements resulting from mode I
(opening) and mode II (sliding) fracture are shown [160].
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Table 3.1: Quasi-static material properties of PMMA used in the dynamic fracture analysis. Density is
measured in the laboratory, and other terms from †Rittel et al., ‡Boudet et al., and ∗online material databases
[24, 105, 141].
Property Variable Value Units
Elastic Modulus‡ E 3.2 GPa
Shear Modulus∗ G 1.1 GPa
Dilatational Wave Speed Cl 1640 m-s−1
Shear Wave Speed Cs 960 m-s−1
Poisson’s Ratio† ν 0.42
Density ρ 1190 kg-m−3
Yield Strength∗ σy 72 MPa
Compliance Tensor Terms s11 0.03 MPa−1
s12 0.01 MPa−1
s22 0.03 MPa−1
s66 0.09 MPa−1
trigger the camera, a strip of conductive tape is applied to the impact site and connected to one leg of the
electronic camera trigger input. The projectile is connected to the other end of the camera trigger input; when
the projectile impacts the tape, a control circuit is completed and the camera is triggered. Each sample is
prepared for DIC analysis by applying a coating of white paint, with a speckle pattern of black paint applied
using an airbrush. The minimum intended speckle size is 0.4 mm with a spacing of 1.8 mm; however, it
should be noted that the nature of the method used to apply the speckle pattern results in some variability.
Errors tend towards a small number of much larger than intended speckles. These result in small regions of
poorly correlated DIC data, but are sufficiently rare so as to not significantly impact the final results. The
subset size is chosen to fit at least three speckles per subset, and the step size chosen as half of subset size as
a compromise between spatial resolution of the DIC data and time taken during correlation and later analysis.
The images are analyzed using the commercial DIC software MatchID v2.2. Specific parameters used in the
DIC analysis are listed in Table 3.2.
3.4.1 Spatial and Temporal Resolution
Accurately locating the crack tip, as well as measuring its velocity and acceleration, is limited by the
resolution and framing rate of the camera used to record the high-speed event. In this study, image resolution
is 400 by 250 pixels with a scale of 0.07 mm per pixel, meaning that at best the crack tip could be located
visually within an error of ± 35 µm. However, this assumes that the crack tip can be located to one pixel. In
practice, a propagating crack tip cannot be precisely located by visual assessment because the visible opening
of the crack is often behind the infinitesimally sharp crack tip, and the DIC speckle pattern causes additional
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Table 3.2: DIC parameters and analysis methodology information
DIC Parameters
Camera Model Shimadzu HPV-X
Sensor Array Size 400 x 250 px
Interframe Time 1.5 µs
Scale 0.07 mm/px
Program MatchID
Subset Size 13 px
Step Size 6
Criterion ZNSSD
Interpolation Bi-cubic Splines
Shape Function Affine
Strain Window 7 pts
Virtual Strain Gauge Size 97 px
Displacement Noise Floor 1.2 µm
Strain Noise Floor 2.2 ×10−5µm
difficulty in visually identifying the crack tip. As such, the crack tip must be located using a nonlinear method
optimization method (Section 2.4). Additionally, the effect of crack tip location accuracy in the extraction of
fracture properties must be considered (as quantified in Section 3.5.1.)
While DIC is theoretically capable of resolving sub-pixel displacements, the lower bound of resolvable
displacements is limited by errors arising from electronic noise in the camera sensor and interpolation bias
in the DIC analysis, as well as by reconstruction error [178]. The sensitivity of the analysis method to
each of these sources individually is discussed in Section 3.5.1. Additionally, the overall DIC noise floor is
determined by comparing measured displacements in two identical frames prior to loading. In this study, the
noise floor is approximately 1.2 µm, compared to maximum displacements of approximately 60 µm.
3.5 Results and Discussion of Uncertainty Quantification in Dynamic Fracture of PMMA
3.5.1 Crack Initiation
At the time of fracture, the mode I stress intensity factor is said to reach a critical value, known as the
dynamic fracture toughness when KdIc = K
d
I (t) at t = tc. The experimental values are listed in Table 3.3,
calculated using both the expressions for a stationary crack (KIc and KIIc) and a dynamically propagating
crack (KdIc, discussed in detail in Section 3.5.1). The mode II SIFs are nominally zero, verifying pure mode
I loading in an isotropic material. The critical mode I SIF values are comparable to those found by Wada
et al. with similar loading rates and specimen geometry; the difference is suspected to be due in part to
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Table 3.3: Calculated critical mode I (opening) and mode II (sliding) from dynamic fracture experiments on
PMMA for both stationary and velocity-dependent elastodynamic solutions.
Sample Average KIc Average KIIc Average K
d
Ic Wada et al.
MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2
1 0.62 0.04 0.57
2 0.64 0.03 0.60
3 0.55 0.01 0.54
4 0.51 0.01 0.52
5 0.57 0.05 0.54
Avg. 0.58 0.03 0.55 0.53
Std. Dev. 0.05 0.01 0.03
variation in properties due to different manufacturers [174–176]. To calculate the SIFs at initiation, a region
of data was selected for analysis around the crack tip, ranging from a r/t = 0.5 out to r/t = 2.0 where r is
the radius from the crack tip and t is the thickness of the sample. The influence of the size of this region
and the rationale for the region chosen here are discussed further in Section 3.5.1. The time of fracture for
each sample was determined through visual examination of the displacement field around the crack tip, and
confirmed by examination of the recorded mode I SIF for a specified crack location over the course of the
entire experiment. Because of the high dependence of the analysis on crack tip location (Section 3.5.1), a
clear change in slope of the measured SIF over time is visible when the crack begins to propagate away from
the specified location. The combination of these two methods allows for accurate location of the time of
fracture. The frame previous to the time at which the discontinuity around the crack began to grow was taken
as the time of initiation of fracture.
Error from DIC Analysis and Camera Noise
The DIC displacement extraction process effectively acts as a low pass spatial filter, consequently allow-
ing for the potential to miss or underestimate sharp gradients. This inherent smoothing effect is of particular
importance as there may be steep displacement gradients around the evolving crack front, and may be further
amplified by the low spatial resolution of the camera. Moreover, the camera used in the experiments adds
electronic noise in the process of capturing each image, which is exacerbated by the lack of spatial resolution
in high-speed imaging, as the low resolution prevents the implementation of strong spatial filters that would
reduce noise at the cost of spatial resolution. Consequently, before examining the efficacy of classical dy-
namic fracture mechanics from displacement measurements, it is necessary to quantify the potential influence
of both the camera noise and spatial resolution, and how these propagate through the DIC analysis. To do so,
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Figure 3.2: The y displacement fields for the synthetically generated images are shown (top) with no added
camera noise and (bottom) with added noise varying by grey level. The added noise is small in comparison
to the displacements, and can be seen to have little influence on the resulting displacement map, except when
displacements are smallest near the crack tip [160].
a synthetic image deformation procedure based on the one employed by Rossi et al. and Lecompte et al. is
performed in MatchID v2.2 [90, 150].
In this procedure, an idealized deformation field is generated with the same asymptotic expressions used
for extraction of SIFs (in this case, the expressions for a stationary crack subjected to mixed-mode loading.)
However, instead of inputing displacements to solve for SIFs as is done during dynamic fracture analysis,
here a reverse approach is taken and a specified mode I SIF is input and the resulting displacement field
around the crack is calculated. The chosen input SIF is 0.58 MPa-m1/2, the average value measured from
experiments. The displacement field is generated from the idealized elastodynamic solution using MATLAB,
and is then applied to an image of a sample captured using the ultra-high-speed camera prior to any loading.
In the MatchID deformation module, the calculated displacement field is used to generate a synthetically
deformed image. The resulting image is then analyzed using the same DIC settings as for the experimental
images, and the SIFs extracted from the DIC displacement field. This procedure allows for the comparison
of a known input SIF to that extracted from the synthetically deformed image. When no noise is added to the
synthetically deformed image, the extracted SIF was 0.53 MPa-m1/2, a 0.05 MPa-m1/2 (8.6%) decrease from
the input SIF. This is indicative of a systematic error in the SIF extraction stemming from the DIC analysis.
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To further investigate, random noise varying with grey level is added to the synthetically deformed image
in the MatchID deformation module (provided by Dr. Fabrice Pierron at the University of Southampton),
as shown in Figure 3.2. The added noise was determined by comparison of the reference image to the next
image prior to loading; any difference between the images is therefore only due to camera noise. This process
was repeated for 20 separate trials, each using a different copy of the same noise. The average extracted SIF
from these 20 trials was 0.54 MPa-m1/2, with a standard deviation of 0.003 MPa-m1/2. The addition of noise
appears to have a very small positive bias on the measured SIF when compared with the no noise case. The
cause for the slight increase from the no noise case is not well understood and it may not be significant.
However, the uncertainty in leveraging the idealized solution that results from displacement data selection
(Section 3.5.1), numerical optimization error, and uncertainty in unknown parameters of crack tip location
(Section 3.5.1) are all greater than the error from the DIC analysis and noise (which is around 8%), so these
more dominant influences will be further explored. It is worth noting that the SIF extraction method has the
advantage of directly inputting displacements, and does not require the additional step (and hence noise/error)
of calculating material strains traditional DIC characterization often requires, which could partially explain
the low standard deviation values. Additionally, in this specific case, the noise level of the camera used is
very low and there are a large number of datapoints used in the analysis step, both of which contribute to a
low impact from noise.
Sensitivity of SIF Extraction to Crack Tip Location
In both the linear (initiation) and nonlinear (propagation) case, the crack tip location is a critical variable.
To quantify the influence of the crack tip location on the extracted SIF, a representative sample is examined
at the time of initiation, or when the crack tip location is a known value. Note that in all further analysis,
while the same representative sample is illustrated, sample 4, the resulting findings and general trends were
verified for all experiments.
The linear analysis is explored for five specified crack tip locations, two locations on either side of the
actual crack tip in the x direction. The interval between chosen locations is 1 mm, which corresponds to
approximately one subset in the DIC analysis. Data is selected within the same range of r/t = 0.5 out to
r/t = 2.0 (where r is the radius from the crack tip and t is the sample thickness) as used to calculate the
critical SIF, shifted to use the specified crack tip location as the center point. The results are shown in Figure
3.3. The findings illustrate the strong influence an inaccurate crack tip location has on the extracted SIF,
where a difference of even a single subset results in an error of 0.15 MPa-m1/2, or 30%. When examining
all experiments on all samples, crack tip location difference by a single subset resulted in an average error of
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Figure 3.3: The calculated mode I SIF at initiation of crack growth is shown versus distance away from the
known crack tip location normalized by DIC subset size from sample 4. The dashed line represents results
from Wada et al. at a similar geometry and loading rate [160, 174–176].
24%. The dependence on the crack tip location is nominally piecewise linear, with any deviation found in this
case likely arising from other sources of error discussed subsequently. The slope of the line is steeper when
the specified crack tip is underestimated, or behind the actual crack tip, and shallower when the specified
crack tip is ahead of the actual location, or overestimated. For this case, the slope when behind the crack tip
is 0.18 MPa-m1/2 per subset, and 0.10 MPa-m1/2 per subset when ahead of it. The average values for all five
samples are a slope of 0.16 MPa-m1/2 per subset when behind the actual crack tip, and 0.11 MPa-m1/2 per
subset when in front. The change in the estimate of the mode I SIF with crack tip mismatch is due to the
fact that the calculation is essentially measuring the magnitude of displacement field relative to the crack tip
location. Ahead of the crack tip (but not directly in the process zone), displacements are smaller as they have
not yet reached the critical value to create a free surface, and hence bias towards an underestimate; whereas
the opposite holds true when slightly behind the actual crack location.
Sensitivity of SIF Extraction to Material Elastic Properties
The elastic properties of the material studied are a necessary input into the solution of the asymptotic
expression. In a conceptual sense, a stiffer material will deform less for a given loading, and thus will have a
higher measured SIF at equal displacements than a less stiff material. Thus, when fitting the elastodynamic
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Figure 3.4: The calculated mode I SIF for a range of normalized elastic moduli is shown. The linear solution
in which the crack tip location is fixed shows a linear dependence on elastic modulus, while the nonlinear
solution is partially linear [160].
solution to the experimental full-field displacement data, accurate results will be obtained only when the
elastic properties used in the analysis are comparable to those of the actual material. This is of particular
importance in impact-driven fracture, where material properties can vary with loading rate and elastic moduli
are often larger than quasi-static values. To investigate this dependence, a representative sample was analyzed
using a large range of elastic moduli at the time of initiation of fracture, using the asymptotic expressions
for a uniform velocity crack, and both the linear (fixed crack tip location) and nonlinear (unknown crack tip
location) formulations. The results are shown in Figure 3.4.
The linear solution, in which the crack tip location is specified, demonstrates a linear dependence on
elastic modulus. The slope is 0.17 MPa-m1/2 per GPa. The nonlinear solution, in which the crack tip is
treated as an unknown, is linear for the majority of the range examined, though with a noticeable variation
around 1.25 normalized elastic modulus. This deviation arises from compounding error. In addition to the
direct error from mismatch in the elastic modulus, the nonlinear determination of the crack location is also
impacted by the mismatch in properties, resulting in a greater error.
Sensitivity of SIF Extraction to Data Selection
In addition to the location of the crack tip, the analysis is also sensitive to the spatial range of the dis-
placement data considered. As the analysis is based on LEFM, it is expected that there is a limited range of
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data for which the extraction remains valid. Data taken too near the crack tip where there is influence of the
plastic zone and potential three-dimensional effects could violate the assumptions of the derived asymptotic
expressions. Similarly, data taken far from the crack tip could be poorly described by the elastodynamic
solution either due to distortion from bending introduced during impact or from boundary effects. The latter
is of particular concern in this case due to the relatively thin sample geometry.
Radial Sweep of Displacement Data
Tippur et al. considered a range of points from 0.3 < r/t < 1.6 and –135◦ < θ < 135◦, where r is the
radius of the data point from the crack tip, θ is the angle from the crack tip, and t is the thickness of the
sample when studying syntactic foam [77]. Previous dynamic fracture investigations of human cortical bone
also used this range of data, and performed a parametric study to determine the appropriate region of K-
dominance for a highly-complex microstructure [161]. Studying a characteristically brittle and isotropic
material such as PMMA allows for consideration of a larger region of data, closer to the crack tip than either
foam or cortical bone. An estimation of plastic zone size for this material is calculated using the following
second-order approximation [5]:
rp =
1
pi
(
KI
σY S
)2 (3.1)
where rp is the plastic zone size, KI is the traditional fracture toughness (for this calculation, the average
mode I dynamic fracture toughness is used), and σY S is the yield strength. The estimated plastic zone size is
approximately 20 µm, which is much smaller than a single subset in the DIC analysis. Therefore, it is likely
that data points up to the crack tip will not be significantly affected by distortions from plasticity. To verify
this hypothesis, a similar parametric study to those referenced previously is conducted on PMMA. Several
data bands are selected for analysis, ranging from directly at the crack tip out to a normalized distance of
r/t = 2 at an interval of r/t = 0.5, as shown in Figure 3.5. Each data band has a width of r/t = 0.5. The
results of the analysis for each band are shown in Figure 3.6. Additional data bands are selected with the
same width at quarter intervals, starting at r/t = 0.75. While these quarter intervals are not shown as color-
coded and labeled bands, the results can be seen in the functional form of the resulting curve in the top plot
of Figure 3.6.
It is clear from Figure 3.6 that there is a large variation in the extracted SIF depending on the location
from which data is taken, with a 30% difference between the result from analysis nearest to the crack tip and
maximum SIF value found. However, this is not necessarily indicative of effects from the process zone, but is
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Figure 3.5: The data bands used to study the sensitivity of the SIF to the data region chosen are plotted over
the actual crack tip. Each point represents a DIC data point, and each band of data analyzed is color-coded
and labeled. The dark blue, unlabeled region shows DIC displacement data not considered due to potential
boundary interactions. Note that the figure is zoomed in, and the sample extends out of the field of view to
the left [160].
coupled with the amount of data, as data band A contains only 98 data points, while data band D at the outer
edge contains 548. This large difference in amount of input causes data band A to be much more sensitive to
any noise in the displacements, as larger numbers of data points used in a least squares analysis will reduce
the impact of random noise in any single data point. To investigate the influence of the number of data points,
a number of combinations of the various regions are analyzed.
The bottom plot in Figure 3.6 illustrates the results of the combined analysis. The variation between
analyses is much lower, with a maximum difference of 0.06 MPa-m1/2. If the combination of data bands
is taken further, and bands B through D are combined, the resulting mode I SIF at initiation of fracture
is 0.51 MPa-m1/2, demonstrating that band A has a relatively large (roughly 10% of the nominal result)
influence on the calculation. As the process zone is estimated to be relatively small, the suspected cause is
the presence of local out-of-plane bending effects. These cannot be measured with two-dimensional (2D)
or in-plane DIC as used in this study. Stereo DIC would allow analysis of the out-of-plane displacement
around the crack tip (although they may be of a magnitude that is not meaningfully resolvable), but requires
an additional ultra-high-speed camera which is a current limitation of the experimental configuration used
in this study. Regardless, some insight can be gained in the size of this region by comparison with method
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Figure 3.6: The calculated critical mode I SIF (at initiation of crack growth) is shown, referenced to the
region of data used in the calculation. (Top) Results are separated by the individual data band, and the error
bars represent the maximum error for the DIC analysis and camera noise, determined using the synthetic
image deformation method. (Bottom) Results of combined data bands, with some regions shown twice where
necessary [160].
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of caustics, which is local to the neighborhood around the crack tip and thus also highly influenced by the
process zone and 3D effects. Dynamic fracture analysis on brittle materials using caustics by Rosakis et
al. and Freund et al. found large errors in SIFs when r/t < 0.5, a result that matches this finding using DIC
[42, 149, 188].
A similar study of data region variation has been run on the synthetically deformed images both with and
without added grey level varying noise described in Section 3.5.1, to further clarify whether the described
variance with distance from the crack tip is a physical effect, or a result of poorly captured deformation
gradients near the crack tip. Without added noise, the variation with distance is at most 0.01 MPa-m1/2.
With noise, the variation is at most 0.03 MPa-m1/2. This finding suggests that the DIC analysis and camera
noise does play a role in the difference in SIFs, especially when considering band A. However this effect is
not sufficient to explain the magnitude of the variation found in the experimental data alone, suggesting the
difference is also due to local 3D effects.
From these findings and given the fundamental assumption of 2D linear elastodynamics used in the so-
lution, it is necessary to remove region A from future analysis for estimating the critical dynamic fracture
toughness. However qualitative examinations of the propagating crack solution, in which the crack tip lo-
cation is unknown, show that removal of even a small region equal to one subset in every direction around
the crack tip dramatically reduces accuracy in finding the crack tip location using DIC-based displacement
measurements with a least squares approach. This accuracy is measured by comparing the calculated location
of the crack tip and the known location of the crack tip at the moment just prior to initiation of crack growth
(critical time tc). Due to the fact that the measured dynamic SIF is heavily dependent on crack tip location,
as shown in Figure 3.3, the resulting error from a poorly determined location (up to 30%) will far outweigh
the error from using data distorted by the process zone or 3D effects. It is therefore recommended that when
tracking a propagating crack tip, the displacement data be taken up to and including the region around the
crack tip for nominally brittle materials, in order to get the necessary trade off between accuracy of the mea-
sured SIFs and accuracy of the crack tip location when using a nonlinear optimization scheme.
Angular Sweep of Displacement Data
The angular sweep of data analyzed is also considered. While the limited amount of literature on DIC-
based dynamic fracture recommends a sweep of −135◦ < θ < 135◦ in order to avoid the influence from
the free edges of the growing crack, qualitatively it has been observed by the authors that the nonlinear
propagating crack solution converged more accurately on the location of the crack tip when a larger angular
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Figure 3.7: The data bands used in the analysis of the sensitivity of the analysis to the angular region of data
considered are plotted over the actual crack tip. Each angular region is color-coded and labeled. Note that
the figure is zoomed in around the crack tip; the sample and DIC data extend to the left, and thus edge effects
are not considered in the data shown. When the crack begins to propagate, the considered area shifts with the
crack tip [160].
range of data is utilized. Consequently, the angular sweep is investigated where regions of data are taken
around a known, fixed crack location at the critical time of initiation. Figure 3.7 shows the angular data bands
considered, while Figure 3.8 shows the results. Note that these are the results for cumulative regions, with
each additional region being added with the previous for a normalized distance of r/t = 2 at an interval of
r/t = 0.5.
It is immediately apparent that band I does not result in a reasonable solution, as a negative mode I SIF
is not physical. This negative value occurs because the displacements measured in region I are caused by the
in-plane bending motion of the sample under impact, and are of opposite sign to those that form around the
opening crack, resulting in a SIF with a negative sign when considered in isolation. This bending motion is
not considered in the elastodynamic solution, which assumes uniform far-field tensile loading. As subsequent
regions of data are added, the calculated SIF eventually converges on a value similar to literature values [174–
176]. It is important to note that the inclusion of IV begins to encounter boundary effects from the edge of
the sample, as the rightmost edge of the region of interest is very close to the sample edge. For now, these
boundary effects are neglected as the measured SIF still matches literature values. As a result, the full angular
range of data from I to IV is used for all calculations unless otherwise specified, and the influence of the free
edges of the growing crack as will be examined subsequently.
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Figure 3.8: The calculated mode I SIF at initiation of crack growth is shown, referenced to the angular region
of data used in the calculation [160].
Comparison of Linear and Nonlinear Numerical SIF Extraction
Figure 3.9 compares the instantaneous SIFs extracted from the linear numerical optimization to that of
the nonlinear optimization up until crack initiation (as the linear optimization is no longer able to extract SIFs
once fracture begins). The two agree most closely at the beginning of the experiment, with the linear analysis
showing a greater recorded mode I SIF as the sample nears the critical SIF for growth. The SIF values never
deviated from each other more than approximately 0.03 MPa-m1/2, with the linear optimization having the
larger extracted SIF.
Sensitivity of Stationary Crack Asymptotic Field
In addition to using a DIC-based dynamic fracture method to extract experimental SIFs, a unique op-
portunity arises to compare the displacement fields measured experimentally with those calculated by the
numerical optimization from the idealized solution, allowing for a means to analyze the validity of the sin-
gular elastodynamic solution. To study this comparison, the DIC displacement data is used to extract SIFs
at the time of initiation (where t = tc), as well as the other unknowns Tx and Ty. The calculated critical SIF
and rigid body translation values, along with the material properties, are then used as inputs in the asymptotic
relations to calculate the idealized displacement at the same location of each data point in the experimental
results. This reverse numerical scheme is conducted in MATLAB. If the asymptotic relations describe the
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Figure 3.9: The results from the linear and the nonlinear numerical schemes to calculate the SIF of the
dynamically loaded stationary crack analysis are plotted together. The two match especially closely early
in the experiment during the ramping of loading at the crack tip, diverging more as the sample nears the
initiation of crack growth. These results do not include propagation, as the linear method cannot track the
crack tip during growth [160].
experimental conditions perfectly, there should be no discrepancy other than measurement noise between the
two sets of displacements. Figure 3.10 shows a contour plot of the measured y, or opening displacement field
for a representative sample above the calculated idealized y displacement field.
In each contour plot in Figure 3.10, the notch can be seen at the right of the plot in yellow, as there is no
displacement in that region. Likewise, the pre-crack can be seen extending from the notch as the discontinuity
between the halves of the displacement field. Two major differences between the measured and idealized
displacement fields are evident. These both occur at the far field regions from crack tip (ahead and behind).
The first is most visible at the left side of the sample field of view. In the experimental displacement field, a
small displacement with opposite sign of the displacement field behind the crack can be seen. This is partially
due to the bending of the sample around the tip of the impactor, and is not evident in the calculated field, as the
asymptotic expressions only model displacements around the crack. This bending is comparable to that which
would result from a three point bending test, rather than the far field uniaxial tension assumed in the derivation
of the elastodynamic solutions. The other discrepancy is that the magnitudes of the calculated displacements
behind the crack tip, in the region of the pre-crack, and are much less than those found experimentally. The
cause is not immediately obvious, and several factors were considered to explain this difference: out-of-
plane bending behind the crack tip, wave interactions and material accelerations, rigid boy translations and
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Figure 3.10: The y or opening displacement field for (top) a typical experiment, (middle) idealized calculation,
and (bottom) the same experiment with rigid body motion removed around the crack tip, at time of initiation
of fracture [160].
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rotations, the in-plane bending described previously, and boundary effects.
Out-of-plane bending occurring behind the crack tip would result in the free surfaces of the notch under-
going out-of-plane motion that is not captured by the 2D measurement technique (though there is no gradient
in the y direction, which would provide evidence for this case.) Efforts have been made to minimize out-
of-plane motion during each experiment through careful alignment of the sample with the bar, but without
stereo DIC capability it is impossible to determine the magnitude of any out-of-plane effects with certainty.
However, they are likely not sufficiently large as to be the dominant cause of the difference in displacement
fields.
The critical time of fracture is around 150 µs after impact, where the stress waves in the sample have had
ample time to interact and interfere, and the elastodynamic solution used in this analysis does not account for
wave interactions. As such, even if a dynamically growing crack expression is considered, the solution only
accounts for those effects directly ahead of the moving crack (and not from complex wave interactions arising
from other free boundaries). However, acceleration fields were calculated from the full-field displacements to
attempt to examine the magnitude of transient effects. The average values were found to be below 105 m-s−2,
which was the resolution limit due to the large amount of noise when twice differentiating displacements to
find accelerations, and below what is necessary to cause significant stress in the sample [130]. As such, wave
interactions are likely not the dominant cause of the discrepancy.
Influence of Rigid Body Translations and Rotations
Rigid body translations and rotations were also considered as possible explanations for the discrepancy
in the displacement fields. Rigid body translations are already included in Equation 2.77 as Tx and Ty by
Yoneyama et al., and thus accounted for when calculating SIFs [191]. This is shown visually in Figure 3.10,
where the rigid body translations calculated during analysis have been added to the displacement field dis-
played at bottom. As these rigid body translations have been considered during calculation of SIFs, they are
not the reason for the discrepancy in the displacement fields.
However, rigid body rotations are not included in the original formulation of the problem devised by
Yoneyama et al.. To determine the influence of rigid body rotations, Equation 2.77 is extended to include
terms for the rotation as well as the x and y coordinates of the center or rotation as follows:
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Figure 3.11: The y or opening displacement field for the idealized case in which only half of the displacement
data (regions III and IV from Figure 3.7) is used is shown. The color scale is the same as that used in
Figure 3.10 for ease of comparison, however peak displacements are on the order of 80 µm. The noticeable
lack of symmetry between the upper and lower halves is a result of high mode II SIFs calculated using only
regions III and IV during analysis [160].
hk =
{
KI f I(r,θ)−KII f II(r,θ)
}
cos(θ)+{
KIgI(r,θ)−KIIgII(r,θ)
}
sin(θ)+
Txcos(θ)+Tysin(θ)+R(yk− yrot)−R(xk− xrot)−ur. (3.2)
where R is the rigid body rotation, xrot is the x coordinate of the center of rotation, and yrot is the y coordinate
of the center of rotation. When calculated, the value of R is found to be at most 10−6 radians, which is far
below the magnitude necessary to affect the determination of SIFs, and thus negligible. For this reason, rigid
body rotations are not examined during the remainder of the study, and are not a significant contribution to the
discrepancy in displacements. However, it is the first time to the author’s knowledge that rigid body rotations
have been removed from the solution.
Finite Element Model to Investigate Bending
In order to investigate the influence of in-plane bending directly ahead of the crack tip, the SIF at initiation
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is calculated using only the data to the right of the crack tip, in the wake of the crack. This region corresponds
to data regions III and IV in Figure 3.7. The resulting mode I critical SIF when only considering this region
of data is 1.76 MPa-m1/2, a value more than three times greater than what was found with the full region of
data and corroborated in literature [174–176]. Figure 3.11 shows the idealized displacement fields calculated
using an input SIF of 1.76 MPa-m1/2. The calculated displacements in this case are much larger in magnitude
than the previous idealized case using the average critical SIF, and overestimate those found experimentally
by more than 25%. Additionally, the calculated mode II SIF also increases, from its nominal value under
normal conditions of 0 to 1.48 MPa-m1/2. This is the cause of the noticeable skew in Figure 3.11, and
strong evidence that taking only regions III and IV does not provide an accurate result as this violates the
assumptions of dynamic LEFM by taking data too close to the sample boundary.
To further investigate this issue, a 2D finite element model of a PMMA sample with the same dimensions
and material properties as the experimental samples has been developed and loaded in quasi-static three point
bending (Figure 3.12, model provided by S. Pagano of DMML at Drexel University.) This has been done to
create a high resolution, noise free displacement field for analysis and comparison to the idealized results in
which the only significant difference is that the FEM model has been loaded in three point bending, rather
than far-field uniaxial tension as is the case with the elastodynamic solution. The model has been created
in Abaqus Standard using CPS4R (4-Node bilinear plane stress quadrilateral, reduced integration) elements,
with a regularly structured mesh with spacing of 100 and 1000 µm in the x and y directions, respectively,
except around the crack where the mesh was refined to 100 by 100 µm. No cohesive elements or strips are
used to allow for crack growth. The model is fixed in the x direction at the top and bottom three node on the
right hand edge, and a force applied to the center three nodes on the left hand edge, creating a three point
bending load. The applied quasi-static load increases from 0 to 500 N in steps of 5 N, though only the step
best matching experimental conditions is used here.
Table 3.4: Abaqus Explicit simulation parameters.
FEM Package Abaqus Standard
Model 2D
Element CPS4R
Size [mm] 30 × 140 × 5
Mesh size [µm] Regular, 100 × 1000
Mesh size (Around Crack) [µm] Regular, 1000 × 1000
Peak Load [N] 500
Load Increment [N/step] 5
Load Steps 100
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Figure 3.12: The strain in the y direction for the FEM model used to isolate the effects of bending is shown at
the time corresponding to the experimental loading (provided by S. Pagano of DMML at Drexel University)
[160].
When analyzed using the elastodynamic method with the full data range, the measured SIF is found to
be comparable to the experimental results at 0.49 MPa-m1/2 when the applied load is 15 N. When the data
range is restricted to only data bands III and IV from Figure 3.7, the measured SIF increases to 1.36 MPa-
m1/2, much as in the experimental case, and the mode II SIF shows a similar trend, demonstrating that
data taken only behind the crack tip is not valid. Notably, this angular dependence is not present when a
similar variation in region of analyzed data is carried out on the idealized deformations generated through the
asymptotic relations. While it is not an unexpected result that analysis of the idealized displacement field is
not dependent on the radius or angle from the crack tip, as is the case for the experimental data, the fact that
this location and angular dependence is present in the FEM data in which in-plane bending is present is strong
evidence that in-plane bending is a contributing cause of the discrepancy in displacement fields between the
idealized solution and experimental results.
The FEM and experimental data also differ from the idealized data in that the sample has defined bound-
aries. When data is taken too close to either face of the sample, the assumption of K-dominance no longer
holds and thus the simplification of the elastodynamic analysis described in Chapter 2 to only the singular
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term is not valid. The exact impact of the loss of K-dominance on the final calculated SIF is not easily deter-
mined or estimated analytically; however, the comparison to Wada et al. suggests that effect is not extreme
[174–176]. Expansion to higher order terms may correct for boundary effects and the loss of K-dominance,
and offers a useful avenue for future work [36, 96].
Corroboration of Elastodynamic Solution through J-Integral Method
To verify the calculation of SIFs using the elastodynamic method, a different method of extracting SIFs
has been implemented using a J-integral as described by Daly et al. [18, 33, 171]. This method is chosen be-
cause a J-integral is path independent so long as the contour avoids the process zone and there is no unloading
(such as would arise behind a propagating crack, limiting the J-integral method to stationary cracks), and thus
should not be dependent on the region of data considered [28, 171]. Additionally, the J-integral method is
not dependent on the exact location of the crack tip, as long as the conditions discussed previously hold. The
following definition for a J-integral is used
J =
∫
Γ
Wdy−T · ∂u
∂x
ds (3.3)
where W is the strain energy density, T is the traction along the contour Γ, u is the displacement vector, x
is the direction of crack propagation, and ds is an element of Γ. For the purposes of this analysis, however,
Equation 3.4 is rewritten as follows:
J =
1
2
∫
Γ
[
{σ}T{ε}n1−2
{∂u
∂x
}T
[σ ]n
]
ds (3.4)
in which {σ} is a column vector of stress, {ε} is a column vector of strain, n1 is the term of the normal vector
n in the x direction coinciding with the crack propagation direction, and [σ ] is the second order stress tensor.
J, which directly measures the strain energy release rate during fracture, can be converted to SIFs using the
relation J = (K
d
Ic)
2
E where E is the Young’s modulus (this relation holds only for isotropic elastic materials, but
as PMMA is isotropic, can be used in this case.) A variant method is also described by Daly et al. using an
area integral [171]. The area J-integral has the advantage of averaging over more points, and thus being less
sensitive to noise in the data. However, it otherwise shares the limitations of the line integral method used
here, and reports similar results when compared to the line integral [171].
The contour chosen for this study was a rectangle approximately centered on the crack tip both vertically
and horizontally, approximately 6 and 7.5 subsets away from the crack tip, respectively, and is shown in
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Figure 3.13: The contour used for calculation of the J-integral reported in this study is shown. Blue data
points represent the locations of displacement and strain data points captured by DIC, while red points show
the subset of the full-field data considered in the contour [160].
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Figure 3.14: The SIF history over time as calculated using the J-integral method is shown. This method is
less robust and more sensitive to the low spatial resolution of the camera, but still achieves results comparable
to the elastodynamic solution used in the remainder of this study [160].
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Figure 3.13. However, it was necessary to omit the portion of the contour close to the crack surface behind
the crack tip, as the DIC process causes unrealistically large strain gradients due to correlating to a free
boundary which causes a large degree of error. This range was identified by visual inspection of the strain
field, and for this specific case data was not considered if closer than 3.2 subsets to the crack surface. The
J-integral method finds a SIF of 0.58 MPa-m1/2 at the time of fracture, though it is less robust than the
elastodynamic solution, and has a peak measured SIF prior to fracture of 0.70 MPa-m1/2. The J-integral error
and variation likely arises from an inherent weakness of the method: as noted, strains near the crack surface
must be omitted. However, doing so results in a contour that is no longer entirely closed, adding error to the
analysis, though less than what would result from not omitting the strain gradients. The full plot of SIF vs.
time can be seen in Figure 3.14. While this degree of error does make drawing a conclusion difficult, it can at
least be determined that the J-integral method finds a critical SIF higher than the elastodynamic solution by
0.07 to 0.20 MPa-m1/2,which given the sources of error present is sufficiently close to serve as a validation
of the elastodynamic solution.
Sensitivity of Dynamic Crack Asymptotic Field at Initiation
The dynamic fracture toughness analysis has been carried out with a separate set of asymptotic expres-
sions that include inertial effects caused by crack propagation. While these expressions are technically valid
for a propagating crack, they are used at the critical time of fracture for a point of comparison with the station-
ary crack expressions. Note that a 1 m-s−1 crack velocity is used as it is several orders of magnitude lower
than the actual crack velocity, and 0 m-s−1 causes mathematical errors. The critical mode I SIF results for all
samples are shown in Table 3.3, the average of which differs from the stationary solution by 0.01 MPa-m1/2,
well within the standard deviation. There is little difference between the two sets of asymptotic expressions,
validating the expected result. The critical mode I SIF from the dynamic solution was also used to generate
an idealized displacement field calculation as performed in Section 3.5.1, and the results were essentially
identical to the the displacement field generated from the stationary crack asymptotic expressions shown in
the bottom plot of Figure 3.10.
3.5.2 Crack Propagation
Sensitivity of Uniform Crack Nonlinear Optimization
Figure 3.15 illustrates the mode I crack initiation and propagation SIF history of sample 4 using nonlinear
optimization, where the crack tip location is an unknown. The thickness of the center dark line represents the
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error resulting from the camera noise, the dark blue band above represents the error from the DIC analysis, and
the outer, lightest blue line shows the error resulting from the maximum discrepancy between the calculated
crack tip location and the actual known location of the crack tip (found to be at most half of one subset) as
determined from the linear optimization. The estimated error at the critical SIF is 13%. During the initial
loading of the crack tip but prior to initiation of fracture, at approximately 75 µs, several oscillations can
be seen in the SIF history. The duration of these oscillations is approximately equal to the time taken for a
dilatational wave to travel from one side of the sample to the other (19 µs), suggesting the local variations in
SIFs are a result of wave interactions. Similar behavior was seen by Rosakis et al. when studying dynamic
fracture in 4340 steel [146].
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Figure 3.15: A history of instantaneous mode I SIF over time in a characteristic test, sample 4, using the
nonlinear optimization where the crack tip is an unknown. The thickness of the center dark line represents
the error resulting from the camera noise, the dark blue band above represents the error from the DIC analysis,
and the outer, lightest blue area represents the uncertainty resulting from the maximum discrepancy between
the calculated crack tip location and the actual known location of the crack tip as determined from the linear
numerical optimization. The area highlighted in red is the time directly after initiation. The dotted line is
the SIF history during crack propagation, where error is not estimated as the precise crack tip location is no
longer known [160].
Once the crack begins to propagate, error is not estimated since the crack tip location is no longer known.
However, it is presumed to be at minimum the same magnitude as the the uncertainties prior to initiation
determined from the linear optimization. As the asymptotic expressions used in this analysis assume a dy-
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namically loaded stationary crack, the initial burst of acceleration of the crack tip as the crack begins to
propagate introduces significant uncertainty, which can be seen in the red boxed area in Figure 3.15 as a
sudden spike in measured SIFs. This potential error is reduced as the crack reaches a more uniform velocity,
but given crack tip accelerations and decelerations and potential material inertial effects, it never disappears
entirely.
In Figure 3.16, the crack extension after time of impact is illustrated. There is no crack growth prior to
initiation, so the variation in extension represents the difference in the calculated crack tip compared to the
zero reference location. The calculated crack tip location varies around the known location prior to initiation
of crack growth, with a maximum difference of approximately half of a subset, and was used to calculate
error in Figure 3.15. After a sudden burst of acceleration upon initiation, seen as a steep slope beginning
around 158 µs after impact, the crack extension is nominally linear, with local oscillations.
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Figure 3.16: Calculated crack extension after impact, with zero crack extension corresponding to the known
location of the crack tip prior to propagation. During the ramping of loading at the crack tip, the recorded
crack extension error stems from the uncertainty in the precise crack tip location of the nonlinear optimization,
and is 0.5 subset maximum. Around 158 µs after impact, the crack begins to propagate, and the extension
increases rapidly and then levels to approximately linear growth [160].
Figure 3.17 shows the calculated crack tip velocity and accelerations upon initiation, obtained by taking
the first and second derivatives of the crack extension from Figure 3.16, after smoothing with a Savitzky-
Golay filter with a frame length of 14 and order 2. The velocity peaks at approximately 400 m-s−1 which is
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similar to the critical velocity for a crack propagating in PMMA of 320±20 m-s−1 found by Fineberg et al. by
measuring the change in resistance of a thin layer of vapor deposited aluminum on the sample surface during
fracture [48]. The velocity rapidly decreases from this peak to oscillate once around 100 m-s−1 and once
around 50 m-s−1 as the crack reaches the end of the sample. This behavior is consistent with all samples
tested, and after the initial burst of acceleration, all the samples averaged approximately 95 m-s−1 crack
speeds. The oscillations at the beginning of the growth have a duration equivalent to the time taken for stress
waves to traverse the sample (19 µs), suggesting that they are driven by wave interactions. This also explains
the decrease in measured SIF, as the dampening of the propagating waves and increasing homogenization of
the stress state in the sample reduce the energy available to drive the growing crack.
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Figure 3.17: The velocity and acceleration of the crack tip of sample 4 after initiation [160].
Sensitivity of Dynamic Crack Velocity-SIF Relation
To examine the difference between the asymptotic relations when tracking a moving crack tip, the results
for the dynamically loaded uniform velocity (or stationary) crack SIFs (nonlinear optimization used in Sec-
tion 3.5.2) are plotted against the dynamically loaded dynamic crack SIFs during propagation (Section 2.5) in
Figure 3.18. The results from the two sets of expressions match closely, particularly at the beginning stages
of fracture. However, the results for a dynamic crack show a much smoother SIF curve during the time prior
to 170 µs, suggesting that the material inertial effects due to sudden acceleration of the crack tip play a large
role at this point. The results for a dynamic crack also increase near the end of the experiment to a value
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Figure 3.18: A history of mode I loading in a typical experiment, sample 4, over time is generated using
asymptotic expressions for a uniform velocity and dynamic crack during propagation. The results match
closely, though the solution incorporating crack tip velocity shows less variation during the initial burst of
acceleration prior to time 170 µs. Error bars are based on the uncertainty in the crack tip location as described
in Section 3.5.2 [160].
approximately 0.1 MPa-m1/2 larger than the uniform velocity crack SIF. This occurs as the propagating crack
reaches the opposite edge of the sample from the notch, however, making it difficult to draw a conclusion as
edge effects begin to invalidate the elastodynamic solution. Ultimately for PMMA under the loading condi-
tions explored here with a relatively low SIF rate and hence resulting transient effects (especially given the
long time after impact, after which the stress waves will have decayed), the uniform solution appears to be
an acceptable approximation. However, this result also illustrates how the dynamic solution may more accu-
rately represent the singular based fracture criteria for propagating cracks as it better captures the potential
dependence of KdI on crack tip velocity.
Figure 3.19 illustrates the instantaneous SIF-crack velocity relationship for four out of the five samples
in this study with the dynamic crack solution. One sample is not shown because data was only captured up
to and during the burst of acceleration at initiation from the initial release of the crack surface. For each
experiment, a small portion of data directly after initiation during the initial burst of acceleration (on the
order of 5 µs), but before the crack has reached its initial peak velocity has been omitted due to the time it
potentially takes for the singular solution to develop ahead of a moving crack and the SIF-v relation to be
soundly established [81, 134]. Two of the samples initiated crack growth close to the end of the imaging
period, and thus show a smaller portion of crack propagation through the sample. This is likely the reason for
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Figure 3.19: The relationship between velocity and instantaneous SIFs is shown. Samples are separated by
color. Each data point has been rounded to the nearest multiple of 20 m-s−1. Long bands represent where the
velocity-SIF relationship is not unique, while single data points show where there was only one measured SIF
at a given velocity. The number of data points varies by experiment due to differences in the time of initiation
of fracture and corresponding differences in the amount of crack growth recorded. In all cases, there is a
generally increasing trend [160].
the seemingly unique relation between velocity and SIFs present in these samples, similar to that described
for many materials in literature [42]. However, when analysis of a greater range of crack growth is available,
as is the case for the remaining experiments, the results show that the relationship between SIF and velocity
does not appear unique, but is rather a generally increasing trend with a wide band of possible SIFs at each
velocity. Similar results were obtained for Homalite 100 through the combination of the work by several
researchers, and also discussed by Dally et al., as well as Knauss and Ravi-Chandar [42, 80, 81]. It appears
that the greater temporal resolution available with modern ultra-high-speed cameras and in using a DIC-
based fracture approach allows for more precise in-situ capturing of local accelerations and decelerations
at and around the crack front, perhaps less resolved by previous examinations of the SIF-velocity relation
using other methods. This increased amount and resolution of data may contribute to the wider range of
possible SIFs for a given crack tip velocity shown; however, uncertainty in the measured SIF from the various
sources described previously may also result in a non-unique relationship. The addition of higher order terms
to correct for sample boundary effects may result in a more accurate determination of SIFs and reduced
uncertainty through better matching the assumption of K-dominance, and thus allow for the determination of
a unique SIF-v relationship [36, 96].
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3.6 Summary of Uncertainty Quantification in Hybrid Experimental-Computational Method
An in-depth investigation of error and sensitivity when using an over-specified least squares analysis
of asymptotic expressions relating displacements measured by digital image correlation (DIC) to the stress
intensity factors (SIFs) for dynamic opening cracks in PMMA is presented. Several individual sources of
uncertainty are studied including: the camera noise and DIC correlation analysis error used in the experi-
mental configuration, the region of data considered for analysis relative to the crack tip, the influence of the
nonlinear numerical optimization when the location of the crack tip is unknown, and the effects of crack ve-
locity and acceleration on the uniqueness of the dynamic SIF relations. The critical mode I SIF, or dynamic
fracture toughness at initiation, averages 0.58±0.05 MPa-m1/2, which is comparable to values from literature
for similar loading rates and geometries using other experimental-numerical techniques [174–176]. After an
initial burst of acceleration with a peak velocity of over 400 m-s−1, crack tip speeds averaged 95 m-s−1.
Accurate location of the crack tip is found to be the most critical input on the extracted SIF, with a deviation
of one DIC subset resulting in an average error of approximately 24%. An appropriate choice of the range
of data examined is also shown to be critical, with the results suggesting that two conflicting forces drive the
selection of data region for analysis. When the crack tip location is known (i.e. initiation), a sufficient area
directly surrounding the crack tip should be omitted, in order to prevent the influence of the process zone or
three-dimensional bending effects which violate the assumptions in the elastodynamic solution. The size of
this region will differ with the material examined, but can be estimated by a quasi-static process zone calcu-
lation and through the use of a parametric study on the size of the analysis region. However for nominally
brittle materials like PMMA, when tracking a propagating crack tip, the error in the location of the crack is
more critical to the extraction of the SIF than the error from the local effects. Consequently, it appears that
the full range of data up to the crack tip should be considered as a compromise on the overall error in the
extracted SIF. This point is coupled with the fact that adding more of the available full-field displacement data
decreases the influence of noise in the nonlinear numerical optimization, though noise has more weight in
regions where displacements are small. The match between the measured displacement fields at initiation and
those calculated from the asymptotic expressions using the experimentally determined SIF are also studied,
and while a good match is shown around the near field of the crack tip, a discrepancy of more than 10 µm
where the maximum displacement is 60 µm is found in far field regions from the crack tip. Potential sources
of this discrepancy, including the effect of the bending motion during fracture both locally ahead of the crack
tip, and due to the free surfaces of the crack wake and edges are considered. An FEM model of the sample in
quasi-static bending is compared to the experimental results and idealized displacement fields to demonstrate
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that in-plane bending is a contributing cause of the discrepancy. Likewise, the influence of boundary effects
from the edge of the sample is considered. A J-integral method is used to corroborate the elastodynamic
solution at initiation. The known location of the crack tip at initiation is applied to the case of the nonlinear
solution for propagation, and is used to estimate error of this input, which is approximately half of a DIC
subset (0.5 mm) with an associated SIF error of 0.05 MPa-m1/2, or 13%. Variation in SIFs both prior to and
during crack growth for the uniform solution correlate to the time taken for a longitudinal wave to propagate
across the sample and reload the crack tip. The crack velocity history is examined with both the uniform
and dynamic crack growth SIFs, and differ by approximately 0.1 MPa-m1/2 or within one standard deviation
at maximum, though this discrepancy primarily occurs near the end of the experiment as the crack reaches
the far side of the sample. The general trend of increasing SIF with crack speed is shown for the dynamic
crack case; however it does not appear to be uniquely defined within singular fracture mechanics for opening
cracks, which could be due to the increased resolution and available data that both DIC and ultra high-speed
imaging provides. The addition of higher order terms to the analysis may correct for loss of K-dominance
due to sample boundary effects, and potentially allow for the determination of a unique SIF-v relationship.
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Chapter 4. MAX Phase Dynamic Behavior and Fracture
MAX phase Ti3SiC2 was used to examine orientation and rate dependent material behavior in the hybrid
experimental-computational method used in this thesis, with the goal of using that knowledge to inform
fracture results and the specific elastodynamic solution used. To this end, both the anisotropic solution
(Section 2.2.2) and isotropic solution (Section 2.2.1) were used.
MAX phases are a class of nanolayered metal carbides and nitrides, so named because their chemistry is
given as Mn+1AXn where n = 1,2 or 3. “M” is an early transition metal, such as titanium, “A” is an A-group
element (primarily groups 13 and 14), and “X” is the carbon and/or nitrogen [17]. There are three families of
MAX phase ceramics, delineated by the number of n in the pattern Mn+1AXn. Titanium silicon carbide, or
Ti3SiC2, is in the 312 pattern. The unit cell for Ti3SiC2 is shown in Figure 4.1.
The layered structure of the MAX phases gives rise to unique failure mechanisms more like those seen
in classical composites than carbides or other engineering ceramics. These failure mechanisms are delami-
nation, in which the layered atomic structure separates, and kink banding, in which the the layered structures
buckle under compressive load. An SEM image of kink banding and delamination can be seen in Figure 4.2.
Kink banding results in psuedo-ductile behavior on the microscopic scale, significantly increasing damage
resistance compared to classical engineering ceramics [11]. The MAX phases are also notable for exhibiting
non-linear elasticity. This property arises from a novel deformation mechanism known as ripplocations. Rip-
plocations, which are precursors to kink bands, form when individual layers of the atomic structure buckle
under compressive loading [59]. Unlike traditional dislocations, ripplocations are fully reversible and are
attracted to each other; when sufficient load is present, enough ripplocations will gather in one spot and
irreversible deformation will occur, forming a kink band [59].
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Figure 4.1: The unit cell and atomic stacking pattern for Ti3SiC2, demonstrating the heterodesmic layered
structure (adapted from Barsoum et al.) [11, 159].
Figure 4.2: An SEM image of kink bands and layer delamination (highlighted in red) in a sample of Ti3SiC2.
(Image credit: Grady Bentzel, Drexel University)
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4.1 Review of Fracture in Ti3SiC2
To date, Ti3SiC2 is one of the most extensively studied MAX phases [17]. Like a metal, Ti3SiC2 is
generally conductive, machinable, and resistant to thermal shock, while like a ceramic, it tends to resist
oxidation and can retain its strength up to high temperature [10]. These potentially advantageous features
make Ti3SiC2 a prime candidate for use in advanced turbine blades and stators, or applications that involve
potential impact scenarios [9]. Consequently, it is imperative to establish the fracture resistance of Ti3SiC2
under dynamic loading conditions.
While density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest that MAX phases exhibit covalent, ionic
and metallic bond characteristics, the metallic bonds suggest that at ambient temperatures only basal slip
systems are operative during deformation, with only two independent slip systems operative at any time
[8, 25, 37, 107]. Given the lack of available slip systems combined with the layered structure of MAX
phases, unique damage resistance behavior such as the formation of kink bands and delamination on the
atomic to the mesoscale are observed [12–16, 20, 194–196]. Kink banding in MAX phases occurs when
localized compressive forces on a grain cause elastic bending, that in turn results in localized buckling [120].
Kink banding in Ti3SiC2 was first observed around the site of Vickers indentations by El Raghy et al. along
with the associated damage mechanisms of delamination and grain buckling, preventing the formation of
indentation cracks common to other engineering ceramics under comparable indentation loads [46]. These
interesting mechanisms are able to absorb additional deformation energy, leading to higher values of fracture
toughness in Ti3SiC2 and the general MAX phase family when compared to other structural ceramics that
lack these unique mesoscale deformation mechanisms [34].
Several investigations of the fracture properties of Ti3SiC2 exist. However, the majority of these studies
evaluate fracture under quasi-static loading conditions. El Raghy et al. studied fracture of single phase fully
dense Ti3SiC2 with an average grain size of 100 µm using single-edge-notched beams. The bulk polycrys-
talline samples were made by reactively hot-pressing titanium, graphite and silicon carbide powders at 40
MPa and 1600 ◦C. The bars were loaded at a crosshead speed of 0.02 mm/s on a standard load frame, and
they reported a fracture toughness of 6 MPa-m1/2 [46]. Gilbert et al. examined fatigue cracking and R-curve
behavior in both fine grained (3 - 10 µm diameter) and course grained (50 - 200 µm) Ti3SiC2. The fine-
grained material had an initiation toughness of 8 MPa-m1/2, rising to 9.5 MPa-m1/2 as the crack grew. The
coarse-grained material showed a more tortuous crack path, and a correspondingly greater toughness of 8.5
MPa-m1/2 at initiation and 14 MPa-m1/2 during propagation. SEM images of the fracture surfaces showed
significant crack bridging behind the crack tip, as well as delamination along basal planes [52].
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Li et al. tested polycrystalline Ti3SiC2 in a single-edge-notched beam (SEN) configuration, with a crosshead
speed of 0.05 mm/min. Their specific method of manufacturing the material, pulse discharge sintering, proved
faster than previous methods but left TiC impurities as inclusion in the Ti3SiC2 matrix. These inclusions rep-
resented less than 3% of the material by volume. Li et al. found a fracture toughness of 7.2 MPa-m1/2. In
addition, post mortem examination of samples tested at varying temperatures found no change in fracture
mechanism with increasing temperature up to 1200 ◦C. After 1200 ◦C, samples did not fracture but instead
failed plastically [92]. Okano et al. tested both pure Ti3SiC2 and Ti3SiC2/SiC composites at 8% SiC by
volume using the SENB method at a loading rate of 0.5 mm/min, and reported fracture toughness values of
6.9 MPa-m1/2 and 5.4 MPa-m1/2, respectively [115, 169]. Wang et al. added Al2O3 to Ti3SiC2 in amounts
ranging from 0% to 20% by volume to create a composite. Using the SENB method, they reported fracture
toughness values ranging from 6 MPa-m1/2 at 0% Al2O3, to 7.4 MPa-m1/2 at 10% Al2O3, to 7.0 MPa-m1/2 at
20%. The authors explained this increase, then decrease, as a function of competing microstructural effects.
As Al2O3 is added to the material, it decreases the average grain size of Ti3SiC2 by inhibiting the forma-
tion of grains during the sintering process. However, after the 10% threshold has been reached, the Al2O3
grains begin to agglomerate, reducing fracture toughness of the composite [177]. From these studies, it is
apparent that the both manufacturing process and resulting microstructural character of Ti3SiC2 influences
the resistance to fracture under quasi-static loading conditions.
Relatively little investigation has been conducted on MAX phases under dynamic loading environments.
Shukla et al. studied the overall dynamic compressive behavior of Ti2AlC (a 211 MAX variant) at strain rates
from 1500 s−1 to 4200 s−1 using a Kolsky (or split-Hopkinson pressure) bar and found little rate sensitivity.
The authors noted that Ti2AlC exhibits an overall brittle-like failure, with some pseudo-plasticity arising from
the unique layered structure, but no variation due to strain rate. Though this set of experiments did not directly
characterize fracture behavior under dynamic loading, SEM images of fragments after testing revealed that
the same damage mechanisms (kink band formation and delamination) were present at high rates as in quasi-
static fracture experiments, suggesting significant energy absorption and pseudo-plastic deformation, and
provided a mechanism to explain the pseudo-brittle failure. These kink bands were found only on fracture
surfaces, and not internally in fragments, demonstrating that kink bands probably play a significant role in
impeding crack growth [1]. Lo et al. examined fine-grained (3 - 8 µm) hot pressed Ti3SiC2 samples by
impacting a circular disk with a hand gun bullet at 380 m/s, and saw similar failure mechanisms, as well as
significant trans- and intergranular fracture in post-mortem SEM imagery. They also carried out quasi-static
bending tests to characterize fracture toughness, and found a value of 7 MPa-m1/2 [97].
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Figure 4.3: A schematic of a typical compression Kolsky bar is shown.
4.2 Experimental Configuration for Dynamic Characterization of Ti3SiC2
4.2.1 Kolsky Bar Experiments
Kolsky Bar Theory
A Kolsky, or split-Hopkinson, bar is a method of generating dynamic impact loads in a repeatable and
measurable fashion using the principles of one-dimensional wave mechanics [35, 84, 132]. A schematic
of a compression Kolsky bar is shown in Figure 4.3. In a typical Kolsky experiment, the sample is placed
between the two bars (typically between two disposable platens, to minimize damage to the bars themselves.)
A projectile, usually (but not always) of the same diameter and material as the bars, impacts the uprange
end of the incident bar, generating a stress pulse. This pulse travels down the incident bar, which remains
perfectly elastic, and is recorded by the incident strain gauge. The pulse then travels into the sample, where it
reflects several times loading the sample, before a portion is reflected back into the incident bar and another
portion travels down the transmission bar. These pulses are also recorded, and can be analyzed using the
principles of one-dimensional wave mechanics to determine stresses, strains, and strain rates over time in the
sample.
The analysis begins by relating particle velocity at the bar/sample interface to measured strains in the bar,
such that
v1(t) = cb(εI− εR) (4.1)
v2(t) = cbεT (4.2)
where v1 is the particle velocity at the specimen/incident bar interface and v2 is the particle velocity at the
specimen/transmitted bar interface. Throughout this derivation, the subscripts s and b will be used to refer
to the sample and bar, respectively, while the subscripts I, R, and T represent the incident, reflected, and
transmitted pulses; the subscript b is omitted in these cases as they are only in the bar by default. Cb is the
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wave speed in the bar. These expressions can be used to determine the strain rate in the sample,
ε˙s =
v1− v2
l0
=
cb
l0
(εI− εR− εT ) (4.3)
in which l0 is the original specimen length. The strains in the bars are determined from the applied strain
guages, and used to calculate stresses at the end of the bar and through stresses and bar geometry, the applied
forces at each bar/specimen interface:
P1(t) = Eb(εI + εR)Ab (4.4)
P2(t) = Eb(εT )Ab. (4.5)
Thus, the average axial stress in the sample can be calculated as
σs(t) =
P1+P2
2
1
As0
=
Eb
2
Ab
As0
(εI + εR+ εT ) (4.6)
where As0 is the initial cross-sectional area of the sample. After several reverberations of the stress wave
inside the sample, the stress state will equilibrate throughout the sample, and P1 and P2 will be equal. This
is a necessry condition to proceed with the analysis; data captured prior to this time is not useful for Kolsky
analysis. Once the equilibrium condition has been achieved,
εI + εR = εT . (4.7)
With this assumption, it is possible to simplify the previously given expressions for stress and strain rate,
and develop an expression for strain, as follows:
ε˙s(t) =−2cbl0 εR(t) (4.8)
εs(t) =
∫ t
0
ε˙s(τ)dτ (4.9)
σs(t) =
EbAb
As
εT (t). (4.10)
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Kolsky Configuration
Samples for Kolsky bar experiments on Ti3SiC2 were cut from a fully dense billet formed using the hot
isostatic press (HIP) method using electrical discharge machining (EDM) to cubes with nominal dimensions
of 5.0 x 5.0 x 5.0 mm. The original billet was cylindrical in shape. Three samples were cut with the test
direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder and three were cut with the test direction in the
transverse (radial) direction of the cylinder in order to investigate any orientation effects introduced through
the HIP method. The faces of the sample in the test direction were polished to a surface smoothness of 3 µm
to reduce friction during testing.
A 100 mm steel striker with the same diameter (12.7 mm) as the Kolsky bars was used to generate the
stress pulse. Steel platens were placed in between the sample and bar on each face. These platens had a
nominal thickness of 4 mm, and were polished to a 3 µm finish on the sample side and a 30 µm finish on
the side facing the bars. A copper pulse shaper with a diameter of 4.25 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm was
placed on the uprange end of the incident bar to generate a triangular input pulse and a more constant strain
rate in the sample. High-speed imagery was taken using a Shimadzu HPV-X high-speed camera, with a frame
rate of 1,000,000 frames per second and a resolution of 400 by 250 pixels. Illumination was provided using
a flashbulb. These experiments were run with the assistance of Luke Hanner at Drexel University.
4.2.2 Dynamic Fracture Configuration
Dynamic fracture tests were run on fully dense Ti3SiC2 samples formed using hot isostatic press method
(HIP), cut from the same billet as those used in the Kolsky bar experiments. These samples were cut using
EDM. The dimensions were 60 mm by 30 mm by 4 mm, with the 60 mm direction in parallel to the billet
press direction. A pre-notch was cut in the center of the 60 mm side to a nominal length of 10 mm using a
low speed diamond saw with a width of 0.35 mm, perpendicular to the edge of the sample. The notch was
sharpened using a steel razor blade.
SEM images of the samples used in this study were examined to characterize the microstructure. The
average grain is between 10 to 20 µm in length, with many of the smaller grains having an elongated shape of
approximately 5 µm in the smaller axis. These grains have no preferential direction, suggesting the material
behaves isotropically. The elastic modulus was calculated from three point bending tests on the same material
batch following ASTM Standard C1161-13 by S. Pagano and R. Tredinnick of DMML at Drexel University
[7].
The sample was mounted in the test apparatus using clay on either end, as shown in Figure 4.4. Clay
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Figure 4.4: An engineering drawing of the experimental configuration, to scale. The pre-notch is enlarged
from the actual scale for visibility. The coordinate system is used in the analysis of fracture parameters from
the full-field displacement data [159].
was chosen for its ability to hold the sample in place, while still allowing free movement when impacted.
It was attached to both ends to provide equivalent boundary conditions at each end of the sample [70]. A
rounded tip steel projectile, 12.7 mm in diameter and 300 mm in length, was used to impact the sample on
the opposite edge from the notch at 4 m/s. The system used to launch the impact bar is a modified Kolsky, or
split-Hopkinson, bar system described further by Pagano et al. in Review of Scientific Instruments (USPTO
patent pending) [71].
In a typical test, the projectile is launched by a compressed spring and guided along a set path by linear
bearings. The projectile passes through a photodiode, triggering the high-speed camera, before striking the
sample. The sample is positioned so that the projectile impacts directly opposite of the pre-notch, causing
pure mode I loading and fracture. A compression wave is generated from the impact, traveling at approxi-
mately 7350 m/s (as estimated from material properties). The compression wave reaches the opposite edge
of the sample approximately 4.1 µs after impact and returns as a tensile wave, loading the pre-notch. The
sample has entirely fractured 30 µs after impact.
The surface of each sample was coated with a uniform layer of white paint, followed by a thinner coat of
black spray paint from an airbrush to generate a speckle pattern for digital image correlation. The average
speckle size was approximately 0.3 mm, spaced roughly every 0.5 mm. High-speed imagery was taken
using a Photron SA-5 at a resolution of 265 by 192 pixels, and a frame rate of 105,000 frames per second.
The camera was triggered by a photodiode system activated by the passage of the impact bar. The results
were analyzed using the freeware DIC package Ncorr, which has comparable performance and accuracy to
commercial DIC packages [23, 63]. Specific parameters of the DIC analysis are listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: The DIC parameters and analysis used in this thesis are shown below. The analysis was performed
using Ncorr.
DIC Parameters
Camera Model Photron SA-5
Sensor Array Size 256 x 192 px
Interframe Time 9.5 µs
Scale 0.11 mm/px
Program Ncorr
Algorithm RG DIC [117]
Subset Size 10 px
Virtual Strain Gauge Size 5 px
Displacement Noise Floor 3 µm
4.3 Results and Discussion of Dynamic Behavior of Ti3SiC2
4.3.1 Kolsky Results
The results of the Kolsky bar experiments on Ti3SiC2 are shown in Figures 4.5 and detailed in Table 4.2.
The peak stress is consistent between the two studied orientations, suggesting that MAX phases have little to
no orientation dependence and that orientation dependence need not be considered for this materials during
fracture experiments. Strain at failure varies between sample within a range of approximately 0.5 to 1 %.
However, it is likely that this variation is due to the inherent challenge of examining brittle, low strain at
failure materials on a Kolsky bar, and not variation within the material itself.
Table 4.2: Calculated critical mode I (opening) and mode II (sliding) from dynamic fracture experiments on
PMMA for both stationary and velocity-dependent elastodynamic solutions.
Orientation Sample Stress at Failure Strain at FailureMPa %
Longitudinal 1 1100 0.79
Longitudinal 2 1140 0.58
Longitudinal 3 1000 0.68
Transverse 1 1000 0.68
Transverse 2 1050 0.61
Transverse 3 1060 0.98
Avg. 1058 0.72
Std. Dev. 50 0.13
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Figure 4.5: The stress-time plot of all samples investigated using the Kolsky bar is shown.
4.3.2 Dynamic Fracture Results
A characteristic set of displacement data in the vertical y direction from a fracture test on Ti3SiC2 can be
seen in Figure 4.6. Prior to the test, there is a base level of noise in the DIC analysis ranging from -2 µm to 3
µm. As the crack initiates, displacements resolve into measurable levels as material above the notch begins
to move upwards and the material below the notch downwards in the field of view (opening the crack in mode
I). By the time the crack has propagated out of the measurable field of view, the displacements range from
-25 µm to 25 µm. For the frame prior to initiation of crack growth, the location of the crack tip is accurately
known at the end of the pre-notch, and the linear formulation of the analysis was used in addition to the
nonlinear formulation (for corroboration). The samples failed in a globally brittle fashion, with a nominally
flat fracture surface, with only a few areas in which it turns near the beginning of propagation. For the case
of the propagating crack, the location of the crack tip could not be accurately determined visually, and the
nonlinear formulation was used to determine the fracture properties. Note that while y displacements are
shown, as these provide the most clear view of fracture in the material, SIFs are calculated from both x and y
displacement, converted into radial displacements as described in Chapter 2.
The average of these results are given in Table 4.3. Values prior to initiation of crack growth are calculated
using the expressions for mixed-mode fracture of a dynamically loaded stationary crack using the known
location of the crack tip for both the linear and nonlinear formulations to verify that the two methods of
calculation are comparable. Values during propagation are calculated using the nonlinear formulation to find
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(a) Image and y displacement field prior to the start of the test (9.5 µs prior to impact, displacements are given in millimeters).
(b) Image and y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (9.5 µs after impact, displacements are given in millimeters)
(c) Image and y displacement field when the crack has propagated across the visible area (19 µs after impact, displacements are given in
millimeters). The portion of the crack visible in the image is highlighted in red. The crack extends further than the highlighting; however,
past this point, the crack is too fine to resolve on the high speed camera, and must be determined from the displacement data.
Figure 4.6: Raw images and DIC displacements in the y direction for a typical Ti3SiC2 samples during impact.
All dimensions are in millimeters [159].
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Table 4.3: SIFs are calculated for times both prior to and during crack propagation, using the least squares
analysis, averaged and presented with standard deviation.
Crack State Formulation Average KI Std. Dev. Average KII Std. Dev.
MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2
Initiation Linear 6.9 3.0 0.34 0.19
Nonlinear 7.2 3.7 0.44 0.12
Propagation Mixed-mode 8.3 2.2 3.8 1.2
Mode I Only 6.7 1.8 N/A N/A
Quasi-static Linear Non-Linear0
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Figure 4.7: Mode I critical SIFs at initiation are compared to literature [159].
the crack tip location, using both the expressions for mixed-mode fracture of a dynamically loaded stationary
crack as well as the expressions for mode I fracture of a propagating crack. The mode II values obtained
using this method cannot be directly confirmed, but the mode I SIFs are comparable within a single standard
deviation, suggesting that the effect of the crack tip velocity plays a small role. The collected mode I SIF
results are compared to existing literature in Figure 4.7. The loading rate is approximated by dividing the
average mode I SIF at initiation by the time taken to reach initiation from the start of loading, as nearly as can
be matched at the lowest limit of temporal resolution. The resulting loading rate is approximately 7.2 ×105
MPa-m1/2-s−1.
The fracture toughness under dynamic loading matches with what was previously reported at lower rates,
suggesting that the lack of rate sensitivity in dynamic compression of MAX phases also applies to fracture
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properties of a single growing crack front. It is worth noting that many materials show a significant increase
in fracture toughness with increasing loading rate; Rittel and Maigre found the dynamic fracture toughness
to increase by a factor of three for PMMA, which is commonly used as a model brittle material. For metal
alloys, Rittel and Weisbrod showed showed an increase of 30% in a commercial tungsten based alloy, while
Yokoyama found a 40% increase in 4340 steel and a 50% increase in Ti-6246 alloy [144, 190]. In the same
study, Yokoyama also found 7075-T6 aluminum alloy had no rate sensitivity, demonstrating that, while rare,
a lack of rate sensitivity is not unique to MAX phases.
Explanations for lack of rate sensitivity in the literature vary. Kalthoff as well as Aoki and Kimura
proposed various methods by which initiation of fracture could require a characteristic time scale to occur,
the hastening of which would require more energy and thus increase apparent strength of the material [6, 72].
Significantly more work has examined the possibility of unique dynamic failure micromechanisms occurring
at the site of initiation. Rittel et al., Kaplan et al., and Rittel and Rosakis have shown evidence of distinct
regions of failure mechanisms around the crack tip in post-mortem analyses on a variety of materials [74,
140, 143]. Rittel et al. investigated this further in a study on nanograined alumina, concluding that a unique
fracture micromechanism consisting of a region of primarily transgranular fracture with smaller internal
regions of pure intergranular fracture occurs under dynamic loading but not quasi-static loading, and only
near the precrack [22]. Rittel et al. claim this region results in the increase in fracture toughness, and further
support this theory with numerical simulations that indicate a combined role of geometrical perturbation
resulting from the fracture micromechanism and the increased kinetic energy imparted to the system [22].
In the case of Ti3SiC2, it is likely that the layered microstructure and associated unique failure mechanism
of kink banding play a role in absorbing the additional kinetic energy and preventing a change in failure
micromechanisms at high rates. It is further suspected that the primary means by which this energy absorption
occurs is nanoscale buckling of the individual atomic layers, a mechanism which is also suspected to give rise
to the nonlinear elastic behavior of MAX phases prior to permanent deformation in which kink bands form.
Comparing Ti3SiC2 to similarly related constituent ceramics, Weerasooriya et al. tested a silicon carbide
(SiC-N) under dynamic fracture and found a critical stress intensity factor at initiation of fracture ranging
from 5.5 - 9.5 MPa-m1/2. However, at quasi-static rates, they observed critical SIF values of 4.5 - 5.0 MPa-
m1/2 [180]. As such, Ti3SiC2 is significantly more resistant to fracture than SiC at quasi-static rates, but
comparable under dynamic fracture conditions. However, SiC has not been shown to exhibit any toughening
mechanisms comparable to kink band formation in MAX phases, which could explain the difference.
An approximate crack tip speed was determined using the location of the crack tip prior to initiation
from the images, and the location of the propagating crack tip as calculated by the nonlinear analysis. The
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distance between these two locations was divided by the interframe time. This represents a lower bound,
as the exact time of crack tip initiation could not be determined. The average speed was 1500 m/s, with a
standard deviation of 140 m/s. For comparison, the shear wave speed in the material is 5600 m/s; assuming
that the Rayleigh wave speed is 90% of the shear wave speed, the Rayleigh wave speed and limiting speed
for crack growth is approximately 5000 m/s [49]. The measured crack speed is 30% of the Rayleigh wave
speed.
Figure 4.8: Results for KI are broken down by sample and state of crack growth. This data is from the
mixed-mode analysis for a dynamically loaded stationary crack; the results for the mode I propagating crack
solution are similar, as show in Table 4.3 [159].
The extracted values for KI and KII can be further broken down by individual tests. Figures 4.8 and 4.9
show SIFs determined prior to initiation of crack growth and during crack propagation. In almost every case,
the SIFs increase during propagation, suggesting that similar toughening mechanisms as during quasi-static
fracture are in play. This is further supported by SEM images (Figure 4.10) of the crack surface after testing,
which reveal the formation of kink bands during fracture. The top composite image shows the entire fracture
surface, from the pre-notch at left to the opposite side of the sample at right. The inset shows a higher
magnification view of the area circled in red on the top image, with a visible kink band and large area of
delamination highlighted. These failure mechanisms are present throughout the entire crack face. Mode II
SIFs show a very large increase, from near zero prior to growth to almost 4 MPa-m1/2. As the sample has
been loaded in pure mode I, and the crack appears to propagate in a straight line parallel to the pre-notch on
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Figure 4.9: Results for KII are broken down by sample and state of crack growth. This data is from the
mixed-mode analysis for a dynamically loaded stationary crack [159].
the visible scale, it is possible that this increase in mode II SIFs results from local tortuosity in the crack path
on the microscale. However, the increase may also be explained by the complex interactions of the stress
waves in the material, which meet around the crack after rebounding at the far ends during fracture.
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Figure 4.10: A composite SEM image of the entire crack surface is shown after fracture. The pre-notch is at
the left hand side of the image, and fracture proceeded to the right. The red circle shows the location of the
inset examined at higher magnification.Kink banding and a large region of delamination can be seen in the
highlighted regions. These failure mechanisms are typical for the entire crack surface [159].
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4.4 Summary of MAX Phase Ti3SiC2 Dynamic Behavior
This study examined the dynamic fracture behavior of fully dense HIPed polycrystalline Ti3SiC2 samples.
An over-deterministic least squares analysis was used to extract mode I and mode II stress intensity factors
from full-field displacement data captured using DIC at crack initiation and propagation. Two different
methods were used to solve for propagating cracks, one taking into account material anisotropy and mixed-
mode loading, and the other limited to an isotropic material and mode I loading but instead allowing for
the effects of crack tip inertia. Both of these methods found similar mode I SIF values during propagation,
suggesting that the effects of crack tip inertia are small. However, the mixed-mode method found large
mode II SIFs during propagation that are not measurable using the method for a mode I propagating crack.
Dynamic mode I SIFs were found to be consistent with those previously reported in the literature with values
between 5 and 10 MPa-m1/2, suggesting that fracture modes of Ti3SiC2 are not particularly rate sensitive.
However, both mode I (opening) and mode II (shear) SIFs increased from initiation to propagation by factors
of approximately two to five as kink bands and delaminations and concomitant crack bridges act as mesoscale
toughening mechanisms. The dynamic toughening behavior is further illustrated in post-mortem SEM images
of the resulting crack surface, where evidence of delamination and kink band formation between the layers is
visible.
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Chapter 5. Rate-Dependent Fracture Modes in Human Femoral Cortical Bone
5.1 Introduction
Unlike the previous chapter, in which orientation dependency for Ti3SiC2 was investigated and found
to have little influence, this chapter examines an orthotropic material (human femoral cortical bone) with a
strong orientation dependency arising from the complex microstructure. The elastodynamic solution for an
anisotropic material from Section 2.2.2 was used to study the effect of orientation dependence on fracture and
the mixed-mode fracture arising naturally from the orthotropic microstructure of bone even in the absence of
applied mixed-mode loading.
The fracture behavior of bone is of great interest to those attempting to model injuries due to blast or
ballistic trauma. For this reason, human femoral cortical bone was chosen as a material for one of the
case studies in this work. Recent studies in the literature take into account the natural anisotropy of bone
arising from the complex microstructure [31, 32, 75, 76, 83, 93–95, 111–113, 118, 172, 173, 186, 187, 200].
However, the tendency is to examine the effect of orientation on mode I crack growth, rather than any mixed
mode fracture arising from the microstructural anisotropy [139]. Furthermore, the effects of high-rate loading
caused by blast or ballistic injuries are not as well studied as lower loading rates. This work examines fracture
in human femoral bone under quasi-static (slow), intermediate, and dynamic stress intensity factor rates. DIC
is used to capture full-field displacement maps during loading, through the initiation of crack growth. An
over-deterministic linear least squares regression is used to extract both mode I and mode II critical SIFs, and
the measured SIFs are compared to those calculated using previous methods utilizing sample geometry and
force-time history during fracture.
The inherent anisotropy of bone arises directly from the complex hierarchical microstructure [39, 102,
137, 181]. The multiscale hierarchical structure of cortical bone is shown in Figure 5.1. The nanoscale
level has the basic molecular building blocks of bone: plate shaped apatite crystals, collagen molecules,
and organic proteins [181]. These in turn make up mineralized collagen fibrils, with the collagen forming
an organic matrix for the mineral crystals [181]. The collagen fibrils range in length from hundreds of
nanometers up to one micron, and bundle together to form larger fibers. Sheets of the fibers form planar
arrangements three to seven microns wide, known as lamellae [102]. In human femoral cortical bone, or
Haversian bone, three to eight layers of lamellae form into a cylindrical structure called an osteon (Figure
5.2) which has a central canal containing blood vessels. Osteons have a diameter ranging from 200 to 250
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of bone microstructure with associated characteristic diameters ranging from fibrils to
cross-section of a femoral bone. Image adapted from Sanborn et al. [152, 161]
Figure 5.2: SEM imagery of bovine cortical bone, showing a cross section of the osteons [116].
µm and are oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis of the bone [137]. Osteons are separated from each other
by a thin layer of highly mineralized, collagen-poor bone material referred to as a cement line, though the
structure is not a line but a sheath around the entire osteon [39]. Osteons bound together by cement lines give
rise to the largest scale microstructure of the bone, similar to a uniaxial fiber ceramic matrix composite. It is
the structure of the bone on the scale of osteons and higher that is of particular interest here, as the osteons
give rise to the orientation dependence of fracture.
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Review of Fracture in Bone
Several authors have studied the orientation dependence of critical initiation fracture toughness in bone
at varying loading rates, with the common conclusion that bone is tougher when the crack is forced to grow
transverse to the osteons, and weaker when the crack is allowed to grow longitudinally, in parallel with the
osteon axis [19, 47, 100, 139]. In some studies, this effect was so strong as to make it necessary to groove the
sample to prevent the crack from turning to grow longitudinally [19, 111]. Behiri and Bonfield studied human
bone under quasi-static tension in both longitudinal (parallel to osteons) and transverse (perpendicular to
ostoens) orientations, and found the stress intensity factors at initiation of fracture in the transverse direction
to be twice that of the longitudinal direction [19]. Feng et al. also found bone to be stronger in transverse
fracture than longitudinal fracture, and additionally found that bone is weakest in pure mode I (opening)
loading and stronger in pure mode II (shear) and mode III (tearing) loading. It was again necessary to groove
the bone in order to guide crack growth [47]. Lucksanasombool saw a smaller difference in transverse and
longitudinal SIFs of only about 1.5 times when the sample was stored in saline, but saw an increase of 1.75
times when stored in alcohol, suggesting that measured fracture toughness is also highly reliant on material
conditioning and care should be taken when comparing results from studies using different storage techniques
[100].
Fracture toughness in human bone has also been found to be strongly dependent on age and mineral
content. A number of studies have found a correlation between decreasing toughness and increased age
[38, 40, 106]. Currey et al. found that impact energy absorption in human femoral bone decreases by a
factor of three between the ages of three and ninety, and suggests the cause is partially due to increasing
mineralization [38]. A later study also by Currey comparing static and impact loading found that the trend
held for both cases, and added further evidence for increasing mineral content as a contributing cause [40].
McCalden et al. found a decrease in energy absorption of 12% per decade of age, but did not find any
change in mineralization [106]. Akkus et al. demonstrated increasing mineralization with age corresponded
with decreasing elasticity and toughness in rat bones, while Nalla et al. demonstrated a similar effect from
weakened collagen networks in human bone [4, 111]. Studies examining gender variation in bone fracture
suggest that variation arises primarily from structural differences in size and width rather than an inherent
difference in properties [158]. An investigation by Yeni found no significant variation in fracture toughness
between sample groups consisting of men and women [189].
Investigations of the loading rate dependency of fracture in human bone are comparatively sparse. Zim-
mermann et al. studied fracture of human cortical bone at strain rates from 10−5 s−1 to 10−1 s−1, and found
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toughness decreased with increasing strain rate. They postulated that this was the result of cracks penetrating
through osteons at higher strain rates, rather then deflecting along cement lines as at lower rates [198]. Similar
trends have been observed in animal bone; Adharapurapu et al. saw fracture toughness in bovine bone drop
by a factor of three as loading rate increased from 2 × 10−2 MPa-m1/2/s to 2 × 105 MPa-m1/2s−1 [3]. They
also noted that fracture surfaces at high rates appeared to be much smoother than those at lower rates, with
a similarity to fracture in non-organic materials. Kulin et al. conducted four-point bend experiments with
equine bone and found a decrease in critical SIF by a factor of two. He also saw a decrease in quasi-static
toughness with age, but no corresponding decrease in dynamic toughness, suggesting that dynamic fracture
mechanism do not depend on the age of the donor [86].
Richie et al. have investigated the effect of fracture on bone microstructure and toughening mechanisms
in great detail [111–113, 138, 139]. The key intrinsic toughening mechanism observed is a result of the
microstructure of bone; cracks tend to twist and deflect to follow the interface between osteons and the
weaker, more mineralized cement lines [139, 199]. Extrinsic toughening mechanisms include microcrack
growth around the crack tip and bridging by both collagen fibers and large uncracked ligaments. Nalla et
al. have demonstrated that, while all above mechanisms are present during fracture, the formation of large
bridging ligaments behind the crack tip is the primary toughening mechanism in human cortical bone [113].
To investigate fracture under impact loading in human cortical bone, samples of human femoral bone
were subjected to high rate fracture in a Kolsky bar modified for four-point bending. The hybrid experimental-
computational method described in this work was used to extract fracture properties up until time of initiation
of fracture and compared to traditional methods of fracture characterization based on geometry and applied
load at time of fracture.
5.2 Experimental Configuration for Dynamic Fracture in Human Cortical Bone
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
Samples for experiments were taken from human femoral bone donated by three donors, all male, as
shown in Table 5.1. For these experiments, approximately 30 samples were extracted from each donor, with
nominal dimensions of 4 × 3 × 50 mm (Fig. 5.3) and the longest direction oriented parallel to the length
of the femur, or parallel to the osteon axes. A notch approximately 1.9 mm deep was cut into the center of
each sample using a 0.1 mm diamond saw blade, oriented in the 4 mm direction perpendicular to the length
direction and osteon axis, to be used as a pre-crack during four point bend experiments. These samples were
loaded at three rates, quasi-static (2× 10−2 MPa-m1/2s−1), intermediate (15 MPa-m1/2s−1), and dynamic
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Figure 5.3: Geometry and orientation of fracture samples. The width of the notch is not to scale for illustration
purposes [161].
Table 5.1: Donor information and number of samples tested per loading rate are given.
Donor Age Quasi-static Intermediate Dynamic
1 36 9 11 12
2 50 6 11 8
3 43 5 8 6
(4.5× 104 MPa-m1/2s−1). Samples were stored in Hank’s Buffered Salt Solution until the beginning of the
experiment. Samples were speckled around the crack tip for full-field displacement measurement during
crack initiation and growth from the pre-notch using matte black spray paint applied to the white surface of
the sample. The camera resolution varied by rate, with the highest resolution at the lowest rate tested. The
resolution was kept constant within each rate. For the highest rate tested, speckles were most often in a range
from 6 to 15 pixels in diameter, with a few larger speckles where individual speckles overlapped. The same
is true for the lower rates as well, with the increased resolution allowing a larger field of view. All speckles
were applied in the same manner, and share the same distribution of sizes throughout all rates. Further details
on the digital image correlation and experimental analysis are available in the 2014 paper by Sanborn et al.
[153].
5.2.2 Low Rate and Intermediate Rate Experiments
The low and intermediate rate experiments were carried out using a standard hydraulic load frame in
accordance with ASTM C1421-10 [7]. The load frame was operated under displacement control at rates
of 0.0005 mm-s−1 for the quasi-static and 0.5 mm-s−1 for the intermediate rate experiments. A four-point
bending configuration was chosen to minimize the effects of any misalignment in the loading. Images of
the crack tip were captured during loading using a Shimadzu HPV-2 camera at frame rates of 0.5 and 1000
frames per second for quasi-static and intermediate rates, respectively, for later analysis.
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Figure 5.4: Close-up image of sample mounted in dynamic four point bending experimental fixture attached
to Kolsky bar. During testing, high speed imagery is taken of the opposite side [161].
5.2.3 High Rate Experiments
Dynamic tests were conducted using a modified Kolsky, or split- Hopkinson, bar with a four-point bending
rig attached between the incident and transmitted bars (Fig. 5.4). The methodology is described in detail by
Weerasooriya et al. [180]. The bars were made of aluminum and were 31.75 mm in diameter with a length
of 3.7 m. Force-time data was captured using piezoelectric force sensors mounted to the Kolsky bar in order
to calculate load-displacement curves. These detailed experimental methods and results are presented by
Gunnarsson et al. and Sanborn et al. [60, 153]. In addition, high-speed photography with 20X zoom custom
optics was used to capture photographic images at 125,000 frames per second. A random speckle pattern of
black paint was applied to the imaged face of the sample (and is thus not present in Fig. 5.4, as the picture is
of the opposite side of the sample.) The captured images of the speckle pattern was analyzed using Vic-2D
commercial DIC software by Correlated Solutions. The full-field displacement field around the crack-tip is
obtained from the DIC analysis and used to calculate SIFs. All experiments were run by Allan Gunnarsson
and Brett Sanborn at the Army Research Laboratory. The SIF calculation procedure and critical SIFs are the
main focus of the work presented in this thesis.
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5.2.4 Measurement of KIC Assuming Isotropy
In addition to the method presented in Chapter 2, a critical value for the four point bend SIF, or KI pb,
is calculated using the ASTM Standard C1421-10 [7]. This standard is for beam specimens in three- and
four-point flexure. The equation for the SIF for four-point bending is given as follows:
KI pb = f
[
Pmax[S0−S1]10−6
BW 3/2
][
3[a/W ]1/2
2[1−a/W ]3/2
]
(5.1)
where:
f = 1.9887 − 1.326[a/W ] − {3.49−0.68[a/W ]+1.35[aW ]
2}[a/W ]{1− [a/W ]}
{1+[a/W ]}2 . (5.2)
In these equations, a is crack length, W is the dimension of the experimental specimen parallel to crack
length such that [a/W ] represents a normalized crack length, B is the dimension of the sample perpendicular
to crack length, S0 is the outer span of the four-point test fixture, Si is the inner span of the test fixture, and
Pmax is the measured maximum axial force. As this calculation is based on the peak load, it only provides
stress intensity factors at crack initiation. Furthermore, it only examines mode I stress intensity factors. More
details of the isotropic analysis are presented in Gunnarsson et al. and Sanborn et al. [60, 153].
5.3 Results for Dynamic Fracture in Human Cortical Bone
Following procedures presented earlier, average anisotropic KIc and KIIc critical SIFs were calculated for
each SIF rate. Additionally, the isotropic K1 value, calculated using the methodology published in ASTM
C1421-10, is given to serve as a point of comparison [7, 60, 153]. Anisotropic and isotropic SIFs calculated
using the methods described in this thesis are given in Table 5.2. In the quasi-static and intermediate rate
cases, the anisotropic KIc was approximately two times higher than that calculated using the isotropic method.
Table 5.2: Summary of mode I and mode II critical SIFs calculated using the least squares analysis, averaged
and presented with standard deviation over all tests for a given stress intensity factor rate. The isotropic value
from the ASTM standard from Gunnarsson et al. and Sanborn et al. is given for comparison [7, 60, 153].
Average SIF Quasi-static Intermediate Dynamic
MPa-m1/2 (10−2 MPa-m1/2s−1) (15 MPa-m1/2s−1) (4.5×104 MPa-m1/2s−1)
KIc 8.4 ± 2.3 10.3 ± 3.1 2.6 ± 0.5
KIIc 1.2 ± 0.8 1.5 ± 1.3 0.3 ± 0,2
Isotropic 4.5 ± 0.8 6.3 ± 1.0 5.3 ± 1.6
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In the dynamic case, however, the isotropic critical KIc is twice as large as the anisotropic value. The material
showed an increasing critical SIF with loading rate from quasi-static to intermediate rates, but a sharp decrease
by a factor of four in critical SIF from intermediate to dynamic loading, as shown in Figure 5.5. This
significant decrease at high rates results in a critical KIc below even quasi-static values compared to the
isotropic case. The SIFs from the isotropic formulation shows less variation than the anisotropic method at
low and intermediate rates, with standard deviations one third to one half as large as the anisotropic method.
However, the isotropic analysis shows more variation at higher rates, with a standard deviation three times the
anisotropic value. This is possibly due to uncertainty from the difficulty in locating the onset of crack growth;
while peak load is a reasonable assumption for the initiation of growth, some observations have shown small
amounts of crack growth prior to peak load [152].
The mode-mixity at the initiation of fracture was higher in the low rate experiments. In both the quasi-
static and intermediate rate fracture experiments, all three donors showed a higher critical KIIc than in dy-
namic testing, in which the average KIIc value was nearly zero.
When considered by donor, it becomes clear that a significant amount of the variation in the anisotropic
KIc is in fact due to variations between the donors. At the quasi-static and intermediate rates, Donor 2 (age 50)
shows a notably stronger fracture toughness despite greater age than Donors 1 and 3, but a lower toughness
at high rates, with factor of five decrease in mode I critical SIF. This trend does not hold true for critical
KIIc, which decreases at a lower loading rate compared to the other donors. At dynamic rates, however, the
variation between the donors for both KIc and KIIc decreases significantly.
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Figure 5.5: Isotropic and anisotropic KIc arranged by stress intensity factor rate. Error bars represent one
standard deviation [161].
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Figure 5.6: Quasi-static tests (2× 10−2 MPa-m1/2s−1) broken down by donor. Error bars represent one
standard deviation [161].
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Figure 5.7: Intermediate tests (15 MPa-m1/2s−1) broken down by donor. Error bars represent one standard
deviation [161].
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Figure 5.8: Dynamic tests (4.5×104 MPa-m1/2s−1) broken down by donor. Error bars represent one standard
deviation [161].
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5.4 Discussion of Dynamic Fracture in Human Cortical Bone
5.4.1 Mode-Mixity at Fracture Initiation
It can be seen that in all experiments the KIc value calculated is significantly larger than the KIIc value.
The potential cause of this behavior lies in the microstructure of the bone. As the pre-notch is perpendicular
to the osteons, mode I loading (by necessity) places the osteons in tension, the loading direction in which they,
and thus the bone as a whole, are strongest. By contrast, the mode II shear loading will act perpendicularly
to the osteons, in such a manner that the cement lines that bind osteons together are more likely to fail than
the stronger osteons themselves. The material is then limited by both a critical mode I and mode II stress
intensity factor; only when one of these is reached will the crack begin to grow. Because the osteons are
stronger than the cement lines, mode I SIFs will be higher than the mode II SIFs. Furthermore, because the
test fixture applies mode I loading, and mode II loading arises from the microstructural anisotropy of the
bone, even in the cases where the failure is mode II dominant there will still be mode I loading, leading to the
observed behavior of high mode I SIFs and lower mode II SIFs.
5.4.2 Mode of Crack Growth
While the numerical results presented thus far are for the moment of crack initiation only, qualitative
examination of the crack after initiation once growth has begun can also provide insight into the dominant
mode of fracture in the material. Examination of the captured photographic images taken after crack growth
reveals that the direction of crack growth varies with loading rate and mode-mixity. When fracture is mode II
dominant, the crack will propagate along the weakest structural direction, along the cement lines as described
previously. When fracture is mixed mode, the competition between the direction of maximum crack driving
force coplanar to the crack and weak structural direction results in a crack that propagates at an angle between
the two [199]. In the quasi-static and intermediate rate cases, crack growth tends towards either a 45 degree
angle from the direction of the pre-crack, suggesting mixed mode loading, or an 80 to 90 degree angle Fig.
5.9, suggesting mode II dominant loading. By contrast, crack growth in the dynamic loading rate tends to a
45 degree angle, suggesting that growth is entirely mixed mode (Fig. 5.10). This behavior is consistent with
that seen by Zimmerman et al. in a study examining quasi-static fracture in cortical bone [199].
This qualitative evaluation of mode-mixity during crack growth correlates to mode-mixity at crack ini-
tiation. Figures 5.11 and 5.12, for quasi-static and intermediate loading rates, respectively, show that crack
growth becomes mode II dominant when the mode II stress intensity factor at crack initiation is larger than
a critical value (1 and 1.6 MPa-m1/2, respectively). If KIIc does not reach this critical value, then the crack
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Figure 5.9: An example of mode II dominant crack growth at intermediate SIF rates (15 MPa-m1/2s−1) is
shown [161].
Figure 5.10: A typical example of mixed mode crack growth at dynamic SIF rates (4.5×104 MPa-m1/2s−1)
is shown [161].
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Figure 5.11: Mode-mixity at quasi-static SIF rates (2×10−2 MPa-m1/2s−1). Each data point represents one
test [161].
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Figure 5.12: Mode-mixity at intermediate SIF rates (15 MPa-m1/2s−1). Each data point represents one test
[161].
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growth will be mixed mode, occurring at 45 degrees or less from the direction of the pre-notch. Furthermore,
this value seems to be rate dependent, as it increases from approximately 1 to 1.6 MPa-m1/2 as the loading
rate increases from the slow to intermediate rate. In the dynamic case, none of the tests reached the critical
value, as the crack initiation for all experiments was of mixed mode.
5.5 Summary of Dynamic Fracture in Human Cortical Bone
In this chapter, to examine the mode-mixity of fracture in human cortical bone, the over-deterministic least
squares analysis was performed on the set of equations that mathematically represent the experimental crack-
tip full-field displacement to extract critical fracture initiation SIFs. Dynamic critical mode I stress intensity
factors were found to be 50% lower than those typically calculated using the ASTM standard assuming bone
as an isotropic material. However, at lower loading rates, the relationship of SIFs was reversed, with mode I
SIFs found to be twice as large as when calculated using the isotropic ASTM standard method. Mode I and
mode II SIFs showed rate dependency, with a decrease by a factor of four from intermediate rates to dynamic
rates. The lower bound for mode II dominance of crack growth was shown to correspond to a rate dependent
critical value of KIIc. This value was 1 MPa-m1/2 at quasi-static rates, 1.6 MPa-m1/2 at intermediate rates,
and not found at dynamic rates, as crack growth was of mixed mode for all experiments. These results found
the critical SIFs obtained with the typical assumption of isotropy to be a conservative estimate at the two
lower rates, but a notable overestimate at higher rates.
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Chapter 6. Summary and Discussion
The hybrid experimental-computational method presented in this thesis is a useful addition to the ar-
senal of dynamic fracture characterization techniques. It allows for the extraction of fracture information
from full-field DIC displacements and extends the utility of the measurement technique. While the hybrid
experimental-computational technique was originally developed by Yoneyama et al. and only presented for
quasi-static fracture analysis, this work is the first to present an in-depth validation and sensitivity analysis of
the parameters involved in designing an experiment, especially in a challenging case such as impact-driven
fracture. In the course of the uncertainty quantification, some improvements are made to the method pre-
sented. These advancements include: increased accuracy in tracking a propagating crack tip by reorienting
the crack tip coordinate axis per time step, as well as the consideration of rigid body rotations in the solution
for SIFs. Additionally, two previously unexplored materials in regards to dynamic fracture, human femoral
cortical bone and the MAX phase Ti3SiC2, are studied to explore the efficacy of the hybrid experimental-
computational method to diverse microstructures.
To best use the hybrid experimental-computational technique, it is necessary to accurately quantify the
uncertainty in the final evaluation of SIFs, as well as the sensitivity of various sources of error present in
the experimental configuration and assumptions of the idealized solution. Thus, several different potential
error sources were investigated using PMMA as a model material, including: camera noise, DIC correlation
analysis error, region of data relative to the crack tip chosen for analysis, influence of nonlinear numerical
optimization to find unknown crack tip, uniqueness of SIF-velocity relation, and the loading configuration of
the sample relative to the boundary conditions of the elastodynamic theory used in the analysis. The resulting
conclusions are presented in Chapter 3 as recommendations for better utilization of the hybrid experimental-
computational technique in future projects.
Neglecting boundary effects of the sample, the location of the crack tip is found to be the most influential
source of error, with a deviation in location corresponding to one DIC subset resulting in an average error
of approximately 24%. The choice of region around the crack tip chosen for analysis is nearly as important.
When the crack tip location is known, prior to crack growth, the area directly around the crack tip should be
omitted to remove the influence of the process zone and region of three-dimensional effects. The size of this
region can be determined through either quasi-static estimates of the process zone or through a parametric
study. It is recommended that both techniques be used. For PMMA studied in this thesis, a range of 0.5 to 2.0
radius from the crack tip normalized by the sample thickness is found to give the results in best agreement
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with the literature.
When tracking a propagating crack however, competing error sources necessitate a different approach
to determine the region of data considered. Parametric studies similar to the linear, stationary crack case
demonstrated that the crack tip is tracked most accurately when the region of analysis is taken as close to the
crack tip as possible. As the final calculated SIF is more sensitive to an accurate crack tip location than the
effects of the process zone in the case of PMMA, it appears that taking the full range of data up to the crack tip
provides the most accurate results. This recommendation may not hold for microstructures with large plastic
zones, and hence the rule of thumb given here applies to isotropic elastic brittle materials. Additionally,
the consideration of a larger number of data points has the benefit of reducing the influence of experimental
noise in any single data point as the numerical scheme becomes more accurate with more data, though this is
counterbalanced by the fact that the noise has more influence in regions where the displacements are small,
such as near the crack tip.
Finally, the displacement fields from the experimental results are compared to those determined from the
elastodynamic relations. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that this comparison has been made
directly. A significant discrepancy is found between the peak displacements as predicted by theory and those
measured experimentally, totaling approximately 25% of the maximum displacement in the vertical y direc-
tion relative to the crack. It is suspected that the discrepancy arises in part because the elastodynamic theory
used to derive the expressions relating displacements to SIFs assumes uniaxial far-field tension perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the crack, while the actual loading configuration during impact (single-edge-notched)
introduces bending displacements. The relative proximity of the sample boundary to the crack tip, which is
not accounted for in the elastodynamic expressions, likely also plays a significant role. However, the source
of the discrepancy remains an open question and requires future work to fully answer.
Material rate dependency and orientation is investigated for the MAX phase Ti3SiC2 in Chapter 4. Kol-
sky bar testing determined that Ti3SiC2 shows little rate dependency in failure strength, and no orientation
dependence. Measured SIFs are compared to quasi-static literature and show no rate dependence in fracture
properties either. This behavior is potentially explained by the influence of the unique nanolayered mi-
crostructure and the associated failure mechanisms of kink banding and delamination, which are mechanisms
that are potentially faster processes than fracture and can consequently provide inertial relief to the growing
crack tip.
Material anisotropy is studied though examination of human femoral cortical bone, a natural composite
with an orthotropic, hierarchical microstructure in Chapter 5. Previous dynamic fracture studies in literature
had not considered the material orthotropy, and this thesis demonstrated that inclusion of material orthotropy
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results in a difference of 50% in the measured SIF. The influence of the orthotropic microstructure on the
bone is shown to be rate and mode-mixity dependent, with lower loading rates showing a lower threshold
value of KII at initiation of fracture necessary for the crack to turn and grow parallel to the osteons. At
higher rates, the threshold value increases, and during dynamic fracture the crack instead propagates across
osteons. Additionally, the previous method assuming an isotropic microstructure are shown to overestimate
critical SIFs at fracture compared to the hybrid experimental-computational method that considers material
orthotropy.
6.1 Unresolved Questions and Future Work
Several open questions or potential enhancements remain for future work in the area of dynamic fracture
mechanics. The elastodynamic expressions used in this thesis are calculated to the first order term of the series
expansion describing the stress or displacement fields around a crack tip [134]. A single term is typically
sufficient to capture the behavior of both stationary and propagating cracks. The derivation of these terms
assumes a uniform crack velocity; however, Freund has shown analytically that these expressions carry over
completely for a nonuniform crack velocity as long as the measured dynamic SIF is considered a function of
both time and crack tip velocity [50]. The effects of nonuniform velocity are only apparent in higher order
terms. However, as information on the crack tip propagates from the crack tip at the material wave speed, the
singular term is sufficient to describe the stress field around the crack tip as long as the region considered for
analysis is sufficiently close [134]. In this thesis, that condition is assumed to hold; however, the introduction
of higher order terms to the analysis would allow confirmation of that assumption as well as the use of data
farther from the crack tip than is currently practical. Additionally, lateral inertia of the sample when impacted
is not considered in the current formulation of the elastodynamic analysis.
While the elastodynamic expressions for a stationary anisotropic material used here consider both mode
I and II loading, only mode I loading is introduced deliberately during experiments; any mode II fracture
arises solely from material anisotropy. Conducting experiments that introduce an additional mode of loading
(mixed-mode I and II) could expand the technique in the future. On the experimental side, mode II loading
is easily induced in the single-edge-notched bending configuration (used in Chapters 3 and 4) by offsetting
the projectile from the sample pre-crack. Mode III, or out-of-plane shearing, fracture is more difficult as
the current DIC method only captures two-dimensional deformations. However, the technique of stereo-DIC
allows for the determination of out-of-plane displacements. The practical challenge is the requirement of a
second ultra high-speed camera, which is a significant expense. On the theoretical side, mode III fracture
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could be added to the existing analysis framework in the same manner as mode II fracture presented in
Chapter 2.
Material rate dependency is considered through the material properties specified during initialization of
the analysis. However, future expansions of the analysis could take advantage of the full-field strain data
associated with DIC, since the hybrid experimental-computational method utilizes only displacements, to
determine localized strain rate. Rate dependent material properties could then be specified for each considered
data point based on localized strain rate at a given time.
The largest open question, however, is the discrepancy between the experimental methods of loading
(which typically result in some bending motion, whether through the single-edge-notched configuration used
in Chapters 3 and 4, the four-point bending used in Chapter 5, or the three-point bending used by Tippur et
al.) and the uniaxial tension assumed in the derivation of the elastodynamic relations [91]. (Given the large
number of techniques in the literature, it should be noted that there is no generally agreed upon standard for
dynamic fracture experiments.) As shown in Chapter 3, alternative calculation of SIFs up to initiation through
the J-integral do not demonstrate a large difference in measured SIF, suggesting that the hybrid experimental-
computational method used here is close to accurate despite the discrepancy (though the J-integral is not
appropriate for tracking a growing crack tip, as crack propagation violates the assumption that there is no
unloading.) However, some error undeniably results from this problem; the introduction of elastodynamic
expressions derived using boundary conditions more closely matched to experimental remains an opportunity
for significant future studies.
6.2 Overall Contributions
The key contributions of this thesis to the field of dynamic fracture include:
• Improved on existing techniques for extracting SIFs from full-field displacement data
• Conducted uncertainty quantification of the hybrid experimental-computational method for extraction
of SIFs to key experimental and numerical input parameters
• Examined rate-dependent dynamic fracture behavior of MAX phase Ti3SiC2
• Examined dynamic fracture behavior of human femoral cortical bone, specifically studying the rate-
dependent mixed-mode loading arising from the orthotropic microstructure
• Demonstrated overall efficacy of the developed hybrid experimental-computational technique to extract
dynamic fracture criterion on a variety of material microstructures with varying deformation mecha-
nisms
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Appendix A. Collected PMMA Results
This appendix contains images of the DIC displacement data in the y direction for all studied PMMA
fracture samples. Images are given directly after impact, at initiation of crack growth, and at the time of
the final image taken, so that a full history of the development of the displacement field throughout the test
is available. In each case the approximate location of the crack and crack tip may be determined visually
through the discontinuity in the displacement field. Note that rigid body translations have not been removed
from these images.
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(a) Image of y displacement field at first image after impact (displacements are given in mi-
crons).
(b) Image of y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (175 µs after impact, displace-
ments are given in microns).
(c) Image of y displacement field at the final captured image (225 µs after impact, displacements
are given in millimeters).
Figure A.1: DIC displacements in the y direction for PMMA sample ID 1.
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(a) Image of y displacement field at first image after impact (displacements are given in mi-
crons).
(b) Image of y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (168 µs after impact, displace-
ments are given in microns).
(c) Image of y displacement field at the final captured image (225 µs after impact, displacements
are given in millimeters).
Figure A.2: DIC displacements in the y direction for PMMA sample ID 2.
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(a) Image of y displacement field at first image after impact (displacements are given in mi-
crons).
(b) Image of y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (165 µs after impact, displace-
ments are given in microns).
(c) Image of y displacement field at the final captured image (224 µs after impact, displacements
are given in millimeters).
Figure A.3: DIC displacements in the y direction for PMMA sample ID 3.
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(a) Image of y displacement field at first image after impact (displacements are given in mi-
crons).
(b) Image of y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (165 µs after impact, displace-
ments are given in microns).
(c) Image of y displacement field at the final captured image (225 µs after impact, displacements
are given in millimeters).
Figure A.4: DIC displacements in the y direction for PMMA sample ID 4.
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(a) Image of y displacement field at first image after impact (displacements are given in mi-
crons).
(b) Image of y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (146 µs after impact, displace-
ments are given in microns).
(c) Image of y displacement field at the final captured image (225 µs after impact, displacements
are given in millimeters).
Figure A.5: DIC displacements in the y direction for PMMA sample ID 4.
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Appendix B. Collected Ti3SiC2 Results
B.1 Dynamic Fracture Results
The DIC results for the four tests not explicitly given in Chapter 4 are provided here. The displacement
fields in the y direction are shown at times directly after impact, concurrent with initiation of fracture, and
after the crack has propagated through the region of interest, so as to provide a full depiction of the evolution
of crack growth in each sample.
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(a) Image of y displacement field at first image after impact (displacements are given in millimeters).
(b) Image of y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (9.5 µs after impact, displacements are given in millimeters).
(c) Image of y displacement field when the crack has propagated across the visible area (19 µs after impact, displacements are given in
millimeters).
Figure B.1: DIC displacements in the y direction for Ti3SiC2 sample IDs 1 and 2 during impact. All dimen-
sions are in millimeters. Sample 1 is displayed at left; sample 2 is displayed at right.
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(a) Image of y displacement field at first image after impact (displacements are given in millimeters).
(b) Image of y displacement field at the initiation of crack growth (9.5 µs after impact, displacements are given in millimeters).
(c) Image of y displacement field when the crack has propagated across the visible area (19 µs after impact, displacements are given in
millimeters).
Figure B.2: DIC displacements in the y direction for Ti3SiC2 sample IDs 5 and 6 during impact. All dimen-
sions are in millimeters. Sample 5 is displayed at left; sample 6 is displayed at right.
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B.2 Dynamic Fracture Results
Selected images and supplemental data for the Kolsky experiments in Chapter 4 are provided here.
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Figure B.3: The stress-strain plot for all samples investigated using the Kolsky bar is shown.
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(a) Image of sample 1 in the longitudinal direction.
(b) Image of sample 2 in the longitudinal direction. The surface has been printed with a dot pattern for DIC analysis.
(c) Image of sample 3 in the longitudinal direction. The surface has been printed with a dot pattern for DIC analysis.
Figure B.4: High-speed imagery of MAX phase Ti3SiC2 samples cut in the longitudinal direction of the billet
is shown. Two of the three samples were printed with a dot pattern for an attempt at DIC analysis; however,
strains proved too small for the camera resolution, so no DIC analysis is shown here.
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(a) Image of sample 1 in the transverse direction. The surface has been printed with a dot pattern for DIC analysis.
(b) Image of sample 2 in the transverse direction. The surface has been printed with a dot pattern for DIC analysis.
(c) Image of sample 3 in the transverse direction. The surface has been printed with a dot pattern for DIC analysis.
Figure B.5: High-speed imagery of MAX phase Ti3SiC2 samples cut in the transverse direction of the billet
is shown. The samples were printed with a dot pattern for an attempt at DIC analysis; however, strains proved
too small for the camera resolution, so no DIC analysis is shown here.
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Appendix C. Collected Human Femoral Cortical Bone Results
The results for each studied sample, at each loading rate considered, are given in this appendix.
C.1 Low Rate Results
Table C.1: Collected mode I and II critical SIFs at initiation of fracture are shown for all low rate bone
samples.
Sample ID KIc KIIc
MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2
1L-A-2 7.2 0.53
1L-A-5 9.157 -0.9779
1L-L-3 7.69 -0.49
1L-M-1 7.262 -1.47
1L-M-2 4.857 -0.423
1L-P-1 6.76 1.511
1L-P-5 10.85 2.118
1R-A-3 10.22 -1.251
1R-M-4 6.351 -0.853
1R-P-4 6.609 -0.707
2L-A-1 10.93 1.277
2L-M-4 8.363 -1.539
2L-P-4 13.12 -0.5447
2L-P-5 9.611 -2.169
2R-A-3 10.67 0.6647
2R-A-4 12.34 3.913
2R-L-2 13.86 0.2839
3L-P-4 6.647 1.213
3R-A-1 15.13 4.359
3R-A-2 7.358 0.9781
3R-L-4 6.933 0.9097
3R-M-2 6.281 -0.469
3R-M-5 5.514 1.079
3R-P-2 7.214 -0.089
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C.2 Intermediate Rate Results
Table C.2: Collected mode I and II critical SIFs at initiation of fracture are shown for all intermediate rate
bone samples.
Sample ID KIc KIIc
MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2
1L-A-1 13.08 -2.158
1L-A-3 7.5 -1.636
1L-L-4 4.117 -0.5508
1L-M-4 4.663 -0.043
1L-P-4 10.01 2.79
1R-A-1 15.69 4.145
1R-L-1 11.15 3.97
1R-L-4 20.59 4.172
1R-M-1 8.485 -0.6818
1R-P-2 7.962 -1.151
1R-P-3 7.095 -0.949
2L-A-2 11.1 0.353
2l-A-5 14.59 0.965
2L-L-1 12.5 0.79
2L-L-2 26.29 -0.877
2L-P-1 19.97 -7.116
2L-P-3 27.34 6.04
2R-L-4 11.5 -0.908
2R-M-3 7.69 0.331
2R-P-1 25.35 -3.934
3L-A-2 16.06 1.256
3L-P-1 10.09 1.65
3L-P-5 16.09 -6.141
3R-A-3 12.16 -3.223
3R-L-1 13.51 -0.396
3R-L-2 7.945 0.843
3R-M-1 12.53 0.8
3R-P-1 12.42 3.82
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C.3 High Rate Results
Table C.3: Collected mode I and II critical SIFs at initiation of fracture are shown for all high rate bone
samples.
Sample ID KIc KIIc
MPa-m1/2 MPa-m1/2
1L-A-4 3.11 0.113
1L-L-1 2.35 -0.82
1L-L-2 4.203 0.447
1L-M-3 2.451 0
1L-M-5 2.298 0.926
1L-P-2 3.674 0.8775
1R-A-2 3.207 0.407
1R-L-5 2.85 0.0529
1R-M-3 2.178 0.085
1R-P-1 3.203 0.382
2L-A-4 2.07 0.456
2R-L-1 2.494 0.5237
2R-L-3 2.107 0.012
2R-L-5 2.442 0.09
2R-M-2 1.611 -0.46
2R-P-2 2.633 0.118
2R-P-4 2.83 -0.673
3R-L-5 3.5 0.134
3R-M-3 3.275 0.148
3R-P-5 2.686 -0.027
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Appendix D. MATLAB Analysis Code
D.1 Main Analysis Code
The main analysis code is given here. The appropriate function must also be in the same directory for the
code to run correctly.
% Data analysis code for srtess intensity factors from DiC Data
% Linear and anisotropic. V4.5 uses a raidal formulation pre-crack
% initiation, and the same formulation afterwards with the addition of a
% newtwon=raphson scheme to solve for crack tip location, Additionally, the
% h vector and derivatives are broken out into a separate function for ease
% of porting to other methods.
% Logan Shannahan
clear all;
close all;
clear h, clear delta, clear b, clear *Finalit, clear *Final, clear K*
clear all
% Set analysis function
% method = ’mixed mode anisotropic’;
% method = ’mixed mode isotropic’;
% method = ’mode 1 isotropic propagating’;
method = ’rotation’;
% method = ’mode 1 isotropic propagating full’;
% method = ’mode 1 anisotropic propagating’;
% Select Data File
% Import data from file
% BeginNum is first frame to examine
% Select Data File
% Import data from file
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% BeginNum is first frame to examine
BeginNum = 20;
% GrowthInitiationNum = 5;
Interval = 1;
EndNum = 88;
% Choose selected data range
% Frame 5
% xinit = 192 - 74;
% xinit = 110;
% yinit = 104;
% OuterRange = 9.0;
Thickness = 5;
OuterRange = 2.0*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% OuterRange = .75*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% OuterRange = 0.5*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% InnerRange = OuterRange - 0.11*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% InnerRange =.15*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% InnerRange =.5*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% InnerRange = .00002;
InnerRange = 0.000001;
% xinit = 110;
% yinit = 100;
% Frame 2
% xinit = .03 - 0.019;
% yinit = 0.0093;
xinit = 0.019;
% xinit = 0.019;
yinit = 0.0093;
Angle_From_Crack = 179;
% File to look at
ifilename = ’P19_’;
FileEnd = ’.tiff.csv’;
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ipathname = strcat(pwd,’\’);
% Newton-Raphson Criteria
maxit = 15;
% Initial Guesses
k1 = 1;
k2 = 0;
Tx = 0;
Ty = 0;
xrot = 0;
yrot = 0;
rot = 0;
% Set Pixel to mm scale (1 Pixel = ____ mm)
% WidthPixel = 259;
% Widthmm = 3.77;
% Set Pixel to mm scale (1 Pixel = ____ mm)
% WidthPixel = 259;
% Widthmm = 3.77;
% Thickness = 2;
% Scale = .11; % mm/pixel, from DIC. Same scale used on displacements.
% Scale = Scale*10ˆ-3;
Thickness = Thickness*10ˆ-3;
Scale = 1;
% Material Data - Compliance Tensor
% E1 = 3.2*10ˆ3;
E1 = 3.2*10ˆ3;
E2 = E1;
E3 = E1;
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v12 = 0.42;
G12 = E1/(2*(1+v12));
s11 = 1/E1;
s12 = -v12/E2;
s16 = 0;
s22 = 1/E2;
s26 = 0;
s66 = 1/G12;
% properties for PMMA
rho = 1300;
% Crack tip Speed
% c = 1400;
% c = 141;
G = G12;
% Calculate crack tip speed at any given time
% Speed is near zero prio to initation, calculated by hand after
Vel(1:88) = 1;
Ext = importdata(’C:\Users\Logan\Desktop\PMMA Fracture\Testing\P19
\Crack_Tip_Ext_Full.mat’);
time = (2:128)*(1.5*10ˆ-6*Interval);
Vel_part = gradient(smooth(time,Ext,15,’sgolay’),1.5e-6);
Vel(89:128) = Vel_part(88:127);
% Find mu1 and mu2
mufull = roots([s11 -2*s16 (2*s12+s66) -2*s26 s22]);
j = 1;
for m=1:length(mufull)
if imag(mufull(m))>0 && j==1
mu1 = mufull(m);
j = 2;
elseif imag(mufull(m))>0 && j==2
mu2 = mufull(m);
end
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end
% Define constants used in equations
p1 = mu1ˆ2 * s11 - mu1 * s16;
p2 = mu2ˆ2 * s11 - mu2 * s16;
q1 = mu1 * s12 + s22/mu1 - s26;
q2 = mu2 * s12 + s22/mu2 - s26;
% Initialize variables
K1 = zeros(1,EndNum-BeginNum+1);
K2 = zeros(1,EndNum-BeginNum+1);
XFinal = zeros(1,EndNum);
YFinal = zeros(1,EndNum);
% Label Output
fprintf(’ %2s %20.14s %20.14s %20.14s %20.14s %20.14s
%20.14s \n’,’Iter’,’Tolerance 1’,’Tolerance 2’, ’x0’, ’y0’, ’K1’, ’
K2’);
x0 = xinit*Scale;
y0 = yinit*Scale;
MaxIterRec = zeros(1,EndNum);
% Intialize video object
% Video Write Switch
VideoEnabled = 0;
if VideoEnabled == 1
SIFObj = VideoWriter(strcat(ifilename,’.avi’));
open(SIFObj);
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end
Psi = 0;
% Growing Crack Loop Through DIC Frames
for FileNum=BeginNum:Interval:EndNum
clear Deformation
clear DeformationTemp
clear SelectedNodes
clear h, clear delta, clear b, clear *Finalit,
if FileNum <= 9
data=importdata(strcat(ipathname,ifilename,’00’,
num2str(FileNum),FileEnd), ’;’, 1);
elseif FileNum <= 99 && FileNum > 9
data=importdata(strcat(ipathname,ifilename,’0’,
num2str(FileNum),FileEnd), ’;’, 1);
else
data=importdata(strcat(ipathname,ifilename,
num2str(FileNum),FileEnd), ’;’, 1);
end
% Data = load(strcat(ipathname,ifilename));
% udata=Data.Test_4_Subset_10(FileNum).plot_u_ref_formatted;
% vdata=Data.Test_4_Subset_10(FileNum).plot_v_ref_formatted;
% udata=Data.data_dic_save.displacements(FileNum).plot_u_ref_formatted;
% vdata=Data.data_dic_save.displacements(FileNum).plot_v_ref_formatted;
% Deformation(:,1)=-data.data(:,3)*10ˆ-3 +0.03; % x
Deformation(:,1)=data.data(:,3)*10ˆ-3; % x
Deformation(:,2)=data.data(:,4)*10ˆ-3; % y
Deformation(:,3)=-data.data(:,5)*10ˆ-3; % u
Deformation(:,4)=data.data(:,6)*10ˆ-3; % v
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c = Vel(FileNum);
% Deformation = importdata(’C:\Users\Logan\Desktop\PMMA
Fracture\Testing\P19\Idealized_Deformation_Mixed_Mode_No_A_Band_test_3.
mat’);
% Deformation(:,1)=-Deformation(:,1); +0.03; % x
% Deformation(:,3)=-Deformation(:,3); % x
% Deformation(:,4)=-Deformation(:,4); % x
% % Pull out coordinates and deformations from file
% Deformation(:,3) = smooth(Deformation(:,3),10);
% Deformation(:,4) = smooth(Deformation(:,4),10);
% Scale deformation from pixels to m
% Deformation
% Only scale x,y - the rest is scaled by the DIC
% Deformation(:,1:2) = Deformation(:,1:2) * Scale;
% Deformation(:,3:4) = Deformation(:,3:4) * 10ˆ-3;
% Deformation(:,2) = (192*Scale) - Deformation(:,2);
% Deformation(:,1) = max(Deformation(:,1)) - Deformation(:,1);
% Deformation(:,1) = -Deformation(:,1) + (192*Scale);
it = 0;
crit1 = inf;
crit2 = inf;
tol = 1e-2;
tol2 = 3e-6;
while crit1>tol && crit2 > tol2 && it<maxit
it = it+1;
% Calculate angle difference (psi) between DIC data and direction of
% crack
Distance = 0;
DistanceLimit = 30;
Psi= 0;
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% Calculate Theta and Radius based on chosen location of crack tip
r = sqrt((Deformation(:,1) - x0).ˆ2 + (Deformation(:,2) - y0).ˆ2);
theta = atan2((Deformation(:,2) - y0),(Deformation(:,1) - x0));
theta2 = atan((Deformation(:,2) - y0)./(Deformation(:,1) - x0));
if it > 1 && Distance > DistanceLimit
theta = theta - Psi;
end
%theta = theta2;
% Calculate range of points to take
SelectedNodes = zeros(length(Deformation),6);
% Reference/Zero Deformation values to location of crack tip
% DeformationTemp is used so that deformation does not need to be
% re-loaeded every time the crack tip location changes
% [TempMinTValue, TempIndexTheta] = min(abs(theta));
% MinRValue = 10000;
% for i=1:length(r)
% if Deformation(i,2) == Deformation(TempIndexTheta,2)
% if r(i) < MinRValue
% MinRIndex = i;
% MinRValue = r(i);
% end
% end
% end
% Deformation(:,3) = Deformation(:,3) - Deformation(MinRIndex,3);
% Deformation(:,4) = Deformation(:,4) - Deformation(MinRIndex,4);
% figure
% plot(Deformation(MinRIndex,1),
j=0;
% Take selected range of points
for m=1:length(Deformation)
% if InnerRange < r(m)/Thickness && r(m)/Thickness < OuterRange
&& (theta(m) > Angle_From_Crack*(2*pi/360) || theta(m) <
-Angle_From_Crack*(2*pi/360)) && round(Deformation(m,2),3)
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˜= round(y0,3)&& round(Deformation(m,1),3) ˜= round(x0,3)
%&& theta(m) < (pi/2) && theta(m) > (-pi/2) %&& (theta(m) >
5*(2*pi/360) || theta(m) < -5*(2*pi/360))% &&
round(Deformation(m,1)) ˜= round(x0)%&& theta(m) < (2*pi/3)
&& theta(m) > (-2*pi/3) %&& Deformation(m,3)˜=0 &&
Deformation(m,4)˜=0 %&& (Deformation(m,1)-x0)>0
if InnerRange < r(m) && r(m) < OuterRange && ((theta(m) <
Angle_From_Crack*(2*pi/360) && theta(m)>0) || ((theta(m) >
-Angle_From_Crack*(2*pi/360)) && theta(m)<0)) &&
round(Deformation(m,2),5) ˜= round(y0,5)&&
round(Deformation(m,1),5) ˜= round(x0,5) %&& theta(m) <
(pi/2) && theta(m) > (-pi/2) %&& (theta(m) > 5*(2*pi/360) ||
theta(m) < -5*(2*pi/360))% && round(Deformation(m,1)) ˜=
round(x0)%&& theta(m) < (2*pi/3) && theta(m) > (-2*pi/3) %&&
Deformation(m,3)˜=0 && Deformation(m,4)˜=0 %&&
(Deformation(m,1)-x0)>0
% if Deformation(m,1) <= .0023% && round(Deformation(m,1))
˜= round(x0)%&& theta(m) < (2*pi/3) && theta(m) > (-2*pi/3)
%&& Deformation(m,3)˜=0 && Deformation(m,4)˜=0 %&&
(Deformation(m,1)-x0)>0
j = j + 1;
SelectedNodes(j,1) = Deformation(m,1);
SelectedNodes(j,2) = Deformation(m,2);
SelectedNodes(j,3) = Deformation(m,3);
SelectedNodes(j,4) = Deformation(m,4);
% SelectedNodes(j,1) = Deformation(m,1)*cos(Psi)
- Deformation(m,2)*sin(Psi);
% SelectedNodes(j,2) = Deformation(m,2)*cos(Psi)
+ Deformation(m,1)*sin(Psi);
% SelectedNodes(j,3) = Deformation(m,3)*cos(Psi)
- Deformation(m,4)*sin(Psi);
% SelectedNodes(j,4) = Deformation(m,4)*cos(Psi)
+ Deformation(m,3)*sin(Psi);
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% SelectedNodes(j,5) = r(m);
% SelectedNodes(j,6) = theta2(m);
end
end
SelectedNodes = SelectedNodes(1:j,:);
% SelectedNodes = Deformation(1:2000,:);
% Convert SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4) to ur
% ur = cos(atan((SelectedNodes(:,2) -y0)./(SelectedNodes(:,1)-x0))).*
SelectedNodes(:,3) + sin(atan((SelectedNodes(:,2) -y0)./(SelectedNodes(:,1)-
x0))).*SelectedNodes(:,4);
% ur = cos(SelectedNodes(:,6)).*SelectedNodes(:,3) + sin(SelectedNodes(:,6))
.*SelectedNodes(:,4);
% Build U vector
% UR = ur;
% % % Calculate iteration dependent z constants
% z1 = sqrt(cos(atan((SelectedNodes(:,2) -y0)./(SelectedNodes(:,1)-x0))) +
mu1 .* sin(atan((SelectedNodes(:,2) -y0)./(SelectedNodes(:,1)-x0))));
% z2 = sqrt(cos(atan((SelectedNodes(:,2) -y0)./(SelectedNodes(:,1)-x0))) +
mu2 .* sin(atan((SelectedNodes(:,2) -y0)./(SelectedNodes(:,1)-x0))));
% Calculate Delta for actual NR part (Yoneyama)
h = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),1);
hx = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),1);
hy = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),1);
% h2 = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),1);
% h3 = zeros(2*length(SelectedNodes),1);
hcrit = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),1);
% hMaple = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),1);
b = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),1);
% b2 = zeros(length(SelectedNodes),4);
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% b3 = zeros(2*length(SelectedNodes),6);
for j = 1:length(SelectedNodes)
if strcmp(method,’mixed mode isotropic’) == 1
[h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5), b(j,6)] =
grad_displacement_yoneyama_isotropic_mixed_mode(SelectedNodes(j,1),
SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0, y0
, Tx, Ty, kappa, G, k1, k2);
elseif strcmp(method, ’mixed mode anisotropic’) == 1
[h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5), b(j,6)] =
grad_displacement_atan_Rigid_Hand_Tippur_Rotate(SelectedNodes(j,1),
SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0, y0
, mu1, mu2, p1, p2, q1, q2, k1, k2, Tx, Ty, Psi);
elseif strcmp(method, ’mode 1 anisotropic propagating’) == 1
[h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5)] =
grad_displacement_mode_I_anisotropic_propagating(SelectedNodes(j,1)
, SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0,
y0, k1, Tx, Ty, E1, E2, v12, rho, c);
elseif strcmp(method, ’mode 1 isotropic propagating’) == 1
[h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3)] =
grad_displacement_mode_I_isotropic_propagating_uy(SelectedNodes(j
,1), SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0
, y0, k1, 5, 5, E1, G, rho, c);%(xk, yk, ux, uy, x0, y0, k1, Tx, Ty
, E, G, rho, c)
elseif strcmp(method, ’mode 1 isotropic propagating full’) == 1
[h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5)] =
grad_displacement_mode_I_isotropic_propagating_full(SelectedNodes(j
,1), SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0
, y0, k1, Tx, Ty, E1, G, rho, c);%(xk, yk, ux, uy, x0, y0, k1, Tx,
Ty, E, G, rho, c)
elseif strcmp(method, ’rotation’) == 1
% [hx(j),hy(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5), b(j,6), b(j,7),
b(j,8), b(j+length(SelectedNodes),1), b(j+length(SelectedNodes),2), b(j+
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length(SelectedNodes),3), b(j+length(SelectedNodes),4), b(j+length(
SelectedNodes),5), b(j+length(SelectedNodes),6), b(j+length(SelectedNodes)
,7), b(j+length(SelectedNodes),8)] =
grad_displacement_atan_Separated_displacements_with_Rotation(SelectedNodes(j
,1), SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0, y0, mu1
, mu2, p1, p2, q1, q2, k1, k2, Tx, Ty, Psi, xrot, yrot, rot);
% [h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5)] =
grad_displacement_atan_Separated_displacements_with_Rotation_uy(
SelectedNodes(j,1), SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j
,4), x0, y0, mu1, mu2, p1, p2, q1, q2, k1, k2, Tx, Ty, Psi, xrot, yrot, rot)
;
[h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5), b(j,6), b(j,7), b(j,8),
b(j,9)] = grad_displacement_Rigid_Rotation(SelectedNodes(j,1),
SelectedNodes(j,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0, y0,
mu1, mu2, p1, p2, q1, q2, k1, k2, Tx, Ty, Psi, xrot, yrot, rot);
end
end
% if strcmp(method, ’rotation’) == 1
% h = vertcat(hx, hy);
% end
h = -h;
% b2 = real(b2);
Delta = real((pinv(b’*b))*b’*h);
% fx = -fxof(x,y,z,q,k);
% Jx = Jacobian(x,y,z,q,k);
% Delta = ((b2’*b2)ˆ(-1))*b2’*h2
% Delta = ((b3’*b3)ˆ(-1))*b3’*h3;
% Delta = ((Jx’*Jx)ˆ(-1))*Jx’*fx;
% Delta = Jx\fx;
% x = x + Delta(1);
% y = y + Delta(2);
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% z = z + Delta(3);
% bxb = b’*b
% bxbI = (b’*b)ˆ-1
% Delta = b\h;
% ValCur = [A1; A2; x0; y0];
crit2 = norm(h);
if strcmp(method,’mixed mode isotropic’) == 1
ValCur = [k1; k2; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
if crit2 > tol2
% k1 = k1 + Delta(1);
% k2 = k2 + Delta(2);
% Tx = Tx + Delta(3);
% Ty = Ty + Delta(4);
% x0 = x0 + Delta(5);
% y0 = y0 + Delta(6);
end
ValNew = [k1; k2; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
elseif strcmp(method, ’mixed mode anisotropic’) == 1
ValCur = [k1; k2; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
if crit2 > tol2
k1 = k1 + Delta(1);
k2 = k2 + Delta(2);
Tx = Tx + Delta(3);
Ty = Ty + Delta(4);
% x0 = x0 + Delta(5);
% y0 = y0 + Delta(6);
end
ValNew = [k1; k2; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
% elseif strcmp(method, ’mode 1 anisotropic propagating’) == 1
% ValCur = [k1; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
% if crit2 > tol2
% k1 = k1 + Delta(1);
% Tx = Tx + Delta(2);
% Ty = Ty + Delta(3);
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% x0 = x0 + Delta(4);
% y0 = y0 + Delta(5);
% end
% ValNew = [k1; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
% k2 = 0;
% elseif strcmp(method, ’mode 1 isotropic propagating’) == 1
% ValCur = [k1; x0; y0];
% if crit2 > tol2
% k1 = k1 + Delta(1);
% x0 = x0 + Delta(2);
% y0 = y0 + Delta(3);
% end
% ValNew = [k1; Tx; y0];
% k2 = 0;
elseif strcmp(method, ’mode 1 isotropic propagating full’) == 1
ValCur = [k1; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
if crit2 > tol2
k1 = k1 + Delta(1);
Tx = Tx + Delta(2);
Ty = Ty + Delta(3);
x0 = x0 + Delta(4);
y0 = y0 + Delta(5);
ValNew = [k1; Tx; Ty; x0; y0];
k2 = 0;
end
elseif strcmp(method, ’rotation’) == 1
ValCur = [k1; k2; Tx; Ty; x0; y0; xrot; yrot; rot];
if crit2 > tol2
k1 = k1 + Delta(1);
k2 = k2 + Delta(2);
Tx = Tx + Delta(3);
Ty = Ty + Delta(4);
x0 = x0 + Delta(5);
y0 = y0 + Delta(6);
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rot = rot + Delta(7);
xrot = xrot + Delta(8);
yrot = yrot + Delta(9);
end
ValNew = [k1; k2; Tx; Ty; x0; y0; xrot; yrot; rot];
k2 = 0;
end
%k1
%A1
% A1 = A1 + Delta(1);
% A2 = A2 + Delta(2);
% ValNew = [A1; A2; x0; y0];
% for j = 1:length(SelectedNodes)
% [h(j), b(j,1), b(j,2), b(j,3), b(j,4), b(j,5), b(j,6)] =
grad_displacement_atan_Rigid_Hand_Tippur(SelectedNodes(j,1), SelectedNodes(j
,2), SelectedNodes(j,3), SelectedNodes(j,4), x0, y0, mu1, mu2, p1, p2, q1,
q2, k1, k2, Tx, Ty);
% end
crit1 = norm(ValNew-ValCur);
% crit3 = norm(Delta);
% crit2 = norm(fxof(x,y,z,q,k));
% fprintf(’ %3d %20.14f %20.14f %20.14f %20.14f %20.14f \n ’,it,crit1,
crit2,x,y,z);
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% for j = 1:length(SelectedNodes)
% % Matlab version - ur variable, sign changed to match Lee instead
% % of yoneyama
% % z1 = sqrt(cos(atan((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0)/(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))) +
mu1 * sin(atan((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0)/(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))));
% % z2 = sqrt(cos(atan((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0)/(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))) +
mu2 * sin(atan((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0)/(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))));
% % atan2 zs
% z1 = sqrt(cos(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0),(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))) +
mu1 * sin(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0),(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))));
% z2 = sqrt(cos(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0),(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))) +
mu2 * sin(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0),(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))));
%
% % h vector
% % hcrit(j) = Tx/((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2
+ 1)ˆ(1/2) - SelectedNodes(j,3)/((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 -
SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*p1*((x0 -
SelectedNodes(j,1) + mu1*y0 - mu1*SelectedNodes(j,2))/((x0 - SelectedNodes(j
,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2)))
ˆ(1/2) - mu1*p2*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1) + mu2*y0 - mu2*SelectedNodes(j,2))
/((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes
(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2)))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + (y0
- SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2)ˆ(1/4) + 2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((p1*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j
,1) + mu1*y0 - mu1*SelectedNodes(j,2))/((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 -
SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2)))ˆ(1/2) - p2*((
x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1) + mu2*y0 - mu2*SelectedNodes(j,2))/((x0 -
SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2
+ 1)ˆ(1/2)))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + (y0 -
SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/(piˆ(1/2)*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 -
SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2)) + (Ty*(y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2)))/((x0 -
SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2
+ 1)ˆ(1/2)) - (SelectedNodes(j,4)*(y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2)))/((x0 -
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SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2
+ 1)ˆ(1/2)) - ((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))*(2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*q1*((x0 -
SelectedNodes(j,1) + mu1*y0 - mu1*SelectedNodes(j,2))/((x0 - SelectedNodes(j
,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2)))
ˆ(1/2) - mu1*q2*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1) + mu2*y0 - mu2*SelectedNodes(j,2))
/((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes
(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2)))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + (y0
- SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2)ˆ(1/4) + 2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((q1*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j
,1) + mu1*y0 - mu1*SelectedNodes(j,2))/((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 -
SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2)))ˆ(1/2) - q2*((
x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1) + mu2*y0 - mu2*SelectedNodes(j,2))/((x0 -
SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 - SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2
+ 1)ˆ(1/2)))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + (y0 -
SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)))/(piˆ(1/2)*(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))*((y0 -
SelectedNodes(j,2))ˆ2/(x0 - SelectedNodes(j,1))ˆ2 + 1)ˆ(1/2));
% % h vector with atan2 and symbolic UR
% hcrit(j) = (k1*sqrt(2*sqrt((SelectedNodes(j,1)- x0)ˆ2 + (SelectedNodes(j
,2) - y0)ˆ2)/pi)*real((1/(mu2-mu1))*(p1*mu2*z1 - p2*mu1*z2)) + k2*sqrt(2*
sqrt((SelectedNodes(j,1)- x0)ˆ2 + (SelectedNodes(j,2) - y0)ˆ2)/pi)*real((1/(
mu2-mu1))*(p1*z1 - p2*z2)))*cos(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0),(
SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0))) + (k1*sqrt(2*sqrt((SelectedNodes(j,1)- x0)ˆ2 + (
SelectedNodes(j,2) - y0)ˆ2)/pi)*real((1/(mu2-mu1))*(q1*mu2*z1 - q2*mu1*z2))
+ k2*sqrt(2*sqrt((SelectedNodes(j,1)- x0)ˆ2 + (SelectedNodes(j,2) - y0)ˆ2)/
pi)*real((1/(mu2-mu1))*(q1*z1 - q2*z2)))*sin(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0)
,(SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0)))+ (Tx*cos(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0),(
SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0)))) + (Ty*sin(atan2((SelectedNodes(j,2) -y0),(
SelectedNodes(j,1)-x0)))) - UR(j);
%
% end
% k1 = A1*sqrt(2*pi);
% k2 = -A2*sqrt(2*pi);
XFinalit(it+1) = x0;
YFinalit(it+1) = y0;
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fprintf(’ %3d %20.14f %20.14f %20.14f %20.14f %20.14f %20.14f \n’,it,crit1,
crit2, x0, y0, k1, k2);
end
MaxIterRec(FileNum) = it;
K1(FileNum) = k1;
K2(FileNum) = k2;
XFinal(FileNum) = x0;
YFinal(FileNum) = y0;
rotFinal(FileNum) = rot;
TxFinal(FileNum) = Tx;
TyFinal(FileNum) = Ty;
% Record Video Frame
if VideoEnabled == 1
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
plot((Deformation(:,1)),Deformation(:,2),’o’)
hold on
plot(XFinal(FileNum),YFinal(FileNum),’rX-’)
xlabel(’X Coordinate (m)’)
ylabel(’Y Coordinate (m)’)
title(’Sample and Crack Tip’)
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(BeginNum:Interval:FileNum,K1(BeginNum:Interval:FileNum),’b’)
hold on
plot(BeginNum:Interval:FileNum,K2(BeginNum:Interval:FileNum),’r’)
legend(’K1’,’K2’,’Location’,’Northwest’)
plot(FileNum,k1,’bX’)
plot(FileNum,k2,’rX’)
title(’K1 and K2’)
xlabel(’Time’)
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ylabel(’SIF (MPa/mˆ{1/2})’)
frame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(SIFObj,frame);
close all
end
end
% K1(FileNum) = ANS(1,1);
% K2(FileNum) = ANS(2,1);
% end
% Plot Diagnostic Results
% polar(theta,r,’o’)
% hold on
% polar((SelectedNodes(:,6)),SelectedNodes(:,5),’ro’)
% figure
% plot((SelectedNodes(:,1)),SelectedNodes(:,2),’o’)
% figure
% plot((Deformation(:,1)),Deformation(:,2),’o’)
% hold on
% plot((SelectedNodes(:,1)),SelectedNodes(:,2),’ro’)
% plot(x0,y0,’rX’)
%plot(x0,y0,’rX’)
% figure
% title(’Plot matching v3’)
% plot((Deformation(:,1)),Deformation(:,2),’o’)
% hold on
% plot((SelectedNodes(:,1)*10ˆ3),SelectedNodes(:,2)*10ˆ3,’ro’)
% plot(xtemp,y0,’rX’)
% figure
% plot(ANS(1,:),’o-’)
% hold on;
% plot(ANS(2,:),’xr-’)
% figure
% plot(ANS(1,:),’b’)
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% hold on
% plot(ANS(3,:),’k’)
% plot(ANS(4,:),’r’)
% plot(ANS(5,:),’g’)
if VideoEnabled == 1
close(SIFObj);
end
figure
plot(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum,K1(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum))
hold on
plot(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum,K2(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum),’r’)
title(’K1 and K2’)
legend(’K1’,’K2’,’Location’,’Northwest’)
xlabel(’Time’)
ylabel(’SIF (MPa/mˆ{1/2})’)
figure
scatter3(Deformation(:,1),Deformation(:,2),Deformation(:,3),’.’)
hold on
scatter3(SelectedNodes(:,1),SelectedNodes(:,2),SelectedNodes(:,3),’xr’)
title(’u’)
figure
scatter3(Deformation(:,1),Deformation(:,2),Deformation(:,4)-Ty,’.’)
hold on
scatter3(SelectedNodes(:,1),SelectedNodes(:,2),SelectedNodes(:,4)-Ty,’xr’)
scatter3(XFinal(EndNum),YFinal(EndNum),0,’ok’)
title(’v’)
figure
plot((Deformation(:,1)),Deformation(:,2),’.’)
hold on
plot(XFinalit(2:end),YFinalit(2:end),’kX-’)
plot(XFinal(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum),YFinal(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum),’rX-’)
figure
plot(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum,MaxIterRec(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum))
title(’Record of Number of Iterations to Converge’)
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xlabel(’Frame’)
ylabel(’Number of Iterations’)
figure
plot((BeginNum:Interval:EndNum),XFinal(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum)- xinit)
title(’Distance between Initial Crack Tip Location and Actual’)
xlabel(’Frame’)
ylabel(’Distance’)
D.2 Anisotropic Mixed-Mode Stationary Crack Function
function [h, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6] =
grad_displacement_atan_Rigid_Hand_Tippur_Rotate(xk, yk, ux, uy, x0, y0, mu1,
mu2, p1, p2, q1, q2, k1, k2, Tx, Ty, Psi)
% A function to calculate the h_k at a given point, as well as the
% derivatives to find the gradient at that point, for the SIF-displacement
% relations.
% Calculate radial data from cartesian inputs
rk = sqrt((xk - x0)ˆ2 + (yk - y0)ˆ2);
thetak = atan2((yk -y0),(xk-x0));
thetak = thetak + Psi;
UR = cos(thetak)*ux + sin(thetak)*uy;
% Calculate z parameters
z1 = sqrt(cos(atan2((yk -y0),(xk-x0))) + mu1 * sin(atan2((yk -y0),(xk-x0))
));
z2 = sqrt(cos(atan2((yk -y0),(xk-x0))) + mu2 * sin(atan2((yk -y0),(xk-x0))
));
% Calculate individual functions (broken out for simplicity)
f1 = real((1/(mu2-mu1))*(p1*mu2*z1 - p2*mu1*z2));
f2 = real((1/(mu2-mu1))*(p1*z1 - p2*z2));
g1 = real((1/(mu2-mu1))*(q1*mu2*z1 - q2*mu1*z2));
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g2 = real((1/(mu2-mu1))*(q1*z1 - q2*z2));
% uxTest = (k1*sqrt(2*rk/pi)*f1 + k2*sqrt(2*rk/pi)*f2);
% ux;
% uyTest = (k1*sqrt(2*rk/pi)*g1 + k2*sqrt(2*rk/pi)*g2);
% UR;
% uxTest*cos(thetak)+uyTest*sin(thetak);
% Calculate h for the given data point
h = (k1*sqrt(2*rk/pi)*f1 + k2*sqrt(2*rk/pi)*f2 + Tx)*cos(thetak) + (k1*sqrt(2*rk
/pi)*g1 + k2*sqrt(2*rk/pi)*g2 + Ty)*sin(thetak) - UR;
b1 = sqrt(2*rk/pi)*f1*cos(thetak) + sqrt(2*rk/pi)*g1*sin(thetak);
% Calculate dh/dk1
% Calculate dh/dk2
b2 = sqrt(2*rk/pi)*f2*cos(thetak) + sqrt(2*rk/pi)*g2*sin(thetak);
% % Calculate dh/dTx
b3 = cos(thetak);
%
% % Calculate dh/dTy
b4 = sin(thetak);
% Calculate dh/dx0
% Unsimplified atan2
b5 = ux/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - Tx/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) +
((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*p1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(
x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))
/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*p2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(
x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0
- xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((p1*((imag(y0) -
imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0
) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) -
p2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
- (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
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yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2))/abs
(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + ((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))
*((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real(((mu2*p1*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag
(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) -
imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)) - (mu1
*p2*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(
y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) +
real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu2*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0
*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/pi
ˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real(((p1*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 -
xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 -
xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag
(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0)
- imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(
imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))
ˆ(1/2)) - (p2*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk
*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk
*1i)ˆ2 - (mu2*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0)
- real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) -
real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(
xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 -
mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*
p1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i
) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*p2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0
- xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/
abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*(2*x0 - 2*xk))/(4*pi
ˆ(1/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((p1*((imag(y0)
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- imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(
imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))
ˆ(1/2) - p2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1
i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*(2*x0 - 2*xk))/(4*piˆ(1/2)*((x0 - xk)
ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4))))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - ((imag(x0) - imag
(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real(((mu2*q1*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0
*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(
x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i
- yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0
- xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)) - (mu1*q2*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (
sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/
abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu2*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(
x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))
/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1
i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i
- yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2)
+ (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real(((q1*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk)
+ real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) -
imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(
x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))
- (q2*(1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(
imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2
- (mu2*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real
(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0)
+ real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 - mu2))*((
x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*q1*((imag
(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1
*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))
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ˆ(1/2) - mu1*q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 -
xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*(2*x0 - 2*xk))/(4*piˆ(1/2)*((x0 -
xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((q1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) -
real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(
xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - q2*((imag
(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2
*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))
ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*(2*x0 - 2*xk))/(4*piˆ(1/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2
+ (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4))))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (ux*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i
- yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i
- yk*1i)ˆ2 - (uy*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(
y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i)*((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*p1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk
))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) -
real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*p2*((imag(y0) - imag(
yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) -
imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1
- mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((p1
*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
- (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - p2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(
x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)
ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2))*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*
q1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i
) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0
- xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) -
(mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))
ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)
*k2*real((q1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0
*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 -
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xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)
)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) -
real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 +
(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2))*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))
/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (Tx*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(
y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 + (Ty
*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))
/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2;
% Calculate dh/dy0
% unsimplified atan2
b6 = uy/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - Ty/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) +
((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*q1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(
x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))
/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(
x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0
- xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((q1*((imag(y0) -
imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0
) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) -
q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
- (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2))/abs
(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real(((mu2*p1*(mu1/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(
x0) + real(xk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(x0 - xk + y0
*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) +
real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) -
real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)) - (mu1*p2*(mu2/abs(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) -
real(x0) + real(xk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu2*sign(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 -
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xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs
(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)
))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 -
yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real(((p1*(mu1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) +
real(xk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i
- yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 -
xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)) - (p2*(mu2/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (
sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))*1
i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu2*sign(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0
*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 -
xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs
(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)
ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*p1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0
) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*p2*((imag(
y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(
imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))
ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*(2*y0 - 2*yk))/(4*piˆ(1/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)
ˆ(3/4)) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((p1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))
/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real
(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - p2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) -
real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(
xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2
))*(2*y0 - 2*yk))/(4*piˆ(1/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 -
yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)))*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i
- yk*1i) - (((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real(((mu2*q1*(mu1/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) +
(sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))
*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(
imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i -
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yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0
*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)) - (mu1*q2*(mu2/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0
- xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))*1i)/abs(
x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu2*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) -
imag(xk) + real(y0) -
real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(
x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 - mu2))*((
x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real(((q1*(mu1/abs(
x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(
yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu1*sign(
x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/
abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real
(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) -
real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)) - (q2*(mu2/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i) + (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real
(x0) + real(xk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (mu2*sign(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2))/(2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0
- xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/
abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2)))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)
ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) - (2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*q1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real
(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*q2*((imag(
y0) -
imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) -
imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1
- mu2))*(2*y0 - 2*yk))/(4*piˆ(1/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) -
(2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((q1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 -
xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs
(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) +
real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(
y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*(2*y0 -
2*yk))/(4*piˆ(1/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)))*(imag(x0) - imag(xk)
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+ real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (ux*sign(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (uy*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk)
+ real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 + (sign(x0 - xk
+ y0*1i - yk*1i)*((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*p1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0)
+ real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*p2*((imag(
y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(
imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))
ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)
*k2*real((p1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0
*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 -
xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - p2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) +
real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) -
real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2
+ (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2))*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))
*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
*((2ˆ(1/2)*k1*real((mu2*q1*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs
(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)
))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2) - mu1*q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) -
real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(
xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2
))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2) + (2ˆ(1/2)*k2*real((q1*((
imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - (
mu1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1
i))ˆ(1/2) - q2*((imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))/abs(x0 - xk +
y0*1i - yk*1i) - (mu2*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 -
xk + y0*1i -
yk*1i))ˆ(1/2))/(mu1 - mu2))*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + (y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))/piˆ(1/2))*(imag(
x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 -
(Tx*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk
))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 + (Ty*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(
imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
ˆ2;
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end
D.3 Isotropic Mode I Propagating Crack Function
function [h, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5] =
grad_displacement_mode_I_isotropic_propagating_full(xk, yk, ux, uy, x0, y0,
k1, Tx, Ty, E, G, rho, c)
% A function to calculate the h_k at a given point, as well as the
% derivatives to find the gradient at that point, for the SIF-displacement
% relations.
Cd = sqrt(E*10ˆ6/rho);
Cs = sqrt(G*10ˆ6/rho);
% Calculate xis
xi1 = xk - x0;
xi2 = yk - y0;
% Calculate "s" terms
alphas = sqrt(1 - cˆ2/Csˆ2);
thetas = atan2(alphas * xi2,xi1);
rs = sqrt(xi1ˆ2 + alphasˆ2 * xi2ˆ2);
% Calculate "d" terms
alphad = sqrt(1- cˆ2/Cdˆ2);
thetad = atan2(alphad * xi2,xi1);
rd = sqrt(xi1ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*xi2ˆ2);
% Rv term
Rv = 4*alphas*alphad - (1 + alphasˆ2)ˆ2;
ux_calc = (2 * k1) / (G * Rv * sqrt(2*pi)) * ( (1 + alphasˆ2)*rdˆ(1/2) * cos(
thetad/2) - 2 * alphad * alphas * rsˆ(1/2) * cos(thetas/2));
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uy_calc = (2 * alphad * k1) / (G * Rv * sqrt(2*pi)) * ( (1 + alphasˆ2)*rdˆ(1/2)
* sin(thetad/2) - 2 * rsˆ(1/2) * sin(thetas/2));
% % Calculate radial data from cartesian inputs
thetak = atan2((yk -y0),(xk-x0));
UR = cos(thetak)*ux + sin(thetak)*uy;
% Calculate h for the given data point
h = ux_calc * cos(thetak) - uy_calc * sin(thetak) + Tx*cos(thetak) + Ty*sin(
thetak) - UR;
% Calculate dh/dk1
b1 = ((2) / (G * Rv * sqrt(2*pi)) * ( (1 + alphasˆ2)*rdˆ(1/2) * cos(thetad/2) -
2 * alphad * alphas * rsˆ(1/2) * cos(thetas/2))) * cos(thetak) + -((2 *
alphad) / (G * Rv * sqrt(2*pi)) * ( (1 + alphasˆ2)*rdˆ(1/2) * sin(thetad/2)
- 2 * rsˆ(1/2) * sin(thetas/2))) * sin(thetak);
% % Calculate dh/dTx
b2 = cos(thetak);
% % Calculate dh/dTy
b3 = sin(thetak);
% Calculate dh/dx0
% Y negative
b4 = ux/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - Tx/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (ux*
sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/
abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (uy*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0)
- imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (Tx*
sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))/
abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 + (Ty*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(x0)
- imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk)))/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 -
(4503599627370496*k1*(cos(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 +
1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4) - 2*alphad*alphas*cos(atan2(-
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alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)))
/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(4*alphad*alphas - (alphas
ˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) +
(4503599627370496*k1*((cos(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(2*x0 - 2*xk)*(
alphasˆ2 + 1))/(4*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) + (sin(atan2
(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 + 1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0
- yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphad*(y0 - yk))))/(2*((imag(x0
) - imag(xk) + real(alphad*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2 + (imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(
x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)) - (alphad*alphas*cos(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)
/2)*(2*x0 - 2*xk))/(2*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) - (alphad
*alphas*sin(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(
y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphas*(y0 - yk))))/((imag(x0
) - imag(xk) + real(alphas*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2 + (imag(alphas*(y0 - yk)) - real(
x0) + real(xk))ˆ2))*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk)))
/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(4*alphad*alphas - (
alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) - (4503599627370496*alphad*k1*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real
(y0) -
real(yk))*((sin(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(2*x0 - 2*xk))/(2*((x0 -
xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) - (cos(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk -
x0)/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(alphas*(y0 - yk))))/((imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphas*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2
+ (imag(alphas*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2) - (sin(atan2(-alphad*(
y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(2*x0 - 2*xk)*(alphasˆ2 + 1))/(4*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 +
alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) + (cos(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk -
x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 + 1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)*(imag(x0) -
imag(xk) + real(alphad*(y0 - yk))))/(2*((imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphad
*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2 + (imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2))))
/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(4*alphad*alphas - (
alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) - (4503599627370496*k1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(cos
(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 + 1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphad
ˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4) - 2*alphad*alphas*cos(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk -
x0)/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) -
real(x0) + real(xk)))/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
ˆ2*(4*alphad*alphas - (alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) + (4503599627370496*alphad*k1*sign
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(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(2*sin(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*((x0
- xk)ˆ2 +
alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4) - sin(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphas
ˆ2 + 1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) +
real(y0) - real(yk)))/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
ˆ2*(4*alphad*alphas - (alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2));
% Calculate dh/dy0
% Y negative
b5 = uy/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) - Ty/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i) + (ux*
sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))*1i
)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (uy*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(
x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 - (
Tx*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))
*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2 + (Ty*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(
imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*1i)/abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)
ˆ2 + (4503599627370496*k1*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))*((
alphadˆ2*cos(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(2*y0 - 2*yk)*(alphasˆ2 +
1))/(4*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) - (alphad*alphasˆ3*cos(
atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(2*y0 - 2*yk))/(2*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphas
ˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) + (sin(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2
+ 1)*(real(alphad)/(imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk)) - (imag(
alphad)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphad*(y0 - yk))))/(imag(alphad*(y0 -
yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 -
yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)*(imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)/(2*((imag(x0) -
imag(xk) + real(alphad*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2 + (imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) +
real(xk))ˆ2)) - (alphad*alphas*sin(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(
real(alphas)/(imag(alphas*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk)) - (imag(alphas)
*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphas*(y0 - yk))))/(imag(alphas*(y0 - yk)) -
real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)*(imag(
alphas*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)/((imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(
alphas*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2 + (imag(alphas*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)))
/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(4*alphad*alphas - (
alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) - (4503599627370496*alphad*k1*(2*sin(atan2(-alphas*(y0 -
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yk), xk - x0)/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4) - sin(atan2(-
alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 + 1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 -
yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)))/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(4*alphad*
alphas - (alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) - (4503599627370496*alphad*k1*(imag(x0) - imag(
xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))*((alphasˆ2*sin(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)
/2)*(2*y0 - 2*yk))/(2*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) - (cos(
atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(real(alphas)/(imag(alphas*(y0 - yk))
- real(x0) + real(xk)) - (imag(alphas)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphas*(
y0 - yk))))/(imag(alphas*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2
+ alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)*(imag(alphas*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk)
)ˆ2)/((imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphas*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2 + (imag(alphas*(y0 -
yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2) - (alphadˆ2*sin(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk
- x0)/2)*(2*y0 - 2*yk)*(alphasˆ2 + 1))/(4*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk
)ˆ2)ˆ(3/4)) + (cos(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 + 1)*(
real(alphad)/(imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk)) -
(imag(alphad)*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(alphad*(y0 - yk))))/(imag(alphad*(y0
- yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4)
*(imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk))ˆ2)/(2*((imag(x0) - imag(xk)
+ real(alphad*(y0 - yk)))ˆ2 + (imag(alphad*(y0 - yk)) - real(x0) + real(xk
))ˆ2))))/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(4*alphad*alphas
- (alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) - (k1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(cos(atan2(-alphad
*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 + 1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)
ˆ(1/4) - 2*alphad*alphas*cos(atan2(-alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*((x0 - xk
)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 -
yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))*(imag(y0) - imag(yk) - real(x0) + real(xk))*4503599627370496i)
/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2*(4*alphad*alphas - (
alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2)) + (alphad*k1*sign(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)*(2*sin(atan2(-
alphas*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 + alphasˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4) -
sin(atan2(-alphad*(y0 - yk), xk - x0)/2)*(alphasˆ2 + 1)*((x0 - xk)ˆ2 +
alphadˆ2*(y0 - yk)ˆ2)ˆ(1/4))*(imag(x0) - imag(xk) + real(y0) - real(yk))
*4503599627370496i)/(5644425081792261*G*abs(x0 - xk + y0*1i - yk*1i)ˆ2*(4*
alphad*alphas - (alphasˆ2 + 1)ˆ2));
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end
D.4 J-Integral Code
% Analysis code to extract SIFs using J integral
% Logan Shannahan
clear all;
close all;
clear h, clear delta, clear b, clear *Finalit, clear *Final, clear K*
clear all
% Select Data File
% Import data from file
% BeginNum is first frame to examine
% Select Data File
% Import data from file
% BeginNum is first frame to examine
BeginNum = 88;
% GrowthInitiationNum = 5;
Interval = 1;
EndNum = 88;
% Choose selected data range
% Frame 5
% xinit = 192 - 74;
% xinit = 110;
% yinit = 104;
% OuterRange = 9.0;
Thickness = 5;
OuterRange = 2.0*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% OuterRange = .75*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% OuterRange = 0.5*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% InnerRange = OuterRange - 0.11*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
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% InnerRange =.15*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% InnerRange =.5*Thickness*10ˆ-3;
% InnerRange = .00002;
InnerRange = 0.000001;
% xinit = 110;
% yinit = 100;
% Frame 2
% xinit = .03 - 0.019;
% yinit = 0.0093;
xinit = 0.019;
% xinit = 0.019;
yinit = 0.0093;
Angle_From_Crack = 179;
% File to look at
ifilename = ’P19_’;
FileEnd = ’.tiff.csv’;
ipathname = strcat(pwd,’\’);
% Set Pixel to mm scale (1 Pixel = ____ mm)
% WidthPixel = 259;
% Widthmm = 3.77;
% Set Pixel to mm scale (1 Pixel = ____ mm)
% WidthPixel = 259;
% Widthmm = 3.77;
% Thickness = 2;
% Scale = .11; % mm/pixel, from DIC. Same scale used on displacements.
% Scale = Scale*10ˆ-3;
Thickness = Thickness*10ˆ-3;
Scale = 1;
% Material Data - Compliance Tensor
% E1 = 3.2*10ˆ3;
E1 = 3.2*10ˆ3;
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E2 = E1;
E3 = E1;
v12 = 0.42;
G12 = E1/(2*(1+v12));
s11 = 1/E1;
s12 = -v12/E2;
s16 = 0;
s22 = 1/E2;
s26 = 0;
s66 = 1/G12;
% properties for PMMA
rho = 1300;
% Crack tip Speed
% c = 1400;
% c = 141;
G = G12;
% J integral contour locations
% Start Point: top surface of crack
xStart = 352;
yStart = 131;
% Next point: Upper right corner
xUpRight = xStart;
yUpRight = 203;
% Next point: Upper left corner
xUpLeft = 148;
yUpLeft= yUpRight;
% Next point: Bottom Left Corner
xBotLeft = xUpLeft;
yBotLeft= 41;
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% Next point: Bottom Right Corner
xBotRight = xStart;
yBotRight= yBotLeft;
% Final Point: Bottom Surface of Crack
xEnd = xStart;
yEnd= 113;
% Growing Crack Loop Through DIC Frames
for FileNum=BeginNum:Interval:EndNum
clear Deformation
clear DeformationTemp
clear SelectedNodes
clear h, clear delta, clear b, clear *Finalit,
if FileNum <= 9
data=importdata(strcat(ipathname,ifilename,’00’,num2str(FileNum),FileEnd),
’;’, 1);
elseif FileNum <= 99 && FileNum > 9
data=importdata(strcat(ipathname,ifilename,’0’,num2str(FileNum),FileEnd),
’;’, 1);
else
data=importdata(strcat(ipathname,ifilename,num2str(FileNum),FileEnd), ’;’,
1);
end
% % Coordinates - mm
% Deformation(:,1)=data.data(:,3)*10ˆ-3; % x
% Deformation(:,2)=data.data(:,4)*10ˆ-3; % y
% Coordinates - pixels
Deformation(:,1)=data.data(:,1); % x
Deformation(:,2)=data.data(:,2); % y
% Displacementes
Deformation(:,3)=-data.data(:,5)*10ˆ-3; % u
Deformation(:,4)=data.data(:,6)*10ˆ-3; % v
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% Strains
Deformation(:,5) = 11;
Deformation(:,6) = 22;
Deformation(:,7) = 12;
% Stresses
StressVec(:,1) = E1*(Deformation(:,5) + v12*Deformation(:,6))./(1-v12ˆ2);
StressVec(:,2) = E1*(Deformation(:,6) + v12*Deformation(:,5))./(1-v12ˆ2);
StressVec(:,3) = G12 * Deformation(:,7);
% Build lookup matrix for location of each datapoint
LookUp = zeros(250,400);
for i=1:length(Deformation(:,1))
LookUp(Deformation(i,2),Deformation(i,1)) = i;
end
SelInd = 1;
Stress = zeros(2,2);
Strain = zeros(2,2);
SelectedNodes = zeros(150,7);
Jint = zeros(150,1);
% Portion from crack to top right
for i=yStart:6:yUpRight
% Look up index
Index = LookUp(i,xStart);
% Record Nodes Used
SelectedNodes(SelInd,:) = Deformation(Index,:);
SelInd = SelInd+1;
% Normal for current leg of integral
norm = [-1; 0];
% Calculate Stress and Strain Tensor at each Node
Stress(1,1) = StressVec(Index,1);
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Stress(2,2) = StressVec(Index,2);
Stress(1,2) = StressVec(Index,3);
Stress(2,1) = StressVec(Index,3);
Strain(1,1) = Deformation(Index,5);
Strain(2,2) = Deformation(Index,6);
Strain(1,2) = Deformation(Index,7);
Strain(2,1) = Deformation(Index,7);
dudx = [(Deformation(LookUp(i,xStart+6),3) - Deformation(LookUp(i,xStart
-6),3))/(12*0.07) ; (Deformation(LookUp(i,xStart+6),4) - Deformation(
LookUp(i,xStart-6),4))/(12*0.07)];
% Calculate J
% Jint(SelInd) = (Stress*Strain’*[-1; 0] - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
Jint(SelInd) = ([Stress(1,1) ; Stress(2,2); Stress(2,1)]’*[Strain(1,1) ;
Strain(2,2); Strain(2,1)]*norm(1) - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
end
% Portion from top right to top left
for i=xUpRight:-6:xUpLeft
% Look up index
Index = LookUp(yUpRight,i);
% Record Nodes Used
SelectedNodes(SelInd,:) = Deformation(Index,:);
SelInd = SelInd+1;
% Normal for current leg of integral
norm = [0; 1];
% Calculate Stress and Strain Tensor at each Node
Stress(1,1) = StressVec(Index,1);
Stress(2,2) = StressVec(Index,2);
Stress(1,2) = StressVec(Index,3);
Stress(2,1) = StressVec(Index,3);
Strain(1,1) = Deformation(Index,5);
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Strain(2,2) = Deformation(Index,6);
Strain(1,2) = Deformation(Index,7);
Strain(2,1) = Deformation(Index,7);
dudx = [(Deformation(LookUp(yUpRight+6,i),3) - Deformation(LookUp(yUpRight
-6,i),3))/(12*0.07) ; (Deformation(LookUp(yUpRight+6,i),4) -
Deformation(LookUp(yUpRight-6,i),4))/(12*0.07)];
% Calculate J
% Jint(SelInd) = (Stress*Strain’*[-1; 0] - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
Jint(SelInd) = ([Stress(1,1) ; Stress(2,2); Stress(2,1)]’*[Strain(1,1) ;
Strain(2,2); Strain(2,1)]*norm(1) - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
end
% Portion from top left to bottom left
for i=yUpLeft:-6:yBotLeft
% Look up index
Index = LookUp(i,xUpLeft);
% Record Nodes Used
SelectedNodes(SelInd,:) = Deformation(Index,:);
SelInd = SelInd+1;
% Normal for current leg of integral
norm = [1; 0];
% Calculate Stress and Strain Tensor at each Node
Stress(1,1) = StressVec(Index,1);
Stress(2,2) = StressVec(Index,2);
Stress(1,2) = StressVec(Index,3);
Stress(2,1) = StressVec(Index,3);
Strain(1,1) = Deformation(Index,5);
Strain(2,2) = Deformation(Index,6);
Strain(1,2) = Deformation(Index,7);
Strain(2,1) = Deformation(Index,7);
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dudx = [(Deformation(LookUp(i,xUpLeft+6),3) - Deformation(LookUp(i,xUpLeft
-6),3))/(12*0.07) ; (Deformation(LookUp(i,xUpLeft+6),4) - Deformation(
LookUp(i,xUpLeft-6),4))/(12*0.07)];
% Calculate J
% Jint(SelInd) = (Stress*Strain’*[-1; 0] - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
Jint(SelInd) = ([Stress(1,1) ; Stress(2,2); Stress(2,1)]’*[Strain(1,1) ;
Strain(2,2); Strain(2,1)]*norm(1) - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
end
% Portion from bottom left to bottom right
for i=xBotLeft:6:xBotRight
% Look up index
Index = LookUp(yBotLeft,i);
% Record Nodes Used
SelectedNodes(SelInd,:) = Deformation(Index,:);
SelInd = SelInd+1;
% Normal for current leg of integral
norm = [0; -1];
% Calculate Stress and Strain Tensor at each Node
Stress(1,1) = StressVec(Index,1);
Stress(2,2) = StressVec(Index,2);
Stress(1,2) = StressVec(Index,3);
Stress(2,1) = StressVec(Index,3);
Strain(1,1) = Deformation(Index,5);
Strain(2,2) = Deformation(Index,6);
Strain(1,2) = Deformation(Index,7);
Strain(2,1) = Deformation(Index,7);
dudx = [(Deformation(LookUp(yBotLeft+6,i),3) - Deformation(LookUp(yBotLeft
-6,i),3))/(12*0.07) ; (Deformation(LookUp(yBotLeft+6,i),4) -
Deformation(LookUp(yBotLeft-6,i),4))/(12*0.07)];
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% Calculate J
% Jint(SelInd) = (Stress*Strain’*[-1; 0] - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
Jint(SelInd) = ([Stress(1,1) ; Stress(2,2); Stress(2,1)]’*[Strain(1,1) ;
Strain(2,2); Strain(2,1)]*norm(1) - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
end
% Portion from bottom right to bottom of crack
for i=yBotRight:6:yEnd
% Look up index
Index = LookUp(i,xEnd);
% Record Nodes Used
SelectedNodes(SelInd,:) = Deformation(Index,:);
SelInd = SelInd+1;
% Normal for current leg of integral
norm = [-1; 0];
% Calculate Stress and Strain Tensor at each Node
Stress(1,1) = StressVec(Index,1);
Stress(2,2) = StressVec(Index,2);
Stress(1,2) = StressVec(Index,3);
Stress(2,1) = StressVec(Index,3);
Strain(1,1) = Deformation(Index,5);
Strain(2,2) = Deformation(Index,6);
Strain(1,2) = Deformation(Index,7);
Strain(2,1) = Deformation(Index,7);
dudx = [(Deformation(LookUp(i,xEnd+6),3) - Deformation(LookUp(i,xEnd-6),3)
)/(12*0.07) ; (Deformation(LookUp(i,xEnd+6),4) - Deformation(LookUp(i,
xEnd-6),4))/(12*0.07)];
% Calculate J
% Jint(SelInd) = (Stress*Strain’*[-1; 0] - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
Jint(SelInd) = ([Stress(1,1) ; Stress(2,2); Stress(2,1)]’*[Strain(1,1) ;
Strain(2,2); Strain(2,1)]*norm(1) - 2 * dudx’ * Stress * norm);
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end
end
JTotal = sum(Jint) * 0.5
K = sqrt(J/E1)
% figure
% plot(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum,K1(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum))
% hold on
% plot(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum,K2(BeginNum:Interval:EndNum),’r’)
% title(’K1 and K2’)
% legend(’K1’,’K2’,’Location’,’Northwest’)
% xlabel(’Time’)
% ylabel(’SIF (MPa/mˆ{1/2})’)
% figure
% scatter3(Deformation(:,1),Deformation(:,2),Deformation(:,3),’.’)
% hold on
% scatter3(SelectedNodes(:,1),SelectedNodes(:,2),SelectedNodes(:,3),’xr’)
% title(’u’)
figure
scatter3(Deformation(:,1),Deformation(:,2),Deformation(:,4),’.’)
hold on
scatter3(SelectedNodes(:,1),SelectedNodes(:,2),SelectedNodes(:,4),’xr’)
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